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a distance of a quarter of a
At the Evans Hotel he secured a
room for her, telling the clerk that she
was a stepdaughtor of his and was very
sick. Physicians were called, who discovered her condition, but in spite of
their efforts sho sank rapidly and died
last Thursday at 4 o’clock, as stated

Operation.

above.

HER EMPLOYER SUBJECTED TO i

SEARCHING EXAMINATION.

The

Authorities Feel That the Guilty Per
Be

sons

Will

Keen

Employed

Hat

Discovered—She

Biddeford for Sever
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al Years.

31—The cause of th
th
death of Miss Filetta McDonald at
Evans Hotel, in Gardiner, last Thursda;

Augusta, Aug.

MUST GRATEFUL
And

of Warming
Stomachics is

Comforting

SANFORD’S GINGER
quenches thirst,

It

warms

and

strengthens weak stomachs, promotes digestion, prevents chills,
destroys disease germs in water

drunk, and protects the system
from malarial influences.

Containing among its ingredients the purest
of medicinal French brandy and the best of
it is vastly superior to the
often dangerous gingers urged as substitutes.
Ask for HANFORD’S GINGER and look for
owl trade mark on the wrapper.
Sold everywhere. Potter Drug and Chem. Corp., Sole
Proprietors, Boston.

imported ginger,

a

quest, which took place in the polici
court room at the instance of the ooun tj
attorney, George Hesselton of Gardiner,
showed that Miss McDonald was a steno
grapher and bookkeeper in the emmploj
of William A. Roberts of Biddeford,
and

INSURANCE

RATES

REDUCED TO COST.
Parties haying property of any kind
to insure will make a saying of about
on PLUMMER
one half, by calling
BROS., Eire Insurance Agents, >'o. 11
Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
dlw

aug31

GRAND

TRUNK

RAILWAY.

TO

■

1,

*

Boston hotel on the following Tuesday
She was then to apprise him of the resul ;
of her interview with her sister, and ar
range to return to Biddeford, fix up he:

books, and then go back to her sister.
that

Mr. Roberts stated
McDonald as

EXCURSION-!rates

acknowl
a delicati 1

way responsible for it.
At his suggestion, Hr.Roberts testified
Miss McDonald left Biddeford to visit i
sister in Massachusetts and tell her o
the facts, promising to meet him at

agreed,

and

met

he

he

as

Mis
had ai !

engagement ij
important business
Augusta for which ,he fneeded a steno
he asked her to accompany hin 1
by boat to Gardiner, where they wouli
take the train for Augusta.
They lef J
Boston^on 'the steamer Sagadahoo oi 1

grapher,

■■

SHERBROOKE
EXHIBITION.

Shortly after the boat start® l
Miss McDonald was taken sick, and hai I
to retire to her stateroom, where she re
H
mained the balance of the trip.
thought she was merely suffering fron
The Grand Trunk
Railway will seasickness, he said, and did not call oi
PORTLAND to any of the steamer’s people to attend her
issue tickets from
SHERBROOKE, P. Q., and return on
Upon arrival of the eboat at Gardiner
Miss McDonald walked, with the assis
SEPT. 3d 1895.

FARE $4.15.
Tickets good to return until
9th, 1895.

Sept

L. J. SEARGEAFT,
Manager.
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NOTICES.

GFECIA1.

In the piece or
liable to shrink
ness, can be

STEAM

are

or

spot by damp
*

SPONGED

FOSTER’S
FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE,
13 Preble St. opp Preble House.
Cleansed Every Day.
Telephone connection

NEEDED WHEN YOU RETURN HOME.

BOTTLE WAX.

Flavoring

Extracts.

ilOliSE

PAINTS.

FLOOR PAINTS.
ENAMELS,
FPRNITtBE Polish.

H. H. HAY & SON,
Middle St.

|

The laborer
is worthy
of his hire.

^

we cannot make a
profit on an order, tve do
not want it. We are not

If

5*

All

in the printing business
for our health —but for
the money there is in it.
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Old

Academy

of

Music

Buffalo, September 1.—The Academy
Music, Buffalo’s historic old play
house, was gutted by fire early this morning. Besides the Academy property, the
liquor store of P. C. Millett, the saloon
of Jacob Fried, the fur and hat store of
George W. Comstock, and the variety
of

thi

lieved to be under control, but later it
blazed up again. It seemed for a time
that
the
adjoining buildings toward
Seneca street must go. They are old
ramshackle tinder boxes. Soveral streams
were kept
busy wetting these buildings
down and everything of value was removed to places of safety. At about three
o’clock one of the floors'of the Academy
building fell and the flying glass and
timber injured several firemen. Those
who required treatment at the hospital
struck on the head by
are William Hare,
flying glass, seriously; A. G. Stewart,
injured in chest and arms;Simon O’DonA
nell, badly cut by glass and timber.
rough estimate of the damage to buildings and contents places it from $250,000
to $300,000.

hail exhibit will be full and
The attractions and objeots
interesting.
of interest will be those produced in
Maine and not mere advertising exhibits.
A
large tank has been provided for a
fish exhibit, where whioh will be shown
the progress of fish culture. The'tank
has been made strong enough to bear
any possible weight placed in it.
A fine art exhibit has been arranged
and arrangements have been made for
special attractions every day of the fair.
Among them are a kite flying contest,
athletic exhibitions, bike races, a baby
ladies’ driving races, a grange
show,
paparade, floral parade and coaching
The races„will be the best of the
rade.
fourteen
will
be
There
season in Maine.
for
which over two hundred
contests
horses are entered. Every afternoon at
City hall there will be cooking leotures

*

|

Republican.

Major Richard K, Silvester.

has

beon

hard to
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there, but

Thore are but
before another
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INSTANT RELIEF
for all

SKIN DISEASES
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stables, 81 Frank
fine

30

1450 pounds.
There

are

several

are

for the same
and what one man is after

end

matched
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will please you.

he must accede to others.
You ane the “one,” we
others.” Our
are the
prices, work considered,
are not high, and we have
know how to make
the
the result attractive.

The Thurston Print,

*
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97 1-2 Exchange Street, yy
V

Canadiai l

Horses weighing from 1,050 t<

doingi business

teams

nicel; r

in this lot tha t

Call and

se< !

them.

sep2

81 Franklin

Street.
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York

Sandy Hook, N. J., September
shock, apparently that of an earthquako,
lasting about three seconds, was felt here
at 6.08

a.

m.

felt hero at about
and from reports rehere it appears to have beou felt
ceived
all through Hunterdon county’. Buildings rocked and beds were shaken, rude-

earthquako shock
six this morning,

was

ly arousing people who had not yet risen

ing

Sunday

large

There was a great revival
attendance.
and the most converted for voars in the

history of the assoeitaion.

1.—The Defender
thousands of people to Erie
Basin, whore she was dry docked this
morning to have her hull put in shape

TO THE

ONE WAS BUNTED

AND

BOTTOM.

forkthe coming contestjwith YalkyrieJIII.

The yacht was taken in tho dry dock
beforo ti a. in. The pumps were set to
and
at nine tho hull was dry.
work
A Fireman Was Ill-owned by tlie Sinking of
Captain Haff and a small portion of his
the Craft— ISoth Captains Arrested— crew
Mr. Islin and his
were present.
Craft Seemed to be at guests and the bulk of the crew were at
The Sunken

They arrived later, and
sailor boys were set at work rub
Tho manganese
bing down tho hull.
bronze under the body was in very good
condition, but the men worked at it all
day, polishing the metal with sand paper
and filing down the bolt heads until it
New Rochelle.

Fault.

the

’'Washington,
been granted to
of Maine:

have
Aug. 31—Pensions
the following residents

the Inmans tug boat line upon the Singers’ tug line because the latter entered
into the towing ^business resulted today
in the sinking of the Inman’s tug Path
Finder in the harbor before thousands of

smooth and shining
The upper part of the hull,
which is made of aluminum, was rubbed
down and given a coat of white enamel
paint. Instead of being a dead white the
paint has a decidedly bluish tingo. While
this work;,was going on below, other men
were busy on deck, and the goose neck
was strengthened by rivetting a flat plate
to it so that the great strain on the strap
that attached the boom to the mast will
be amply met. There are absolutely no
signs of injury to the hull from the
groundings of the Defender at Hog Island and Newport.
Aside from the work on the new boom
and gaff and rubbing down and painting, the hull there was nothing done on
the boat today.
Early tomorrow morning the Defender will leave the dock
for a spin.
Hook
to
and go
Sandy
The Valkyrie remained at the dook
close to the Defender fall last night, as
the storm prevented her from being towed
to the Horse Shoe.

presented a perfectly

and also in the death of Charles
The
Scully, a Path Finder fireman.
steamer Joliet arrived and was met out

people

surface.

in the lake by the Singers’ tug Medina,
whero arrangements were made for the
towing. The Path Findor crossed the
in between the
Joliet’s bow to drop
steamer and the Medina and take a line
which had been given to the Medina.
The Medina pushed the Path Finder,
causing her to list and in twenty seconds
the Path Finder was on the bottom in
eighteen feet of water. One of the fireall the
men jumped on the Medina, but
other Path Finder men jumped into the
exthe
rescued
and
were
rwith
water
ception of Scully. Capt. Dietbol of MediPath Finder
na and*Capt. Brown of the
were

arrested.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

noting

Maine, today

resigned

his

pastorate,

of

Interest

to

Delegates to the

Benjamin Hill,

Lewiston.

RENEWAL.

Thomas

W^Kimball, Lewiston..
INCREASE.

;

Elisha Pollard, Brunswick.
.-,

BRIEFLY

TOLD!

American

Hamburg
Places

an

Order for

Company

Packet
a

Big Steamship.

London, August 31. —The Dally News

prints a Berlin dispatch saying that the
Hamburg-American Packet company
has ordered from the Harlands of Belfast,
steamer of 30,000 tons,
screw
twin
which will be the largest in the world.
The new vessol is intended primarily for
freight, but it will have cabins for two
hundred first class passengers, ami prowill be made for one thousand
visions

a

ment, etc.
Delegates should remember that it is
very essential for them to register immediately upon arrival. The central registration booth will bo at the Congregational church, but there will also be a
registration table at the Baptist church
whon the regular sessions of the conven-

Tho order was
streerago passengers.
given abroad because tho tender of tho

Harlands was much lower thau those of
German yards. The
the largest two
Harlands also agreed to have the new
steamer ready in ten months, while the
German builders wanted nineteen months
for its construction.

tion will be held.
now show that there will
Indications
be fully one thousand delegates present
from societies not in the immediate viIn order to success,
cinity of Houlton.
fully accommodate this crowd of young
people arrangements have been made for

COURT MARTIAL ORDERED.

Capt.

Sumner Held

Responsible

tbe

for

Damage to the Cruiser Columbia.

various places,
overflow meetings in
and in addition if necessary, the skating
rink will be used for the evening meeting, which, from the prominence of the
speakers annouced to address them will

Washington, Aug. 31.—It was learned
today from a semi-official source that the
court of inquiry in tho case of the cruiser
Columbia, damaged by being improperly
docked at
Southampton, holds Capt.
Sumner responsible for the damage.
A court martial was today ordered in
tho case of Capt. Surnnpr being charged
with culpable ncglct in the docking of
the cruiser. It is thought that the captain
will lose the command of the Columbia.
New York Had No Beer.

Now York, Sept. 1.—The Sunday dosing law was more successfully enforced
here today than on any previous Sunday.
Only a few saloons were doing businss
under cover. A noticeable thing about
tho saloons in
parts of the city were
that shades were down so as to disclose a
full view of tho interior, the number of
arrests made being thirty, the smallest
number made in this city on a Sunday
during the past five or six years.

lar per day will be charged.
Maine
Western
from
Endeavorers
should tako trains leaving Portland this
forenoon in order that they may read;
in season to connect with the
train for Houlton leaving at 3.20 p. m.
Half fare on all roads has been granted
and should induce all who can to attend
IIIO UULl VCXJlIiICIU.

The following will be tho
of the exercises:

THE WORLD.

LARGEST IN

Bangor

ADDITIONAL.

The Mills

programme

of the

(Chinese)

Gods

Grind

Slowly.

London, September 1.— A despatch
from Shanghai says t battbo sixteenth
in the
person sontenced for participation
massacre of missionaries at Ku Cheng
The despatch adds
has been executed.
that as yet nothing has been done in remade
by the British
gard to the olaims
and fAmerican ministers respecting the
attack on missionaries at Szechaun.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 3.
8.45 a. m.—Praise service, Rev. F. M.

^DOo"—Aeldress

welcome. Houlton
of
Rev C. E. Owen; Houlton
Officers of the State militia were at churches.
Kenneth
Rev.
McKay; Citilocal union,
Brunswick all day Saturday investigat- zons, Senator R. W. Shaw; Response,
Coning the disturbances at tho Brunswick Rev. Geo. N. Musgrove, Biddeford;
Ropes^ Bandeport Aug. 18th. on tho return of the vention sermon. Prof. C. J. Mrs.
George
work,
troops from mustor. Sergt. Bailey of Co. gor; Address—junior
D, Lewiston, was charged with assault W. Coleman, Boston; Questions.
upon Wilbur F. Roy no Ids, assistant at
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEBER 4.
Probable cause
Woodbury's restaurant.
was found and Bailey was bound over to
6.30 a. m.—Prayer meeting; Our Sourtho Superior Court at Portland under ces'of Strength, Rev. C.*L. Parker.
The Link of Sunday
$300 bonds.SCoI.{George A Philbrook and
9.30.—Address,
Lieut.. S. Bumpus are his bondsmen..
School and Church, Rev. A. P. Foster,
Harry E, Bryant of Saoo, one of the
conferences; Baptist
summer editors of the Old Orchard Sea
Miss Cora
Shell, and a graduate of Bowdoin Col- church- Lookout committee,
church;Prayei
lege, 9’4, has been eleoted principal of the B. Bickford; Free Baptist
R
Boardman:
J.
meeting committee,
High School at Hermon Centro.
church; Social committee,
Saturday the ram Katalidin was given Presbyterian
T.
Sibley; Congregatwelve runs over the one mile Southport Miss Charlotte
church; Missionary committee,
She sailed tional
course to try her new wheels.
D.
D.
A. T. Dunn.
smothl.v and the result was satisfactory Rev.
5.
SEPTEMBER
Works.
Iron
'Bath
the
to
THURSDAY,
Two passenger coaches and tho combiOur March
a m.—Prayer meeting;
6
30
Miss Grace E.
nation baggage and smoking car of an
ing Orders, Eph. 6-11-18,
excursion train left the tracks on the Washburn.
Holton
and
between
Southern railway
9 30 —Business session Reports of comPope, Ga., Saturday morning and fifty mittees Election of officers. Paper. Tin
Tho
two killed.
hurt
and
were
people
Endeavorer in Society, Miss Mary E.
killed are Mrs. C. W. Hancock of Ameri- Purinton. Questions—Answered by J. W.
of
Macon.
cans and Q. A. Kennedy
Baer Consecration service, J. w. Baei
Tho solid silver service was presentc<Fto
f
cruiser
Minneapoli'
9.00 a. m. Thursday, Con
the United States
.t forenco of district secretaries, oouuty anc
tho North Atlantic squadron, at pie
officers, in Baptist churcl
in Boston harbor, by a committee n pre- local union
senting the citizens of Minneapolis,Minn., parlors, Miss Emily W. Milliken.

Post Office.

The cashier’s and general delivery winbetween the
dows will be open today
hours of 8 and 9 a m. and 1 and 3 p. m.
A delivery will be^made by the carriers at
7 a. m. Collections will bo made at 11 a.
and 6 p. m.
Dennis J. Hawley ocoupied a cell in
station 7 Saurday night, and will be
brought into the East Boston
court this morning to answer to a charge
of manslaughter.. He is alleged to have
assaulted William Alexander, who died
m.

^10.30.—Committee

municipal

in station 7 Friday night as a result, it
is believed, of the assault. Alexander
was

arrested Friday night.

Dr. Bryant, who has been at, Gray Gables more or less this summer, returned to
Now York last night

_

MNote—At

on

Saturday

The Grand Commanderv of Minnesota
Knights Templar, with three other commanderies of that State, escorted the comto Long
Late Marine News.
Portland, Me., September 1.—The local
mittee in a street i r cession
:;ed for tho Minwhore they cm
Weather Bureau office records as to the
Boston September
1.—Arrived, schoon- wharf, and the
four: presentation was
weather the following:
Robert Byron, Thurston, Rockport, neapolis
ers
made.
8 a. m.—Barometer, 29,935; thermome- Maine; Florida, White, Rockland, J. E.
Tho fifth vessel launched from a Bath
ii.o, Bowley, Mitchell, Bangor; Seraph, Morter, 59.0; dew point, 50.0; humidity,
and tho second by
clear
riam, Harpswell, Maine; Ada Herbert, ship yard this month,
wiud, NW; velocity, 2; weather,
went overboard Saturday
H.
Mathis, Kennebec tile same firm, of
8 p. in. —Barometer, 29,980 tkermom
Torry, Bangor; Ida
the
Kolloy,
Kate
Spear & Co.
from
yard
McClim' ok,
ter, 58.0 dew point, 51.0; humidity, j., and Philadelphi;
This latest output is a woll-built barge
cloudy. Bath.
wind, NW: velocity, 0; weather,
of
four
N. Y., September 1.— making the third
olbarges that this
City Island,
Mean daily thermometer,
under contract for the
Bound south, schooner Izetta and schoon- Buth firm have
mum ;thermometer 68.0; niinimu
of
.of
Mass.
The
Co.
Coal
Taunton,
velocity
Staples
er Mills, Bangor, Maine; Ned P. Walker,
54.0; maximum
mometer,
.55.
uew vessel’s name is Wayne, and she has
wind, 13, NW; total precipitation,
Calais, Maine; Jospeh Oakes, Deer Isle, a
830
of
net
03,
tonnage
gross tonnage
Maine, P. G. Thompson; Harry C. Ches- 701.10.
Tho registered dimensions of the
of
ter, Machias, Maine.
1-2
174
are:
; The
feet;
breadth,
Length.
Wayne
Association
35 foot; depth of hold, 10 feot. Slio cost
the Maine State Jorsoy Gattle
Tlie Oldest Catholic Clergyman.
afternoon.
Satimlay
$26,000.
Winthorp
at
hold
was
Biddeford, September 1.—Rev Father
and transacted other
Dispatches are received hero that almost
They elected officers
the society to John’Brady, pastor_of St. Mary’s ohurch, everywhere in Germany the 25th anni
showed
business.
Reports
in
versary of the battle of Sedan was cele
registry gaining and the oldest Catholio clergyman
be flourishing and the
brated* with much energy.
in numners.

Duluth,'Minn., Sept.;i.—The fight by

be very largely attended.
One thousand handsome
badges oi
Quarrelled Over a Case of Boer.
unique design have been prepared, and
North Brookfield, Mass., September 1. it is safe to presume that tho good people
—Pour Italians were shot and stabbed
of Houlton will realize that a veritable
here today by Giovanni Saeeeute, a follow
Gaertano Del Conte will army of Christian workers is sojourning
countryman.
Entertainment
die. They quarrelled over a case of boer. with them for a season.
Saoeente is under arrest.
as
at previous conventions will be in
homos, and a uniform price of one dolMaine Pensions.

Coming liace.

York, September

New

Matters

campground

for

attracted

Convention at Houlton.
Boston, Sept 1.—James Gannon, aged
J.
Charles
Pierce,
25, and his roommate
Cumberland county delegates and othalias Parslow, went out to
supper to
ers from eastern Maine, who are planning
gether this evening, and returning to- to attend the convention of Maine Christheir lodgings at 24 Shawmut avenue at
tian Ehdeavor societies at Houlton Tuesabout 7.30. Shortly after they began foolWednesday and Thursday,September
day,
the
about
iDg, Gannon pushing Pierce
3, 4 and 5, will be inteiested in a final anroom and tickling him. In a joking mannouncement which has
just been sent
ner the latter told him to desist, saying
entertainout regarding registration,
if ho did not ho would get hurt. Gannon

kept on, when Pierce drew a 38-oalibre
revolver, which ho claims he did not

Dry Dock Yesterday Prepar-

Slie "Was in

Collision,

High Bridge N. J., September 1.—An

"uno

twenty-third”amimd

JOHN D. MURRAY.

New

POLISHING DEFENDERS BOTTOM-

Tow Boats Came Into

1.—A

of

Qticura

I have at my

succeed

know was loaded and aimed it at Gannon, and during the struggletthe weapon
Gannon foil to the floor
was discharged.
with demonstrations.
Almost
with a ball in his left temple.
Edward A. Hill.
distracted Pierce rushed for a physician,
BATH HAPPENINGS.
who ordered Gannon’s removal to the
Springfield, Mass., September 1.—Edhospital, where ho died about midnight
ward A. Hill, a journalist in Springfield
consciousness.
afregaining
for fifteen years, diedjsuddenly this
Planning for a New Hotel at Small Point— without
He is a
steady
Pierce was arrested.
ternoou ‘from neuralgia of the heart at
Other Matters.
young fellow and the police believe that
nearly 38 years of ago. His heroism at
accidental.
wholly
the shooting was
the
burning of the Springfield Union
Gannon’s homo is in Clinton, Mass.,
office March 7, 1888, when neglecting his
[special to the pkess.]
rosido.
his
men
and
saved
several
where
he
parents
own safety
~Bath, September 1.—The chances'are
womon from death was generally noted.
Ho was presented a gold watch by it he that the well known summer resort near
Many Were Converted.
citizens of Springfield and the gold medal
Small Point, will have a more dePalis Soptembter 1.—The
Livermore
Humane society. Bath,
of the Massachusetts
another season. It has al- week’s
meeting of the East JLivcrmore
He was for six years general news editor cided boom by
with a
of The
ways been considered quite exclusive and
closed

OBITUARY.

few cottages
Major summer season an
September 1.
elegant club house,
known
newsa
well
Silvester,
K.
Richard
to cost in the vicinity of $5000, will be
in
this
here
died
morning
writer,
paper
He was a native of Ver- erected.
Of the amount necessary, over
his 63rd year.
mont and was principal editorial writer
$300, has already been pledged. Among
on the Post. He was stricken at the desk
interested in it are Hon.
in May of last year, shortly after a sud- the gentlemen
H. Manley, the great Republiden illness, which carried off his chief, Joseph
the late Frank Hatton. He rallied slight- can loader, Hon. Orville D. Baker. Samly, but has been more or less an invalid uel C. Manley: Harry H. Stinson, Melvin
The cause of his
for sixteen months.
F. Boddeath was heart disease, probably due to S. Holwav of Augusta, Joseph
John O. Patten of
woll of Hallowell,
trouble.
some extent of kidney
Bath and William G. Reed of the Arm
Marshall McDonald.
of Reed, Curtis & Manson of Boston.
Bath has a fight every year over its
Washington, September 1. —Marshall electric street lighting, and as the conMcDonald of West Virginia, who for the
tract expires on September 16th. the city
a
last seven
years has held the position fathers at their meeting on Wednesday
States commissioner of fish
of United
instruot the comhere this morning evening will probably
died
and fisheries,
mittee on public lighting to see what
of. a pulmonary disease after an illness
terms ran]be made for the coming year.
of several months.
ordered a
Gardiner G. Deering has
frame for another schooner of 1400 tons,
Hon. Jesse S. Lyford died Saturday
which he will build this winter.
afternoon at the age of seventy-five years.
He was collector of internal revenue unohiiuui.u6,
Ktl'uCK Dy lilguimug
of
He has been Mayor
der Lincoln.
Whowanu
1.—John
Cuticuba Works Wonders, and its cureB
Senator
Conn.,Sept.
State
occupied
Stamford,
Lewiston,
of torturing humours are simply marvellous.
other postions.
ell, foreman in the Blickensderfor Type
in
cat
boat
a
sail
his
writer factory, took
Sold throughout the world. British depot: F. NewNews of Vessels.
yesterday with his assistant foreman,
beet A Sons, 1, King Edword-st., London. Potter
Samuel A. Searle, the latter’s son, SamDrug and Ciucm. Coep.. Sole Props-, Boston, U. S. A.
"Vineyard Haven,September 1.—Schoonand Willie aged 5 and Ed! er Annie Gus, before reported towed here uel, aged 9,
Bnrrett aged 13; They went bathschooner Apphia and Amelia, disabled, ward
by
Point Bench and subGreenwich
on
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
has made temporary repairs and sailed ing
boat letting it drift
Schoonor
Charlotte sequently went in the
today for Calais.
The vessel cap400 feet from the shore.
Buck, before reported here, damaged by sized in a squall at 6 p. m. but the party
p
will proceod to New Rochelle,
collision
but
to the side.
alarmed
dung
not
were
New York, in tow.
Soon Searle proposed going ashore to get
He
another boat and right their craft.
THE WEATHER.
started to swim taking his youngest child
arms clasped
about
on his back with, his
hi° neok. The others saw them start and
Fair and Cool.
and
of
came
lightning
then a vivid flash
Boston, September 1.—Local forecast when they turned around to look again
Howwore not visiblo
’
Fair and continued cool; the man and boy
for Monday:
ells swam ashore and saw the body of
variable winds.
the
son
near
floating
Searle and his
and men on the shore
Washington, September 1.—Fair and beach.. Doctors
tried to resuscitate them but with avail.
warmer in the interior; westerly winds.
Marks on Searlo’s breast and elsewhere
lead to the belief that he was struck by
lightning. He was a good swimmer and
WEATHER CONDITIONS.
could wade ashore within 200 feet of the
The barometer is highest over the Lake boat. Searlo came here a few months ago
regions.lt has risen on the Altantic coast from Lowell where he buried a son on
north of North Carolina, and lius fallen Friday. He was thirty years old.
in all other districts east of the Rooky
It
is the lowest north.of
Mountains.
A New Mexican Paper.
It is cooler in all districts on
Montana.
City of Mexico Sept. l.- -The Mexican
the Atlantic coats,and it is much warmWeather Herald a new six page paper was issued
er in the extreme Northwest.
first time
Frederick
conditions aro fair, except in thelSouth- here today for the
Boston journalist is
whero local showers aro re- R. Gurnsey an old
ern States,
the editor.
ported. The weather will remain fair
A severe storm in Northern Mexico has
in the Northern States with slowly rismuch damage especially to railroad
ing temperature, and showers are likely dono
on the Mexican
to occur in the South Atlantio and Gult property. Twelve bridges
away.
National railroad were carried
States.
and
line
on
the
Traffic
telegraphio serLocal Weather Report.
vice will be suspended for soveral days

Application

Slight Eartliqunbe Felt in
and Pennsylvania.

CRIMINAL RECKLESSNESS.
Competing

CENTS._

tho extent of $193,000, veas arrested at a
hotel in Zurich. It is not absolutely certain that the prisoner is the {person for
whom the police are looking. He was
accompanied by a handsome young lady
who passes as,his wife.

The City

30 Canadian'Horse:

GELATINE.

8

Historic

Washington,

in

will

and in a number of houses'articles fell
from shelves, much to tlio alarm of nerThe shock was greater in
vous people.
the upper part of the county.
Philadelphia, September 1.—A distinctly perceptible earthquake shock was felt
hero this morning about six. The vibrations did not last longer than a second
or so, but were severe enough to awaken
from
ments were made for the opening of the people
sleop and to shake ,orna
ments
hanging on.the walls.
big state fair. The bustle commenced
distinct
Brooklyn, Sept. 1..—Three
Friday afternoon, when a train load of
residents
felt
shocks
were
by
was
earthquake
New
fair
England
stock from the
No
at six this morning.
unloaded. All Saturday and today trains of Brooklyn
damage to life or property is reported
have been arriving with'stock and goods, from
districts
The
any section of the city.
and every inch of space on the grounds of Fast Now York and South Brooklyn rethe greater shock, but the earthceived
The
exhibits
number
is already taken.
was also distinctly felt in the other
530 head of blooded cattle, SO pairs of quako
districts. Those who heard the rumbling
of
oxen, 41 pairs of fat cattle, 500 coops
sounds declare that they died away in a
shock was pretty
poultry, 200 sheep and 150 head of swine. low grating noise. Theand
Island
many persons
For the first time in years, the gent’s severe on Coney
from
there were wakened
sleep. Pictures,
driving classes and matched pair classes crockery and even furniture in many
and thirty horses will be houses were dislodged from their posithave filled,
The horse exhibit ions.
seen'in these classes.
The famous stock
will be magnificent.
"DIDN’T KNOW IT WAS LOADED,”
from Briggs farm, that divided the honHood cattle at Rigby, will
ors with the
And a Young Man at Boston Fools With a
bo an attraction.

JOHN D. MURRAY

PICKLE SPICES.

|

to

in very active service
Rev. Father T. P.

HOUSES SHOOK.
A

afflicted with

by machine process and retain the
appearance of NEW. This class o:
work can be done at short notice ai

Gloves

of his arm, from the wharf

years.

acting pastor,

Special

GOODS TORTURING
in small lots, that

NEW

fed

Aug. 22.

tanee

1STUBBORN FIRE AT BUFFALO.

store of the 'William Vaughan company,
all in the Academy of Music block, wore
damaged. The fire started in the variety store at la. m., and gave the firemen
ft
fierce flerht. At 1.45 the’fire was be-

to him that she was in
condition, but declared in the presenci 1
of his clerk that her employerjwas in n<

edged

FIRE

1

wel
in hii

a

iug examination by County Attorney
Hesselton, Miss McDonald was taken sicl
solicitation,

casket.

Gutted,

ing young woman.
About two weeks ago, acording to Mr
Roberts who was subjected to a scorch
and, after much

It Opens Today With Many
Features Arranged.

been

not

has

for several

Linohan,
him.

To a nurse who had been employed
Miss McDonald admitted just before her
death that a criminal operation had been
performed on her, but sho did not tell THE CATTLE EXHIBIT AND GENT’S
when or where or tho name of the party
who did it, because when sho was about
DRIVING CLASSES SUPERB.
to do so, Mr. Roberts came into the room
and the conversation was interrupted.
No clew has yet been secured to tho party guilty of the crime.
Suiliient evidence against any particu- A Fish Tank On© of the Attractions—Kite
lar person to warrant an arrest was not
Contests, Racing a Grango
Flying
produced at the inquest today, and the
verdict of the jury was a pro forma one
Parade, etc, Among the Special Feat,
in accordance with the facta
ures.
The authorities are satisfied that the
parties connected with the affair can be
Secretary
Lewiston, September 1.
discovered, and every means will be tak- Twitchell of the Maine State Agriculen by them to accomplish tho result.
The remains of tho
unfortunate girl tural sooiety, has had his office at fche'fair
were sent by the afternoon train to Massgrounds open all the week. On Saturachusetts, where she has two sisters re- day President Jerrard and the trustees
the
one
of
them
siding,
accompanying
appeared on the grounds and arrange-

The

resident of that city,
known politician. She had been
employ two years, except for a short in
tervalj previous to last Feoruary. Shi
was 26 years of age. and was a fine look

wealthy

which he has held! for twenty-six years.
He

THREE

1895._jSSff&ifiaggSg}_PRICE

—

is
no
longer
mystery
The official investigation that took placi
today in that city showed that her deati (
was the result of a criminal operation.
The facts disclosed at the coroner’s in

afternoon,

WISE STATE FAIR.

mile.

Death of Filetta A. McDonald Result
Criminal

MAINE, MONDAY MORNING, SEPTEMBER 2,

Evans Hotel,

JO LOMIt A MYSTERY.

PRESS._

Stealing City Water.

September 1.—Ample evi
systematic stealing of oity wate:
by moans of “blind” pipe have been dis
Yards. Tin
Chicago,

denco of

covered in the Union Stock
beneficiaries have been certain packers
It is estimated that the city has thus los
nearly $1,000,000 in water revenues
Strikers ill

an

Ugly Mood.

Ishpoming, Mich., Spetember 1.—Stat
soldiers are encamped near Lake Angol
lino mines, where the steam shovels ar
men brough
to be operated tomorrow by
from Chioago to take the places of th

strikers have been in ai
The
strikers
arrival of th
ugly mood all day, and the
their excitement.
troops have added^to

Supposed To Be Embezzler
Berne, September 1.—A man suppose
wantod i:
by some to be William Foster,

A cream

Foster.

New

York for

falsifying

his accounts t

of

tartar

baking powder.

Highest of all in leavening strength.
Government
States
United
—Latest
Food Report.

!
,

Co.f
Royal Baking Powder
N. Y.
iv«

1V«U St.,

THE FIELD OF

DEERING.
Peculiar Experience of

'Woodfords

a

riie Closing

Knight Templar
Bast

In Boston

Electric

Items.

Cars—Otlier

While in Boston last week, in attendupon the Knights Templar conclave,
Mr. Harry Pierce of Woodfords had rather
He is a member
a remarkable experience
ance

was
He
of St.. Albans Commandery.
standing in front of the Quincy House
last Tuesday evening. He had just felt
of his watch to make suro that it ^was
there and immediately afterward desired
to find out what time it was aud found
that the watch was gone. He saw a fel-

low just moving away in a suspicious
He rushed up to him, seized
manner.
demanded his
him by the collar aud
watch. The man replied that he didn't
have it and

attempted

jerk himself

to

on and
away. Mr. Pierce hold
Mr. Pierce is a
ensued
scuffle
lively
able-bodied man aud tho other

roughly
a

stout,

proved himself

to

be rather

Day Drew a Large Crowd

at Rigby Park.

for

Signals

Week—Now

a

tough
he

cus-

had

Soon, because perhaps
couldn’t get
to realize that he
threw Mr.
away, the fellow suddenly
Pierce’s waSch away from him, thinking,
let go his grip
no doubt, that he would
held on,
and go after it. But Mr. Pierce
the
determined to secure tho man and
on tho
watch also. The watch bad fallen
Mr.
broken..
Sidewalk and the case was
his hand on it
had
got
nearly
Piefce
wheb the fel low struggled and dragged
Then the man jerked
him avi?ay from it.
Mr. Pierce looked
him3elf free and when
tomer.

reason

imperfor his watch ip was gone. Inltlie
crowd somebody
fect light and g-. ithering
This all happened very
had taken it.
When dhe man got free he ran
quickly

Vwo policemen grabbed
up the street.
from them
for him, but he ja rked away
tvtu.
r,«„-th«cl the Crawford House a
w'ho were
crowd of Western Knights,
si dewalk, jumped for
the
on
standing
and almost tore the
him and grabbed Mm

I'HE GAME WITH LEWISTON POST-

and

was

soon

pulice..^

pressed

some

hope

watch.

Manager Payson
Last week General
a
red ball
Tucker issue the’order that
electrito car cross
must be hoisted at all
Poles were
Central.
ings of the M.iino
Forest avenue
on
the
crossings
at
set up
and Friand Spring street at Woodfords
new
their
day the gate keepers began
ball is pulled up as
red
The
big
duty.
and the car must not
ball is pulled down The rewhen the
verse action must take place
comes...“.This precaution is ad-

the

car

cross

approaches

till’the

locomotive
ditional to the use of tho gates.
of
Have you noticed the excellent piece

that Commissioner Walker
from
to Forest avenue
That
Deermg’s bridge out to Oakdale.
Point
stretch of road through Deering’s
Ordinariwas smooth and dry yesterday.
a quagmire as the
ly it would have been
It
result of the heavy showers Saturday.
and when
is good work; may it continue,
in places
that excellent surface wears out
those places’be
as, of course, it will, may
mended and the macadam preserved.

macadamizing
is putting on

MonThe schools of Deering will begin
9.
day, September
GloucesMiss Grace E. Curtis of New
Grammar
ter. Will teach the Oakdale

sohool._

WESTBROOK.
Members of Ammonoongin Lodge ot
Odd Fellows, and Presumpscot Valley
Lodge, Knights of Pythias, are requested
at Society
to meet in joint convention
Tuesday evening, September 3d, at

hall,

7.30 o’clook. Business of importance.
Mrs. J. L. S. Frost, wife of Leander
formerly a resident of this city,

Frost,

died at Bennington, Vermont, August
31st, of heart disease. The deceased was
a
sister of Mrs. Charles McLellan. She
leaves a husband and two children, a
iHer acre was fortvTho remains have been sent
seven years.
to this city and. the funeral will take
......

The burial will be
next Tuesday.
at Walnut Hill, Yarmouth.
A lodge of tho order of Maocabees was
formed in this oity, Friday evening with

place

twenty four charter members. They will
hold their meetings every Friday evening
in Knights of Pythias hall, West End.
Tho
following are the officers: Past
Commander, Elmer Mason; Commander,
Charles Madson; lieut.com.,Frank Allen;
R. of K., Otis J. Young; F. K., Albert
Meserve; chaplain, F. T. Redden; physioian, Dr. L. V. Knight. The name of
the new lodge Is Cumberland,No. 3
Mr. Patrick Donnelly of the Westbrook
Chronicle, is obliged to go around

close at 12 m. today.
Mrs. Elvin Swett, No. 6 Lamb street,
will entertain Cloudman Relief Corps,
Wednesday afternoon and evening, SepTake tho
tember ctb. Picnic supper.
four o’clock electric car.
Col. Uiglev ot the 12th Maine Regiment,
of Limerick, was the guest of Lieut.
Wm. P. Hudson of this city Saturday.
The regular
monthly meeting of the
city council will he held this evening at
at 7.30 o’clock.
Tho Westbrook baseball team went to
South Windham Saturday to play a game
with the S. W.’s, hut when they arrived
there they found that by sorao misunderstanding South Windham had gone away
to play a game with other parties.
The
isahools of tho city will reopen
from t Jday. The school comone week
mitteo have decided to repair the school
house at Spruce Swamp aud to hold
school the same number of weeks there
as at other schools of the city.
Tha third annual convention of the
Maine Epworth League will be held with
Pendexter Chapter at the M. E. church,
Westbrook,
Wednesday and Thursday,
September 11th and 12th.

The

forthcoming

annual report of the

Dennison, the superintendent of
the City hall exhibit, met with a painful
He resides at
accident Saturday night.
Freeport, and when lie left the town, it
Mr.

very dark after the rain. A plank
in, the plank sidewalk was loose and he
stubbed his toe against it. His hands
wore fuil^of packages so that he could not
protect himself, and down he wont scrapwas

ing his nose its whole length on the concrete walk just beyond.. It was a most
painful injury, but he come into town
yesterday to look after matters at the

department of agriculture contains some hall
interesting data concerning sand binding
Results in the National Games-We Play
grasses, by Professor F. Lamson-ScribHe makes pla'n
ner, expert in grasses.
Lewiston Today—Other Happenings of
Maine Division, L. A. W., at Sanford the fact
that “all sand binding or soil
Interest in the Field of Sporttoday. This is the largest field that.lias binding grasses have strong creeping RUNS
conThe rain fell on Rigby again Saturday, ever been entered in the state and
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
roots, so called, which are really modi- DIRECT
md the New England fair closed in a tains well known class A. cracks from fied
Fallowing
stems.
underground
and
TO
lown pour, which interrupted the trot- Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont
are some of the interesting items gleanSTATE
The Sanford boys with
ting and ; prevented Johnson’s attempts Massachusetts.
ed in advance from the professor’s pathe good weather will give the finest racing
Notwithstanding
FAIR
To the far
igainst time.
Sun.
the
York
New
teams per, by
weather, the crowd on the grounds was ever given in the state. Tandem
north on the Atlantic coast sea lyme
ROUNDS.
numbered by thousands. Gov. Cleaves, will pace all scratch races, guaranteeing
binder. Bograss is a conspicuous sand
Mayor Baxter and members of the Port- fast time.
low Maine marram is the leading
The following aro the handicaps in the
end city council, were present as guests
species. This gives way south of Marymile race:
>f the management.
land to bitter panic grass, which extends
145
1EWISTOW.
yards.
The trotters managed to finish the 3.14
George W. Hayes, Sanford,
to Florida and around some parts of the
150
E A. Ricker, Sanford,
yards.
;rot and,the race for the two-year olds.
gulf ooast. There are several important September 3d, 4tli. 5tli and fill*.
H. E. Clark, Rochester, 120 yards.
Only two heats were got off in the 3.16
addition to
regular trains, special
sand binders among the grasses along
In
Burt I. Gerry, Sanford, 145 yards.
service
will run'making extia train
and it had settled down to look
:rot,
J. E. Walsh, Barre, Vt., 20 yards.
the southern borders, as the St. Augus- cltiains
S 10 i i O W 9
20
H. E. Walton, Boston,
yards.
ike a sure thing for Candidate when the
11.10
m., 1.05,
a,
8.30,
tine
and
Leave
Portland,
8.25,
panic.
grass
creeping
C. M. Robinson, Rockland, 150 yards.
■ain came on and spoiled the
sport. 1 W. L.
In the interior regions, away from the 1.25, 5.10 p. m.
Came, Alfred, 120 yards.
Arrive Lewiston, 9.40, 9.50, 12.08 a. id.,
stood,
was
as
the
135
summary
Money
given
yards. influence of salt water, the sand hinders 2.30, 2.35, 6.25 p. m.
Prank W. McCann, Sanford,
10
Arrive Fair Grounds, 9.45, 9.o3, 12.12 a. ro.
deand
trot
yards.
no
fhe 3.35 pace
the 3.35
were
C. M. Donahue, Lynn,
are usually represented by other but
.33, 2.33 p. m.
W. E. Farnham, Sanford, 145 yards
clared off. The summaries:
mesquit
Running
less
valuable)
species.
J. R. Nason, Sebago, 165 yards.
SI.25 including admission
and several grama grasses are valuable
J. 14 CLASS. TROTTING. PURSE *500.
Wilfred Senior, Sanford, 95 yards.
Running direct to lair ground
145
of
Arimesas
yards.
G. L. Perkins, Sanford,
as saud hinders on the
White Mtfunatin Division and all
From
Nemoline, br m, by Jersey
Joseph Taylor, Sanford, 145 yards.
7 3 3 1 1 1
zona and western Texas. The propaga- points east of Portland, one fare with adWilkes (Baggs)
95 yards.
•“O,
K
Auburn,
Towle,
mission
added, by regular trains.
A.dra Belle, g m, by Almont
tion of sand binding grasses may he ef‘rains for Portland leave if air
H. E. Dahlberg, Lowell, 10 yards.
Return
4 113 5 3
but
the
Boy (Sargent)
105
seed
when
Grounds
10.13, 10.35 a. m., 4.10 and 6.35 p. m.
yards.
fected
O. E. Moulton, Randolph,
procurable,
by
Almont
Zembia.br m,by King
R. Johnson, Portland, 120 yards.
J.
bettor way in most cases is to transplant
1 4 4 8 8 3
(Bowne)
Remember, Avoid Transfer Across Lewiston.
F. F. Davis, Dover 85 yards.
3 3 3 3 3ro
of the creeping root stooks.
J. M. D. b g, (Turner)
cuttings
130
yards.
South Paris,
Central trains run direct
Ernest
Swett,
Only Maine
6
3ro
3 6
7
Vega, br s, (Marsh)
The best known and one of the most to Fair Grounds. i<
Eben H. Snow, Dorchester, 12 yards.
New York Central, br g(BrigSee birgo bills.
C. M. Rollins, Lynn, scratch.
important of all sand binders is the
5 7 7 4 4ro
FAYS UN TUCKER, V. P. & O. M.
ham)
E. L. Wellman, Lewiston, 145 yards.
sand reed, otherwise known as marram
augiilal
8 6 5 5 7ro
F. E. UOUTHBY.U. P. & T. A.
Mahlon, bl g (Woodbury)
Allen Spars, Rowley, 40 yards.
nil
Inner
6
6ro
6
8
8
Jesse Hanson,jb g (O’Neil)
6“*^'
Herbert Thome, Lynn, 85 yards.
EurniTvio_Q 14.
9 ,13 1/ 9 131^
9 181A. 2. MMA.

riTB"

State

Maine

K
AND SEA.

OF LAND
*

__

flarvelous New Book

^

on.

NATURAL HISTORY

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

J2

OVER

CONTAINING

1,000 ILLUSTRATIONS
WHICH PICTURE TRUE TO LIFE THE

Fair,

Monsters of the Ocean,
Monarchs of the Air
Marvels of the

Insect Undertakers,
Insect Carpenters,
Insects worn

Land.

Jewels.

as

Vipers and Deadly C obras
Whip-snakes and Bock-s nakes
Sea-suakes and Bing-snakes

Venomous

Horned Screamers and Tailor-birds,
Birds with Four Hundred Tongues,
Serpent-eaters and Scissors-bills.

_

_

mu:„--

r,

nommnn

OLD TROTTING.

YEAR

The List

PURSE $500.
b s,

Monturo,

the coast8 of northern and western
from Virrope and on the Atlantic coast
ginia northward. Below its southern
limit grasses of other kinds take its
place. It is not confined to salt water
regions, but grows in abundance along
the shores of the great lakes. Marram
Pagrass has been introduced along the
cific coast, near San Francisco, for the
there.
purpose of binding the sand dunes
The town and harbor of Provincetown,
Cape Cod, owe their preservation to this
a
grass. At one time Provincetown had
beach grass committee clothed with
power to enter any man’s inclosure, summer or winter, and set out marram, or
beach grass, as it was called, if the sand
was uncovered or movable. Sand storms,
once the terror of the town, were thus

CITY HALL FAIR.

115)4.
THREE

Edgemark

by

Ethan

hlk

Candidate,

s,

by

(’ONeil)

Made

Saturday—Tlu

Open Today—Chandler’s Band Will Play and the Trick Dog

3 3 111

Time—3.34)4, 3.34, 3.38, K 335, 543.36)4.
!. 16 CLASS TROTTING. PURSE *500.

L.,oh m,by Bay
penter)

Awards

Hall Will Remain

Edith Rowe Graham, b m, by
114 3 3
; Sable Wilkes (Nevins)
4 4 3 3 3
Gappy Jim. b s (Payne)
3
3 3 4 3
sunset R., b s (Noyes)

b’renzie

of

(Car-

Jack Will Perform.
Now England fair is virtuallj
The
over, but the hall will be kept open todaj
for the benefit of those who wish to at
tend.

Chandler’s band will give concerts al
1 3
the hall both afternoon and evening.
Slander
5 1
The Harding patent stocking suppor

3 3
Margaret .L, b m (Johnson)
3 6
Silver Plate, g s (Rathburn)
4 4
Dick, b g (Bo wne)
Time-3.1654, 2.17.
and his quad were on the
Johnson
;rack, but were sent off by Manager
Eck, the track having become too wet
The
state
lor racing.
handicap was
jailed, with the following noted wheelC. B. Pike, Norway,
nen taking part:
scratch; O. E. Towle, Auburn, 15 yards;
0. H. Grimmer, Portland, 15 yards; F.
A
Stearns. Norway, 30 yards; John R.
50

C.
E.

M.
Portland,
yards;
Johnson,
C.
Robinson, Riockland, 75 yards;
Webster, PoDtland, 70 yards; Ralph P
Ihompson, Portland, 85 yards; John R.
85 yard; Ernest M.
Auburn,
S’ason,

ter attracts a good many. It is made or
Middle street. It cannot tear a stocking,
will kept the stocking perfectly smooth,
and
requires no buttons or pins. It is
as serviceable for gentlemen as ladies.
The electrics have carried to the fair,
it is said, about 15,000 people the lasi
four days.
It is needless

to say that the

entirely prevented.
Hardly less important than marram
as a sand binder is the sea lyme grass,
which has stout stems from 3 to 6 feet
high and long, sharp pointed leaves.
This species is common along the western coast of the United States. A closely
related grass with similar habits of
growth is found on the Atlantic coast
from Maine northward and on the
shores of Lake Superior. The Digger
Indians of the northwest use the seeds
of the lyme grass for food.
South of the range of marram grass
on the Atlantic coast bitter panic grass
may be utilized as a sand binder. It
grows in sand along the seashore from
Connecticut southward. The leaves are
very bitter to the taste. A conspicuous
grass of the southern shores is water
oats. Its large spikes of flowers are
gathered for dry bouquets. A grass of
less growth than those above described,
but much valued as a sand binder, is
salt grass, or alkali grass, as it is called
in the interior. It is common along the
Atlantic and Pacific coasts and in the
deserts of the west. In seizing upon new

samples

Goudy Purity Kisses went like hoi
cakes, some five hundred pounds having
been distributed throughout the week
while 1500 fancy biscuits is a small es
timate of the samples distributed. St
of

large has been the demand that the fac
tory has been kept running night anc
day through the week.

The stormISaturday interfered materSwett, Norway, 30 yards.
with the attendance at tho hall.
ially
Two starts were made, and then three
who went heard the music undo
on
the wet track. Those
went down
riders
advantages.
special
and
his
was
out
brofee
Johnson
pedals
of Nevs
The Lucas-Brown company
Half way around another
cf the race.
made a contract witl
Saturday,
York,
The remainwent down and went out.
the
Mr. Drown,
painter of the greal
ing eight bunched, with Pike in the rear, Christian Endeavor
picture, to get oul
When
caution.
with
were riding
great
a half tone copy of the picture to be used
one hundred yards from the tape Stearns’s
exclusively in connection with Christiar
-went out from under him, and,
wheel
conventions throughout the
Endeavor
of
the rest went

Pike,
with the exception
iown with Mm, too. Pike passed the
:ape in 3.53, and later Webster came in
second, Grimmer third and Nason tourth.
That ended the sport, but out of the
races may come an event of greatest to

United States.
whe
Mr. Wilson’s trick dog “Jack.
is one of the most intelligent creature!
ever seen, will delight'everybody by his
performances this afternoon and evening.
These additional premiums have beoi
awarded:
she sporting world, for arrangements are
Hand
painted chocolate set, secom
in progress for a race between Johnson,
prize S3, Miss Maxwell.
Hand paintod punch bowl, Miss Daisj
the champion bicyclist, reoord 1.47 8-5,
ind Azote, who holds the trotting reo- Colby, first, $5.
Miss Haynes second, $3.
This would also be an
jrd of 3.05 1-3.
Mrs. S. P. Warren, vase, first, *5; Mist
attempt to lower both records. Septem- Haynes, second, S3.
Mrs. Warren, fish set. first, $5.
ber 30 is the date selected and only the
Miss Jordan, collection of China, $5.
Azotes’
jonsent of Monroe Salisbury,
Miss Eveleth, collection of China, S3.
uwner, is now to be obtained.
Mrs. Kellogg, figure painting, first, S3
Miss Jordan, second, S3.
The National League.
Mrs. Twitchell, collection of China, $5.
Mrs. Warren, vases, S3.
Following are I the results of Saturday’s
Charles Jcncks, hand
carvings, firsi
National
in
the
league:
games
prize. S5; Miss Annie Clark, second, $3
Collection of hand painted China, Mis!
At Boston—Boston, 13 Cinoinnati, 6.
Maxwell, 15; same, Mrs. Sarah Palmer.
At
Philadelphia—Philadelphia, 10; So.
Small collection of China, Miss Colby
Pittsburg, 9.
At Cleveland—Cleveland, 15; BrookMiss Haynes, roast set flowers in glaz<
‘Ac Louisville—First game, Louisville, colors, first, $5; Miss Holland, second,
8; Washington,4. Second game, Washing- $3.
Miss Haynes,collection of hand paiutec
ton, 9; Louisville, 7.
jfcThe Baltimose-St. Louis and the New China, flowers in same glaze, first, $3.
Miss Holland, set in paste and enamol,
York-Chicago games were postponed by
rain.
first, $5.
Mrs. Ereloth, cider set, paste and enam
National League Standing.
Won.
Baltimore,

'1

Cleveland

60

Philadelphia,

9s,

boston,
Brooklyn,
Pittsburg,
Chicago,
New York,
Cincinnati.
Washington,
St. Louis,
Louisville,
Other

At

Lost.

.650
.640
,5<1

36
40

jo

4a

.583

™

p4

•§&
.ol9

p0

»L

bb,
*3

‘Pj®
.oOo

26

<9

.«48

««

NewfEnglaud League Games

Fall River—New

River, 1.
At

P. C.

Bedford,4;

Pawtucket—Pawtucket, S3;

Brook-

ton^.
New

England

Fall

League Standing.

el, second, $3.

Miss Gertrude C.

gratuity, $5.

Millett, punch

ground

Belknap

Register Advertising
Motor

company,

stalks,

into

A well known grass of the old world
Japanese lawn grass. It is one of
the few grasses which are at the same
time good binders of sands and excellent
forage plants. It is highly commended
as a lawrn grass for sandy soils, and
doubtless would be better for that purpose in southern cities than the rather
coarse St. Augustine grass. It sends out
runners which soon cover a law’n with a
soft and firm carpet specially prized for
fr.prmis nnnrfr.Q.
The common reed is one of the most

valuable of grasses for binding the banks
of rivers subject to periodical floods. It
is very useful in converting swamps and
stagnant pools into dry land. It grows
along rivers and lakes from Maine tc
California. It- is one of the largest of
native grasses. The young shoots ar*
liked by cattle, and the mature stems
make the best of thatch. This grass resembles the cultivated reed, and like
that species is occasionally grown for
ornament.

bowl

Novelty

Portland

1

■

—'

root

is the

armature;
Belknap Motor company
novel exhibit; Belknap Motor company
electrically operated sign; Jordan Man
ufacturing company, glass signs; Mrs. J
Portsmouth, baby jumper
H. ^Hooper,
Peter Tayard, with Goudy and Kent
of City hall; Staples am [
sugar model
Bently, Portland,automatic gas machine ;
Portland
submarine diver’i
E.
N.
Goran,
outfit; Hooper, Son and Leighton's Mos
ley folding bath tub; same, Culmet stovi
with overhead oven; ,T. E. Nute, Port
land, electric bath bracket and fountain
R. B.
Magouder, Boston, brush am
Trilby potato parer and slicer; O. A
Utterstrom, Portland, exhibit of hand!

{

long

triangles, quadrangles
being
and other geometrical figures.
cut

tlie standing of the clubs
z 'J'lie following
in the New Kngiand League:
Lost. Per Ct.
Won.
34
.056
Fall River,
J5
41
ot
New Bedford,
.58^.
4J
49
,.)10
Pawtucket,
48
49
.505
Bangor,
<3 State of Ohio, City of Toledo 1
j0
45
.4
Lewiston,
Lucas county,
jss44
54
.448
Portland.
00
.410
42
Frank J. Ciienery makes oatti that he 1
Brockton,
41
61
.401 the seDior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheneis'
Kennebec.
Hi Co., doing business in the city of Toledo
County and State aforesaid, and that sail j
Game Today.
firm will nay the sura of ONE HUNDREI
DOLLARS for each and every case of Cat
The Portland and Lewistons will play tarbh that cannot be cured
by the use o E
two games today. In the morning they Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENERT
and
Killeen
and
will play in Lewiston,
Sworn to before me and subscribed m m J
The presence.this 6th day of December, A. D. 1B8G
Terrien will do the battery work.
afternoon game will be played in this
SEA1,
A. TV. GLEASON,
city on the Portland grounds at 3.45,
be
in
the
will
Notary Public.
Terrien
and
and Sullivan
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally and act
Reserved seats in the gland directly on the blood and mucous surfaces o
points.
tne system. Send tor testimonials, free.
stand can be procured at Murphys’ drug
F. J.CHENEY & CO., Toledo, C
store up to 1 o’clock, noon. Prof. La lar-Soldby Druggists, 7oc,
is

it sends out

often several yards in length, and from
these at intervals ereet stems arise. An
area thus taken presents, during the first
few years, the striking appearance of

The society diplomas for display it
their individual exhibits was awarded t(
dressmaker’!
Mrs. Bullard,
Portland,
“Magic Scale,’’ Silas Rideout, Cumber
land, table with United States represent
ed thereon; Jordan Manufacturing com
register systen
pany, Portland, cash
same.

n.

w

■*-**'*-'

streets
a

Ravages

Largest Field Ever Entered in the State.
for
The following is a list of handicaps
the full meet of the
the mile race at

our

with a cane, lameness, caused by
fall from a bicycle.
All the meat markets in this city will

Protect the Pond
Wind.
of Sea and

Plants That

j ___MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Accident.

has

MILE HANDICAP AT SANFORD.

(Brady)

m
him
Mr. Pierce appeared against
he was given
court the next day anti
to he & somethree months He proved
notorious
pickpocket, who had
what £
served time before..
she saw the man
A woman testified that
He had a scar
who picked up the watch.
fc has a
tho
Sinoe
pickocke
face.
on his
a scar, the
police expal, who> has such
of finally securing the

work; E. W. Lane and company of
land, four masted schooner model two
(3. A. Dickson, Portland, safety coasting
sled; State Engraving and Manufacturing company, Portland, exhibit of plain
and enameled slate work; Norton, Chapascensions before the ball game.
wheat
man & Co.,
exhibit of iouids
Notes or the Game.
germ
Johnson, Portland,
meal; A
company,
clock ; Nonotuck Silk
The game between the Portland and patent
Florence, Mass., display of siJJf ; c. -B.
to have taken Jordan,
was
Lewistons, which
Portland, electric train signal.
acplace Saturday, was postponed on
The Konnebec-Bangor
SAND BINDING GRASSES.
count of rain.
game at Bangor was also postponed.
From the

PONED BY RAIN.

struggled fiercely,

clothes from^him.
but he couldn’t get away
taken care of by the

SPORT

bai^*u
been making
at
ascensions during
the
past week
Rigby park, lias been secured by the club
management and will make one o£ his
Roux, who

}

|
■

(storing Potatoes.
A perfect store place is capable of being kept quite dark and cool, but quite
safe from frost. Therefore it should he
at least partially under the ground level,
as being the easiest way of keeping frost
at bay. If stored in sheds, they should
not be put into largo masses directly thej
are lifted, for they are liable to generate
more warmth than is good for them, but
if spread out rather thinly at first, thoj
may, after a fortnight, be placed mucL
thicker without auy harm. But where
large quantities have to be kept through
the winter there is no better plan that
placing them in mounds, according tc
The Gardener's Magazine, which advises as follows:
Select a place a little above the general level, so as to be quite safe from
floodiug after heavy raius, and having
marked out tho space required put a
good layer of straw. Proceed to pack
the potatoes into a conical long heap,
cover with straw, and then place a sufficient thickness of soil to keep out frost,
and beat it down so firm and smooth
that the rain will run off into the trench
surrounding it. The top should not be
quiet closed up until severe frost renders
it nacesiury to do so.

ANNUAL FAIR

THE 56TH

OF

FREAKS

PHENOMENA,

MARVELOUS WONDERS, AMAZING
NATURE

OF

A VAST STOREHOUSE OF RAREST KNOWLEDGE
Its pages teem with astonishing facts. Its information is so exhaustive that
the same amount of knowledge could not be otherwise gathered together outside
of a large library. In the work of gathering this vast amount of information all
of the well known authorities have been freely consulted, and you can positively
in the book.
rely upon every statement made

FASCINATING AS ANY NOVEL.

THE

This is not a mere collection of uninteresting facts, but they have been woven
into interesting and absorbing narratives which instruct at the same time they
entertain and amuse. Read of

Cumberland Go.

Agricultural Society

Flying Lamps,

Ants that Keep Milk Cows,
Ants that Own Slaves,
Ants that Raise Grain,

Death’s-head Moths,
Insect Rakes and

Flying-fish,

Globe-fish.

Devil-fish,

Narragansett Park, Gorham,Me.,

Sawa

Trunk-fish,
Pipe-fish,

Climbing-flsli,

—AT—

of this

SEPT.

In picture*,
volume.
All records have been broken in the publication
reading matter and size we have never offered anything that would begin to

10,11, 12, 13, 1895.

best exhibition ever held.
Trotting purses and premiums $4,600.
rat°s
on all railroads.
Excursion
Admissiou, 35 cents; children 16 cents; car
stand extra.
Grand
l'iages 25 cents,

Largest and

\V. H. VINTON, FEES.
CHAS. H. LEIGHTON, Sec’y

aug26tpseI3_
Both to live and to

hood of

in colors,
e<*Tts\)e'autiful cover, lithographed
makes it indeed
a

entertaining pages,

and

and its hundreds of instructive and
of beanty and a joy forever.”

“thing

There is No Similar Book in Existence,

one half the number of illustrations or descriptive pages, which sells
for less than five dollars.
However until futher notice, we will offer this magnificent volume at the
unheard-of-price of

Containing

paint for the

true

brother-

man.

FOX STUDIO,

478 1-2 Congress St., Portland.

Drawing, Painting and Modelling in
Clay.

FORTY CENTS.
Mail orders will be filled from office of publication in Springfield, Ohio, unless
six cents is sent for postage. Postage free when sent from publication office.
Address all orders to PORTLAND DAILY PRESS, Portland, Me.

SIO a month, Antique Class.
$13 a mouth, Portrait Class.
Evening class, 25 cents per week. Studio
open all day. For full particulars write to 478V3
Congress St., or apply after Oct, 1st. Day and
evening classes reopen Monday, Oct. 14th.
A new collection of 300 photographs has been
added to the resources of the studio for a more
au31 eod2m
comprehensive study of art.

Building Cummings

for

Proposals

Road.

at a line between the City
Bet/inning
Westbrook and the town of .South Porthind, <>n Cummings land sixty-three (03)
feet to land of the heirs of R. E. Skillings,
thence on Skillings land fourteen hundred
and six (1406) feet to land of Randall Skillines estate, thence same course on Randall Skillings estate four hundred and seventy-six (470) feet to land of R.E. Skilling*
heirs, thence turning an angle to left of
forty minutes (40’) and running on land
of the heirs of R. E. Skillings, on a course
of South six degiees and ten minutes (6ol0’)
East six hundred and forty and one-half
(0411*2) feet to Jacksons' estate, thence
of Jackson estate
on laud
same cour>.e
lonrteen hundred and twelve and six-tenths
(1412.6) feet to side of Cummings road, so
called, thence same course across said road
thirty-nine and live-tenths (39.6) feet to
land of C. B. Illsley thence same course
on Iilaley’s land two hundred and thirteen
seven-tenths (213.7) feot« thence Tunand
ing an angle of eight degrees and ten minlutes (8o 10’)to right andlrunning onjllsley’s
of South two, degees
a course
and
on
(2) west one hundred an forty-two and onetenth (142.1) feet to land of Frank P. Cuipthence same course on Cun.mings
minge,
land three hundred and twenty-live (325)
feet to town line between the town of
South Portland and Scarborough.
;The road bed of said road shall be forty
(40) feet in width from outside to outside
of ditches, and to be graded or raised two
feet in the
centre of the road bed, with
And all trees
a
gradual slope each way
ana brush to be removed from said way for
of

M 1UU1

Ui

1UU1

xuua,

an

tv kjm. i»

Mothers,

that Paregoric,

Do You Know that opium and morphine are stupefying narcotic poisons f
Do You Know that In most countries druggists are not permitted to sell narcotics
without labeling them poisons »

Do You Know that

you

should not permit any medicine to be given your child

unless you or your physician know of what it is composed 1

Do You Know that Castoria is

a

purely vegetable preparation, and

that

a

list of

its ingredients is published with every brittle f

Do You Know that Castoria is the prescription of
That it has been in

use

for nearly thirty years, and that

the famous Dr.
more

Samuel Pitcher.

Castoria is

now

sold than

of all other remedies for children combined f

vii

grading the said way shall be
satisfaction of the Selectmen

building and
done to the
of said town.

do you Know

Bateman's Drops, Godfrey’s Cordial, many so-valled Soothing Syrups, and
most remedies for children are composed of opium or morphine f

Do You Know that the Patent Office Department of the United States, and of
word
other countries, have Issued exclusive right to Dr. Pitcher and his assigns to use the
”
“
Castoria and its formula, and that to imitate them is a state prison offense f

There is to be a bridge across Jackson s
brook, so called to be included in the building of said road. It is to be twenty-four
(24) feet wide with six by twelve (6 oy 12)
feet in the clear. The buttments to be couhtructed of stone to be three (it) feet at tht
bottom falling off to two (2) feet at the top
ft.
with returns on each side of ten (10)
The stringers used
in constructing said
bridge shall be six (6) in number, sixteen
(16) feet long, six bv twelve (6 by 12) inches, composed of hard pine. 3>«id stringers
to be covered with spruce plank twentyfour (24) leet long, three <3) inches thick.
Said bridge is also to be railed with a suitable railing to protect public travel. There
is also to be iwo (2) water courses across
said road to be laid with twelve (12) inch
glazed pipe.
All of said work to be fully completed,
and said roadway to be in condition for
use, to the satisfaction of the Selectmen,
A.
on or before the first day of November,
D., 1895.
Sealed bids for the building of said road
will be received by the Selectmen of South
Portland on or before the fourth day of
September, A. D., 1895.
Dated at South Portland, \ugust 27th, 1895
JOHN A. S. DYER.
ANDREW J. DASH,
WILLIS F. STUOUT,
Selectmen.

Do You Know that one of the

for granting this government protection was
absolutely harmless?

reasons

because Castoria had been proven to be

Do You Know that 35 average
cent a dose 1

dosefi

of Castoria

are

furnished for 35

cents, or one

Do You Know that when possessed of this perfect preparation, your children snay
be kept well, and that you may have unbroken rest ?

Walls these things

are

worth knowing.

The facsimile

/

/

They are facts,
{T

signature of

on

wety

wrapper.

Children Cry for Pitcher's Castoria*

aug28dtd

fill°F MEN
Easily, Quickly, Permanently Restor'd.

Weakness, Nervousness,

Debility, and all the train
of evils from early errors or
| later excesses, the results o£
overwork, sickness, worry,
etc. Full strength, development and tone given to
kevery organ and portion

X t\CX
MISS A. L. SAWYER’S
SCHOOL OF SHORTHAND AND TYPEWRITING
Also, Headquarters for Shorthand Work

Typewriting.
ENTENNIAL BLOCK,

and

93

EXCHANGE ST

janl

o

edft

ofthsbody. Simple, nat-

I

1/1

Um

II

M''

ERIE MEDICAL
£ot>2

nral methods.

Immedl-

H. E. MILLS,

■‘Sj'SlitoE

00., Buffalo, N.Y.
eodXyr

Piano Tuner.
Order

Slate at

Congress Street.

Sept7

Chandler's Music Store 431
eodtt

DB. E. C. WEST'S NERVE AND BRAIN TREATMENT

is sold under positive written guarantee, by
authorized agents only, to cure Weak Memory;

Loss of Brain and Nerve Power; Lost Manhood;
Evil Dreams: Lack of

Quickness; Night Losses;

Confidence; Nervousness; Lassitude; all Drains;

Loss of Power of the Generative Organs in either
caused by over-exertion, Youthful Errors, or
Excessive Use of Tobacco, Opium or Liqupr,
which leads to Misery, Consumption, Insanity
and Death. By mail, $1 a box; six for $5; with
written guarantee to cure or refund money.
Sample package, containing five days’ treatment,
with full instructions. 25 cents. One sample
only sold to each person by mail.
Sold by J. H. Hammond, corner Free and
Center Sts.; L. C. Fowler, corner CongreRS and
Lafayette Sts., and H. P. S. Goold, 581 Congress 8t„ Portland, Me.
sex,

^FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.^^

MISCELLANEOUS.

Wasting

From Geneva to the

Bigl by Berne and the

Bernesw

Alps.

Diseases

{

[Correspondence of the Press.]
Bale, Switzerland, Aug. 15.

Many people suffering from wasting diseases are simply starving in
the midst of

plenty.

We arrived at Geneva the same arternoon on which we left Chamounix and
took a hotel on the grand quay where tho
view of the Moot Blanc chain is very
fine. Geneva in fact is a French town.

Nourishment,

they

proper nourishment is what
crave, and must have quick,

has all the airs and coquetry of tho
French and a good deal of the stability
of the German character. Watches and
music boxes are tho staple products, and
furs are nowhere sold to such an extent
and bought at such a great advantage as
here.
No wonder that Calvin was dissatisfied with the people of Geneva and
It

Bovinine
is the

greatest

nourishment in the

had some of them burned at tho stake,
since there is nothing Calvinistic here
excetping the old house in which he lived
and hi3 chair in the old cathedral, in
Geneva
which you are permitted to sit.
is a remarkably pleasant place in which

palatable, easily
assimilated, and acceptable to the
weakest stomach. Ask any physismallest bulk —is

cian, and he will tell you this is

so.

to spend a few days and seems in reminiscence like Brussels and Paris.
There are many interesting excursions
commencing here, among them is one to
Ferney, a town Voltaire founded and1
where the old chateau in which he lived
and died is still preserved. It contains
relics and memorials of his life. Over a,
chapel there are these words, “Deo erexit
EE
Buys a bicycle he wishes EE Voltaire” (Voltaire erected this to God.)
•—
SS
to be convinced that it has
In view of the fear and repulsion that
merit. It’s human nature
even the name of Voltaire has inspired
—
run
for
to wish a good
in tho hearts of children on account of
v
the idea that he did not believe in God,
your money.
•SS
tho motto over the chapel needs no comHere’s something we’ve
ss
said before, but we intend == ment. But like many other people now
a-days ho did believe in such a God as his
to say it again. Paste it
S™
imagination approved, which perhaps
in your hat and when you
was the kind of a vague being that Victor
—
buy another wheel bring it .“
Hugo described in one of his poems, in
KS;
forth.
which he declares his religious belief. It
was to such a being no doubt that Voltaire
dedicated this chapel and devoted
= The fastest bicycle is necessarily the best =
his life.
=
bearbuilt bicycle, of easy-running
EE
Also farther up the lake is the fine ex"Hi cursion by cars or boat to Coppet, the
S
ings and finest construction.
home of Neckar, where Madame de Stael
once lived.
This is a companionable old
chateau and verv interesting to see.
We passed each day the monument to
the Duke of Brunswick, who willed all
his property to the city of Geneva. It is
an ornate
structure, being a very poor
tomb of the
“Watch the Sunlight Glisten 5Sj imitation of the fine Gothic
2S
at Verona, and it almost seems
Scalaga’s
ZZZ
Rims.”
Those
on
Orange
as if, in
getting it up so shabbily, they
had tried to save all of his money they
==
Stearns, Pierce, Queen City
could for their own use. The National
£=
—■
Monument on the opposite side of the
Wheels in
and Crawford
Rhone commemorates the final union of
stock for immediate delivery.
Geneva to the Confederacy after its varied
fortunes and reverses and is a monument
of uncommon interest
S
Rousseau’s Island and his house and
F. O. BAILEY & CO.
many other reminiscences of him in this
SSS
46 Exchange St
Si section have been mentioned in a former
letter, together with many other things
of interest along this route which we here
The trip from Geneva to Monomit.
treaux, on a fine day is verv charming
indeed, the places on the banks near
Geneva being historic and those on the
Vevey side are beautiful, with the moun- j
tains encompassing all, and at times
seeming to shut you in. This Valais side
is unique, for, when the bright sun shines
waters of Lake Leman, no
on the blue
fabric of silky gauze, no velvety sheen,
purple or fine raiment, can vie with such
a
tint It is like the colors buried so
long ago under Pompeii’s ruins, which
caunot be reproduced, and like the pigments Fra Angelio used.
The lateen sail which has been so often
referred to forms a picturesque feature,
and the swell of the water resembling a
tide is very subtle and interesting from
a scientific point of view.
The entire Montreux region is fascinat1
ing in the extreme, and Territel, where
the boat stops for ono to visit the Prison !
of Chillon, is a place which no traveler
by cable road
All Marlted Down front Prices should pass by. Excursions
the tops of high mouncan be made to
tains with endless views, and in Septemnearly twice as Itiglt to
ber, the “grape cure’’ season here, the
fine hotels are full of engaging people
400
close out
pairs
from all parts of the world.
The Prison of Chillon is always a place
of summer
of renewed interest, the old associations
which Byron memorializes being always
pants.
points for research to the student and
sight seer. One wonders anew as to the
treatment in these old prisons, especially
severe with regard to political prisoners,
their cells being much more repulsive and
closely confined than those for murderers
and other great offenders against the
d2w
aug24i
Here they wore their lives
common laws.
all
away out of the sight of men, with
the joys of life and light shut out, while
of
Duke
the
in the Pirson of Chillon,_
Savoy was feasting with his friends, unmindful of their woes, in the large banqueting halls above, which now with all
their quaint belongings are still shown.
Leaving the afternoon sun still shining
on this beautiful region we left for Berne,
and suddenly just before reaching the city
we were startled by a wondeiul sight, the

Before

I

Man

a

|

_

—
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M’S the STEARNS.

|

|

where formerly there
was only a bridle path but now a railroad route, is full ot English, French and
Americans.
After the late destructive fire at Grindelwald, they built many large hotels,
and so the objective point has largely
changed, and this has superseded Interlaken. Hero there are two convenient
glaciers, and mountain climbing both
here and at Lauterbrun non has been rendered safe and easy. In July and August
it is a common sight to see whole trains
given up to people with pickaxes and
mountain starbs and other pedestrian
equipments all of which seemito the
novice weird indeed.
When the sun does not shine at Lauterbrunnen there is nothing there, but tho
mist and bridal veil films of tho Staubach Falls. No sunshine, no views of
mountains at Lauterbruunen, for hero
t he clouds gatherlliko a mantlo and shut
out even the Jungfrau from your view.
Then it requires as great a stretch of the
imagination to believe that behind these
clouds in a brighter sunshine theso shimmering mountains keep their eternal
vigilance, as to acknowledge many of the
divine truths which will hereafter be revealed. Tho morning we lett Lauterbrun
non not ono glimpse of tho Jungfrau was
visible, but three-quarters of an hour
later that distant but more charming
view of it at Interlaken, with tho sun
glistening on its snowy bosom was a
justified fulfillment of faith’s promises so
hard to be believed.
After watching this glittering whiteness under the noonday sun, we took the
Brienz steamer for Meiringen back to tho
Lake of Lucerne. Although that day was
we had ocfertile in rich experiences
casion to remember Virgil’s old quotation
“Hie labor hoc opus est.
For, in this
region, perhaps because jieoplo take little
luggage, the usual quota of porters gave
midst of a score of
out, and in tho
the

Wengern Alps,

obliged to transport our
own hand luggage
from place.to place.
As ;wo had already been through the

changes

we

were

Lake of tho Four Cantons (Lucerne,) our
tickets were made out direct across from
Alpnach to Vitznard, the station for. the
Rigi railroad. But like all unusual
routes this was a slow and difficult thing
to do. At Stanstad, a lovely spot at tho
long
end of the "Alpnach See we got a
breathing spell such as travellers need,
the
on
sunset
Rigi.
instead of soeing the
From Stansstad there is an electric road
to Stanz, whole, in winter, so dense is
this mountain region, that the sun shines
only one hour In the day, thence they
0.5C0I1U. LllfcJ OLttXJZitJlXXUJ

J-i

uj
or

-X.\

ra

We
the
the
dusk of evening did we find ourselves at
the foot of the i Rigi, the last train still
waiting to take us to the top.

Pilatus.
far reaching as xKigi
changed again at Keisiten where
until
not
and
Burgenstock begins,
as

RIGI.
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Odd Pants, 99c.

Odd Pants, $1.50.

Odd Pants, $1.99.
Odd Pants,

$2.70.

A. F. HILL & CO.

lima®!

COAL.

:.ca»tu.5

(Semi-Bituminous)

ant

Georges Creek Cumberland Coals ar<
unsurpassed for general steam ant
forge

use.

IOO-S

Sts
7b Commercial & 70 Exchange
M.W&Ftf
ap3

Shoes

Best

on

most stylish, and
any §3.00 Men’s

dongola tops,

superseded by a railroad that carriages still monopolize. People seem un-

route

solid

willing to be cheated out ot

leather soles, with all the popular toes,
lasts and fastenings, and Lewis’ Cork
Filled Soles.
Each pair contains a paid-up Accident Insurance Policy for §100, good for
00 days.
W ear Lewis’Accident Insurance Shoes
onco and you will never change.
The
insurance goes for “full measure.”
Talk with your dealer who sells Lewis’
Shoes.

Board

for Delegates to
Mute Convention.

Dea

natural scenery, for each
out of the car window it

?

convention for the Deaf will b »
held in Portland August Ml and Septembe r
1 and ‘2.
People wishing to give them goo> 1
rooms with hoard for three dollars, paid i 1
advance, please address,
MR. W. K. SHAW,
Press Office.
auglOJU

annual
rflHE
A

disappeared.
The proprietors

..

of these hotels on the
mountain tops are lords and kings, esthe darkness on
pecally if one arrives in who
ascends the
train. He
the ilast
mountains for a glimpse of the parting
to see its rising glories must
sun or

hopes

pay the price.

this

bit

of

morning looking

if one
saw as many carriages passing along the
mountain road as there over were. The
mountain horn still sounds, but unfortunately the noise of the engine stifles the
romantic echo, and now it is the horn’s
blast one hears, instead of |tbe silvery
tones of the echo vibrating through the
valleys far and near.
It is wonderful what the last seven
these mountains.
years has done amongst
A dozen new routes have been laid out
with cable cars and mountain railroads
which take you to summits with finest
d still higher mouuviews of glacier.-'
work is being comtain tops. Just
'* to take
you to the
menced on a m
This region is fuil
top of the Jung:
of
the
for
Switzerland
people
of resorts
itself, as well as foreigners. Stanley and
the English curates go to Murren, and
■

seems

as

idvantage

,ad so few squadron drills.
[leet of American warships to
t

Among the written directions posted
caution warnup in each chamber is the
against using the bed clothing
1

ing people
a morning wrap.
The night of our arrival wo wore informed that, although the f day had been
in
cloudy and the evening was coming
more dense there was likely to be a “sun-

Sending

a

with
exislike
hastily gathered regiment <-*

cope
European or Japanese fleet under
conditions would be almost

ting
sending out

a

independent militia companies to contend
igainst a thoroughly organized and drilled regiment of the German army.
Instead of the fleet which was promised
iiim, Admiral Bunce finds himself with
'our, war vessels making an excursion up
escort to tho
the Atlantic coast as an
Dolphin, which seems ,to bo conveying
Secretary Herbert from frstivity to festivity. Now it is a dinner and a yacht race
it and off Newport; now it is an agricultural show atSPortland, Maine; again it
is a Knights Templar parade at Boston.
Whatevor squadron drill takes place under
iuch circumstances can be of comparatively little importance. While we aro reading in our own daily newspapers of this
ibsurd and pompous farce we are reading

in the English newspapers of tho serious
work that is being done by tho Channel
md Reserve fleets of the British navy.
Without fleet drill the new ships are
not prepared for actual service, and if the
uavy is not to have fleet drill, and it
nearly is not so long as Admiral Ramsay
is at the head of the navy, there might as
His exwell be an end o£ shipbuilding.
traordinary fooling with the ships shows,
if it shows anything, that he docs not believe that ships are needed
In the meantime why does he make his
friend and sustainer. Secretary Herbert,
the centre of a pageant of folly, and the
laughing-stock of a country that is more
generous than just, until it finds a man

rhe

Pleasant

Biver

Granite

Company-

Coming to Portland.

call,"while sundry

men

came

stealing

along to collect the fees for sounding it.
At last the first faint light appeared,
and then a slight tinge touched the sky
and looking westward each grand mountain was a ledge of gold. The clouds then

Onr Naval Farce.

aud timbers, also wharf dorrick
This cargo will be followed by many
3to.
the
coming fall until all tho
more
machinery of the Pleasant River Granite
Do. is removed from its present site to

spiling

Portland. It is the intention of the proprietor to have the same erected for operition the coming winter. The plant will
3onsist of some 4 stone saws and 10 polishing machines. It has not been decided
whether steam or electricity will be used
[or the motive power. The company is
aow at work on a contract of 4000 feet of
polished base for the Philadelphia Public

Building, which they expect to complete
jofore removing their plant to Portland.
Sir. Arthur J. Dalot is at present in Portland looking after the interests of the
sompany. Mr. John L. Dalot is
tendent of the company.

superin-

Ramsay,
Buroau of Navigation, is a very influential person.
Ho practically controls the

thus far to
navy, and he has been able
earning a
from
officer
prevent any flag
commander
reputation as a first-rate fleet
to handle
through showing his ability
Whether
modern ships acting in unison.
connection
this attitude of his has any
nevwith his own evident determination
as a flag officer
er to go to sea himself
he has been at
who can tell? But while
whoso
duty it is to
bureau
the
of
head
the
no
Commodore
assign ships and officers,
been'permitted to
or Rear Admiral has
effective squadoonduct a thorough and
this he
in
and
preventing
at
sea,
romdrill

and

FIRE

! FSRE! FIRE!
SMOKE! SMOKE! SMOKE!

Lots of Smoke.
Lots of Fire,
PILES of BARGAINS.
Sample Savings
Snatched from the Fire.

Rangeley.

1.*© p» m. For Freeport. Brunswick, Augusta, Bath, Rockland and all stations on
Know & Lincoln division. Waterviile, Skowhegan, Belfast. Dover and Foxcroit, Cangor
Worsted
Black
Men’s fine all wool
Bucksport, Oldtown ami Mattawamkeag.
1.25 p. in. Express for Danville Jc., Poland
815.00 kind,
©
or three button Frock Suits, the
Sack
Oakland,
station,
Lewiston,
Wmthrop,
Springs
*Ja
Bingham, Waterviile and Skowhegan.
now
1.25 p. m. Bridgton via rail and lake (Songo
River) No. Conway, Fabyans, Lunenburg. St.
Johnsbury. Newport, Vt., Lancaster, ColeCheviots
d>/T
brook and Quebec.
Men’s all wool Sack Suits, in
For Brunswick. Bath, Lisbon
5.05 p. in.
a £ *Ja
for
kind
and
the
810.00
$12.00
andCassimeres,
Falls, Augusta and Waterviile.
5.10 p. m., For New Gloucester, Dauville
Junction, Poland Springs station, Mechanic
Falls, Auburn and Lewiston.
all wool winter Sack Suits, the
Men’s new
For Bridgton,
Fryeburg, No.
5.55 p. Ml.
m
0 “
Conway and Bartlett.
for
815.00
kind,
8.15 p. m. Express, Sebago Lake. Fryeburg,
North Conway, Fabyans, St. Johnsbury, Montreal and Chicago.
11.00 p. m. Night Express, sleeping Cars,for
Men’s dark mixed Cassimere Sack Suits. Iwo
Waterviile. BanBath, Lewiston, Augusta,
a%J%J> a
St.
last,
about 40 suits, the 87 kind while
gor, Bar Harbor. Bucksport, Vanceboro,
Aroostook
all
Stephens, St. John and
County, Halifax and the Provinces, hut does
not run tc Belfast, Dexter. Dover aud Toxcrott
or beyond Bangor, excepting to Bar Harbor,
dark mixed Cassimere Coatee Suits,
Saturday nights.
the 86 kind, now
ywiWV»
12.55 a. mi., midnight, Mt. Desert special, for sizes 14 to 19 years,
Brunswick, Rockland, Augusta, Waterviile,
Rock*
Bangor and Bar Harbor, connecting at mornland" Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday
Children’s dark mixed Cassimere Knee Pant Suits, now
ings with steamer Frank Jones for Castine.
on
all
and
landings
Bar Harbor, Macuiasport
worth 82.00.
at
1

Clay

imPorte<i

<£

rnd used many remedies with little relief
antil she tried Chamberlain’s Colio,
Dholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, which
Give it a
Pas cured her sound and well.
trial and you will be surprised at the

25 and 50 cent
Landers & BabandJC. B. Woodman,

prompt relief it affords.

7

^7 O

style,

__

,,

they

styles,

d?©

slaughtered

SUNDAY

Farmington.
l. 001>.

For

m.

sale

for

Brunswick. Lisbon Falls,

KINDERGARTEN,
132 Spring Street,

WILL REOPEN, MONDAY, SEPT. 9.
Kindergarten Normal Class Sept. 23.
N. NOBTON,
133 Spriug St., Portland.
ABBY

Apply to
aug2Geod2w

MR. & MRS. JOHN A. BELLOWS’S

and

Boarding

FOB

Day

Address,

School

OIBF.S,

6 00 p. m., for Lewiston.
8.15 p. m., For White Mountains Divlsiou,
Montreal and Chicago.
11.00 p. m.. Night Express with sleeping
ears for all points.
12.55 a. m., Mt. Desert special for Eockand, Bangor and Bar Harbor
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.
From Sebago Lake and Cumberland Mills
7.50 a. in.; Montreal and Bridgton 8.25 a. m.;
Lewiston and Mechanics Falls 8.30 a. m.;
Waterville and Augusta, 8.35 a. m.; Lewlstou,
Sunday only, 10.00 a. m.; Kingfield. Phillips,
Farmington, Rumford Falls, Lewiston, 11.40
a. m.; Skowhegan and Lewiston 11.50 a. in.:
Mattawamkeag aud Bangor 12.05 (Sundays
12.10) p. m.; Quebec, St. Jolinsbury, Lancaster and Bridgton 12.16 p. m.; Express Bar
Harbor, Greenville, Bangor, Augusta 1.20 p.
m.; Lancaster, Eabyans, Bartlett, No. Conway,
Fryeburg, Sebago Lake 4.65p. id. ; Skowhegan,
Waterville, Rockland 5 25 p. m.; Farmington
and Lewiston, Sundays only, 6.30 p. m.; St,
John, Bar Harbor, Caribou and Moosehead
Lake via B. & A., Bangor 5.35 p. m.; Range ley,
Farmington, Rumford Fails, Lewiston 5.45 p.
all White
in.; Chicago and Montreal and
Mountain points. 7.45 p. m.; Mattawamkeag,
1.40
a.
m.:
Rockland
express
Bar Harbor,
Halifax, St. John, Vanceboro, Bar Harbor,
a.

m.

PAYSON TUCKER, V. P. & G. M.
F. £. BOOTHBY, G. P. & T. A.

Portland & Rumford Falls R’y.
24, 1395.
DEPARTURES.

In Effect June

m., 1.05 and 5.10 p. m, From Union
Station for Poland Springs, Poland and
Mechanic Falls.
Saturdays only train leaving Portland 5.10 p.
m. connects with train on P. & R. F. R’y running through to Rumford Falls.
for
Stages connect at Poland Springs Station AnPoland Springs, and at Rumford Falls for
dover ana Rangeley Lakes.
a.

Through passenger coaches between Union
Station, Portland and Rumford Falls.

Through tickets on sale for all points
on P. & It. F. R’y.

Fall Term Opens Tuesday, Sept. 3d,95.
of
College Classical and English Courses
Study
Departments In Music, Painting and
Elocution. Splendid and thoroughly equipped
Fine gymnaschool building; steam heated.
sium supplied with base hall cage and baths.
entire
year in elocuFree instruction through
tion according to Delsarte and Sweedish sysschool
for
Colby where
tems.
Special fitting
students are recelvecTon Principal’s certificate.
hills in a
Oxford
Healthful locatiou among
ouiet hamlet away fom distracting influences
the
address
Principal,
For catalogues
W. E. SARGENT. Hebrom.Me.
augl2d20t

~b:es:evwiok.

ACADEMY.

GRAND

MONDAY, June 25th,
will run as follows:

1895

trains

LEAVE.
and Lewiston
7,10, 8.40 a. m5.15
and
8.30 p. m.
l. 10, 1.30,
For Gorham and Berlin Falls and Island Pond,
8.40 a. m., 1.30 and 8.30 p.m.
Gorham, (mixed, 3.30» and 5.15 p. m.
For Montreal and Chicago, S.40 a. m.,8.30 p, m.
For Quebec, 8.30 p. m.

For Auburn

ARRIVALS.
Lewiston and Auburn, 7.35, 8.30 and
11.45a. m,, 3.10. 5.15 and 5.40 p. m.
From Island Pond, Berlin Falls and Gorliam,

FOGG,

Railway Broker,

277 WASH’S ST.,Boston
Agency.

EXCURSION

tickets sold to ail points at Cut Prices.
aug20dim
in

custom made harness®8
l)«nu
grades constantly
TheMuiue toallorder.
outon

made;

Horse

stable
kinds in stock or Hindu to
dressing?, whips, etc, nnd
everything usually kept in n flist class slop.
Double carriage harness, coupes. expiess«
track and farm, at prices to suit the times.
We want vour trade,and solicit inspection
( ollars made to order
and comparison.
w
and repelra promipt:ly attend ed to.
f
&
M’ALENEY bON, 26 Preble street. a27dlw
or

lit s, boois ot all
Harness
oruor.

ami

or over,

FAIR,

E.

N.

CLOTHING

SAM’S

UNCLE

C0„

Under Falmouth Hotel.

Corner Middle and Union Sts.,

aug27dtl

MUSIC.

PIANOS.

The

Giidemeester & Kroeger,
Biasius & Sons,
Kranich & Bach,
Albrecht & Co.

Largest
MUSIC STORE
in the State.

Don’t fail to see our exhibit at City Hall during the Fair and
hear the “SYMPHONY” Self Playing Organ.

&

Jones

Cressey,

Allen,
eoJtf

MUSIC HOUSE ,538 CONGRESS STREET.

aug26

—

f|
€

PRICKLY ASH, POKE ROOT MTMRH, MfilftRlO,
AND POTASSIUM
KIDMET TROUBLES

$

Waites

and DYSPEPSIA

MsirVOinilQ fliroc

Are

#
A

Mlgg
% !MlB!0llsPoison
f in Blood
f

and 12.30 p. in.
For Manchester, (
'id, and points North
at 7.30 a. m. and ;
m.
For Rochester, Spi
*!». Alfred, Waterboro and Saco 1U\ «.-,*• at 7.30 a. m. 12,30 and
6.30 p. m.
For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.45 a. m., 12.3(1
3.00, 5.30, and 6.20 p. m.
E’or Westbrook, Cumbemand Mills, Westbrook Junction and-Woodford’s at 7.30,
9.45 a.
and
m.,
12.30.
5.30,
3.0G,
6.20 p. m.
Sunday trains leave Portland for Rochester at
6.15p.m.; arriye from Rochester at 9.30 a.
m.
Tho 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
at Ayer Junction With
“Hocaae Tunnel
Route” for the West and at Union Station,
Worcester, for Providence and New York,
via “Providence Line,” for Norwich and
New York, via “Norwich Lin®5’ with Boston
& Albany R. R. for the West, and with tho
Now York All Rail via “Spr uglield.”
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at S.30 a. m.,
5.48 p.
1.30
and
c*.; from Gorham
at
6.40, 8.30 and 10.50 a.
in.,
1.30,
in.
5.48 p.
4.15,Banc
E’or through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to F. 11. COLLINS, Ticket

Agent, Portland, Mo.
je29

J. W. PETERS, Sup t.
dtf
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x
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entirely rfmoMtl by P.P.l*.

ZS&SSSBA&B*
^*^. *.**&»&
-ME»K;K5]
Spru.BvArb-.and
yourP.P.
than
P. at Hot
three
d no me more good
months’ treatment at the Hot Springs,
D.
O.
C.
bottloa
throo
fiocd

.TV

F

Worcester Line

PIMPLES. BLOTCHES
MO OID SORES

n

7.35 and 11.45 a- m„ and 5.40 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal, 7.35 a. m., and
5.40 p. m.
From Quebec, 7.35 a. m.
Tho 8.30 p.m. train runs through to Montreal
daily. Sundays included. Attached to this train
is a Pullman for Montreal also Pullman for Quebec except ing Sundays; and through Pullman
for Chicago excepting Saturdays, arriving) at
Chicago the second day at 1.50 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping
Cars on
Night
trains and parlor cars on day trains.
TICKET
OFFICE NO.
177
MIDDLE
STREET, AND DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA

m.

best line of

With every purchase of $10.00

SALE.

Including both Rigby Park and City Hall Exhibits

SP

Portland &

^harnessesT

FIRE

FREE TICKET TO

From

For those desiring to send pnpils to
a first-class private school BERWICK
ACADEMY oilers unusual advantages.
Four distinct courses of study; tits
students for all N. E. Colleges; has
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.
iinest building in the state; expenses
small. For catalogue and particulars
STATION FOOT OIFPKEBLE STREET.
address Principal,
Oo and after Sunday. .Tune
30, 1895,
GEO. A. DICKEY,
Passenger trains will Leave Portland:
For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
So- Berwick.
augid3t tM.W&Stf
N»snua, Windham and Epping at 7.30 a.

MASONIC

SAM’S

UNCLE

MISS

DON’T

TRUNK

STREET.
L. J. SEARGEANT Gen’l Manager.
Portland. June 25tli. 1895.
june24dtf

A Keliable

Song.
Knee Pants at Half Cost

Portland, Maine.
LINCOLN, Superintendent,
Rumford Falls, Maine
FeblOdtf

On and after

1804—HEBRGNAGAD’Y—1 895~

e,a

woiU

find

^

L. L.

RAILWAY.

^ DANFORTH ST.,

GEO. 0.

gC*

at

Blouse and Shirt Waists for a

je!8__dlf

DEPARTMENTS FOR
CHILDREN.

Portland, Maine.d2m

aug8

styles

more

R. C. BRADFORD, G. P. & T. Agt

Will Reopen Wednesday, Sept. 18,’95.
SPECIAL

Five
double.

1. £30, worth $3.00.

at

styles

Bar Harbor and Oldtown.

8.30

THE

Two other

Lewiston, Bath, Augusta, Waterville, Baugor,

8.30 A. M. & 1.05 P. M. From Union Station
for Poland, Mechanic Falls, Bucklield, Canton. Dixfield and Rumford Fails.

EDUCATIONAL.

.OO,

$

IKAINN.

7.20 a.m., paper train for Brunswick .Augusta, Waterville and Bangor.
7.25 a. in., paper train for I.ewiston and

here.

pidge, Druggists,
Westbrook.

7

fancy

A. M. Bailey, a well known citizen of
Eugene, Oregon, says his wife has for
years been troubled with chronic diarrhoea Waterville and Augusta, 3.60

(Harper’s Weekly.)

It seems that the Weekly’s fears that
of the North
the proposed manoeuvres
Atlantic Squadron would be interfered
with from Washington were well foundthe head of the
ed. Admiral

June 23d, 1895.
Trains leave Portland, Union Station, Railway
Square, for stations named below ana intermediate points as follows:
7.00 3. in. For Brunswick. Bath, Rockland,
Augusta, Waterviile, Skowhegan, Lisbon Falls.
Lewiston via Brunswick.
8.30 a. m. For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs)
Lewiston,
Meohanic Falls, Rumlord Falls,
Livermore Falls. Farmington, and Philips.
8.45 a. ra. For Bridgton, Fabyans. Burlington, Lancaster, St. Johnsbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis
and all points west.
11.10 a. in. Express for Danville Jc., Poland
Spring station, Lewiston. Wmthrop. Water*
vllle. Moosehead Lako via F'oxcroft, Bangor
Bar Harbor, Oldtown. Houlton, Fort Fairfield
and Caribou via B. & A. R. R. and St. Andrews,
St. John aud Halifax.
1.00 p. w. Express for Brunswick. Lisbon
Falls. Augusta, Waterviile. Moosehead Lake
via Foxcroft, Bangor, Bar Harbor and Oldtown.
1.05 p. m.. For Danville JcM Poland Springs
Rumford Falls,
station. Mechanics
Falls,
Phillips
Lewiston. Farmington,
Kinglield,
Effect

route.

The schooner Marcia Bailey, left Addiion Point for State street wharf, Portland,
Aug. 29th., with a mixed cargo, consisting of polished and rough stone, a lot "of

as

rise’ and should thisjphenonmenon occur
the mountain horn would sound a half
After this conversation
an hour earlier.
we retired, dreaming of mountain views,
of rising suns, of cloudy skies and general
disappointment. Out of these disagreeable nightmares we were awakened at
echoes which filled
half past three -by
imevery mountain retreat. We arose
mediately, making as hasty a toilet as pos
as
to
forth,
almost
go
fearing
sible, and
darkness of
we supposed alone, into the
But as we looked ahead
so early a dawn.
1 ontr nn the cliff
before us. seven
were
seen, and one young
half clad men
girl—carelessly hanging on the shoulders
of one of the men, like a white wraglaa,
was one of the hotel blankets. The young
girl, who had made a wager with her
father, was thiniy clad and whilo one foot
hare the other Jwas thrust jjinto a
was
ahoad in
night souk. More pcoplo were
various costumos, and many more behind,
pavilion in
so that when we reached the
the air there was hardly standing room,
"a,
December mornand the cold was liko
in". The mountain horn kept up the

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
In

!_MISCELLANEOUS._

MISCELLANEOUS.

RAILROADS.

Boy’s

A NEW INDUSTRY.

bottles

THE SUNRISE.

parted,

delwald the charming trip from Interlaken
and
by the two Lutchiens (the white
black) is entirely spoiled. It is the one

the continent.

calfskin,

_

the sun
appeared for a moment
between liKO a ball of fire, in an instant
it was bid again, but as if this had been
a signal, each mountain telegraphed back
the sign in the glowing radiance ot each
spire and dome The Pingpan blushed and
the Matternhorn was like a mound of
bear
celebrated
more convenient to see, its
flowers. The rose tint deepened and the
of mountains caught
pit, containing the far-famed “bear of whole panorama
the western
and illuminated
Berne” which has been the armorial bear- the light
chain becoming like
mountain
each
sky,
Watchso
canton
many
years.
ing of the
a crescent of rubies or a diadem of tinted
ing the over replenished stock of bears is peaks, which rose against the sky like a
of a soft
asbridal wreath
pink hue.
always so novel a sight that crowds
semble each fair day to feed and coddle Aurora’s blushes were the blushes of .‘this
had another op- dawn, which made the world seem liko a
them. Glad cf having
Who has
Ger- fairyland, a rainbow promise.
portunity of visiting this thoroughly
Rigi’s cloudless
whose Sunday church seen the sunriso on
man Swiss towu,
few
has
seen
a
which
and
radiance
heights
bells peal with a characteristic deep
mounare permitted to see, a glory not liko that
premonitory ring, we left for the
like
tain-crested Lake of Thum on our way of a monarch’s crown, but a light
the soft opal sot in gold
to Interlaken Grindelwald.
A. H. G.
REGION.
THE LUTCHINE
CURRENT COMMENT.
Since they built the railroad to Grin-

OFFICE:

the best wearing,
fee greatest value of

----->

gathering

beautiful scenery below. The mountains
seem to
on the other side I which ^always
lower, grew dark and threatening, and as
the train went hissing and laborngTup,
the clouds grew thicker and their purple
shut out
edges below lringed with light,
the horizon from our view.
a
in
came
disagreeable
|A dull damp fog
chill pervaded the air as we rose into the
rendered
and
respiration
higher regious
As we neared the summit
very difficult.
the
as
same
highest
which is about the
bepoint of Mount Washington, breathing
as
came almost impossible, but as soon
the hotel sheltered us all these difficulties

!
We found Berne quaint as usual, with
its
arcaded streets and characteristic
fountains, its old clock which almost
rivals the one at Strasburg, being much

Above Coals Constant*
ly On Hand.
...

*■**

BERNE.

English and American (Anael.

TELEPHONE

mi

“afterglow.

Lykens Talley Franklin

Genuine

uiu

cal shaped peaks of flame appear, pillars
of molten red, vast mountains of radiant
light seeming in part to be detached from
the earth beneath and reaching up among
the clouds above. This i s a pec uliarity
of this spot, and these are the Bernese
Alps, and the sight is only seen just at
the moment of the going down of the
It is the reflection of this great orb
sun.
below the horizon upon these
a little
is called the
covered peaks. It
snow

A Fall Assortment of Lehigh and Free
Burning Coals for Domestic Use.
Pocahontas

_Vv., 11«

1

As we went puffing up the steep sides
of the mountan the sun was already lost
to sight, and the dusk of evening was
over the lake and the
fast

lias done serious injury to the new navyan exaggeration to say
indeed, it is not
Ramsay’s influence has
that Admiral
i£ a war were to break out
Jeen such that
would be at a great disfleets
our
today
owing to the fact that wo have

ft has

ReapeotfuUy y°nraj_^wTou

Aberdeen, down County, da
Jolanotonia
«Cap-t. J»

p. p. p. puriflos the oiood, builds up
and
debilitated, gives
weak
tho
etrengta to weakened neivos, expels
diseases, giving the patient hoait h nrd
happiness where sickness, gloomy
feelings and lassitude first prevailed.
mmrrfttrMniiM-mjLnuiM.mm w.t varan

whom it may

g^yrrrr-.rr.-g«yt

primary, secondary and tertiary
syphilis, for blood poisoning, mercurial poison, malaria. dy-pepslR, ana
in an blood and skm niseaseH, like
blotches, pimples, old chronic ulcers.
tetter, scald head, boils, erysipelas,
For

eczema—we

may o»7.

am now

■

u

1393.

Mav^B^sivinSsk

of the shin^usuall*
an*
dfacase
f 11.,,ty years'
great relief: 1,
•££*, ioan<1
and removes all ir*

flt
a
r.T. for*

tko blood

of the disease
..o
the seat
1, p from
f,,OTn cue
Bi.Rtion
o( tho
tairbn fivoor sly bottles

Sues

L.p‘7havo

course
andfiol confident ihntaaotbcr
Sfiii nwlea a cure. It has also relieved

"”»»

Sphingfield, Mo., Aug. 14th, 3993.
-I oan speak la the highest terms of
own personal
your medicine from my
knowledge. I was affected with heart
disease, pleurisy and rheumatism for

tao from
-tcuDies,

Smblea.

Indigestion

and

stomaob

truly,
cA?T. V/. M. RUST,

Yours

Attorney at Law.

IISSSSS

BOOK

on

all

^Ma^nlrhalqyMS?,

iSSSS~to
SpringfieldforeenCounty^Uo,

>

^~

Tl-n,r

...i—. — in'
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Ladies whoso systems are poisoned
conuiand whose Wood is In nn impure
tlon. due to menstrual irregularities,
the wonore peculiarly benefited by
derful tonic and blood cleansing Propof P. P. P. -Prickly Ash, Po£o
Boot and potassium.
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Cainecr Care a.

u?svsi<rody“d
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J. P.
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without, fear of
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entirely
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contradiction, that P. P. P. is the best
hlcod purifier ill the world, Slid make.!
pcrmanent c““

—mini

concern:

-? JjJJl to the WOndorful propartie;
tho akin. I
‘'/p pp fry eruotiona ot with
an unseveral years
* .*
'.f,™,S
dp.groeablo eruption on
J
I ti'iod eVUtT liEVOWn I'emiS*
^
P. P- was used*
g.; v„ VA vain.until P.cured.
h'.*

Blood Disises laiied Frea.
druggists

sell it.

LIFF^AM BROS.
proprietors.
Block,Save*...ta,Ga

Thr* Famous

Remedy cures quickly, permanent

diseases. Weak Memory,Loss of Brain
lyal'nervous
Vover Headache, Wakefulness, t-ost Vitality*

evil dreams, lmpotency and wastn&hily emissions,
caused by youthful errors or ex-

ing diseases
tonic and
Contains no opiates. Is a nervev
and
blood builder. Maker, tho palo and pun strong
vest
per box;
in
pockot.
carried
plump Fasilv
a for ve: Bfir.nil prepaid with a written guarantee
Write us, free medical
to cure or monev refunded.
boot senied plain wrapper, with testimonials and
No charge Tor consult*.
financial references,
SEEU CO—
advertised agents, or address NERVE
cesses.

Beware of fmUations. Sold by our
Masonic Temple, Chicago.
1
Sold in Portland by E. L. FOSS. 639 Congress St„ and by L. C. FOWLEK,
Mons.
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PORTLAND DAILY PRfcSS
—AND—

PRESS.

MAINE STATE

Subscription Rates.
Daily (In advance) $6 per year: $3 for six
months; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at

William E. Curtis, the correspondent
of the Chicago Record in
Japan, is writing some interesting letters about th(
recent development of manufacturing in
that country, and in'this [connection ht

discussos'the effect of tho demonetizatior
of

silver

by

the western nations and itf
bearing on the rise of manufacturing
in
Japan. Mr. Curtis is not a silvei

Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance), iuvariably at th
man, yet, nevertheless, he admits^hat il
rate of $7 a year.
is the uniform testimony of all concerned
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
chat the demonetization of the white
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six months;
So cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscrip- metal by the repeal of the Bland law ir
the United States and the suspension oi
tion of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for a long or coinage in India was a great thing foi
short periods may have the address of then- Japan.
The
Japanese, he reports,
paper changed as often os desired.
realize this fact, and the bankers, offi
Advertising Kates,
manufacturers and
oials, merchants,
first
In Daily Press $1.50 per square,
agriculturalists all hope that the silver
Three
after.
inserweek
cents
per
week, 75
agitation in the West will continue.
tions or less, $1.00 per square.. Every oth8r
“Let the debtors and the'creditors in Eules3
than
one
third
these
day advertisements,
rope and America fight it out,” they say.
ates.
The
will saw wood.
Half square advertisements $1.00 per week “Meantime we
first week; half price each succeeding week.
longer England holds to a single stand•‘A Square” is a space of the width of a col- ard the better ’twill be
for
umn

and

long.

inch

one

special Notices,

flrst page, one-thud ad-

on

ditional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
square each week. Three insetions or less,
$1.60 per square.
Reading Notices in nonpariel type and
classed with other paid notices, 15 cents per
ine each insertion.
Pure Reading Notices In reading matter type,
25 cents per line each insertion.
Wants, To 1st, For Sale and similar advertisements, 25 cents per week in advance, for
40 words

tisements

less,

or

not

tisements

charged

Displayed

display.

no

adver-

headlines, and all adverpaid! iin advance, iwill be

under these

at

regular

rates.

In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for first insertion, and fifty cents per square for

each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to sub
scription and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
Portland, Me

PRESS.'
MONDAY,

SEPTEMBER

2.

Many English observers
out before, and have
lish

gold policy

Britain, Japan would eventually control
the markets of the East, since she would
have the tremendous advantage of naturally cheap labor, cheapened artificially
still further by a silvor currency.
THE

is to raise sufficient revenue to support
the government economically administered.

When a tariff does that it is, according to this platform, a success.

Judged by
Wilson

produced revenue sufficient to support the government, when administered

never

by Democrats, and presumably therefore, economically administered.
Bpt
according to the Republicans and a conof
the
siderable
Democrats,
portion
tariff

Governor.

the

by

rcitih

constructed

be

may
n.

Tint

viPOT

TTlPTfl-

raising sufficient revenue for
the support of the government, but also
home
of
industry
protecting
against foreign competition—and this
idea though completely \ disavowed in the

ly

Proclamation

this test the present Gormantariff law is a failure, for it has

In.ixrfnllxr

MAiNE.

OF

GOKMAN-WILSON TARIFF LAW.

According to the last platform of the
National Democratic party the purpose
of the tariff, and its only lawful purpose,

a

STATE

was

of

Democratic
platform and denounced as
did find lodgment in the law
a fraud,
By appropriate legislation, the first which the Democratic Congress conMONDAY in September of each year has
The Gormanized Wilson bill
structed.
been specially set apart as
was a protective measure, the protective
idea being so conspicuous in it that the
LEGAL
President practically washed his hands
of the of it, and Prof. Wilson denounced it as
It is a
\

PUBLIC HOLIDAY.

LABOR’S

great

deserving recognition
of labor, and merits a general

cause

observance
Given

throughout
the

at

Council

a

fraud.

Thus

while the bill

sought

to

revenue, it sought also,
incidentally at least, to give protection
As
American enterprise and laboi.
to
a revenue measure it is confessedly inadeafford sufficient

the state.

Chamber,

at

Augusta, this twenty-second day of
August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninetyquate. The treasury has been constantly
five, and of the Independence of the
behind. As a protective measure
Unitod States of America the one running
it has been inadequate too. Under it
hundredth and twentieth.
HERNY B. CLEAVES.
cotton and woolen goods have been largeBy the Governor.
ly imported, while the purchasing and
NICHOLAS FESSENDEN,
consuming power of the people has diSecretary of State.

The result is therefore.'a diminished.
Hon. Josiah Quincy has frankly minution of home manufactures from
How a measure that has
declared that there is no hope for the both causes.
run the country in debt a good many
Democracy in the Bay State this year.
millions, and has sacrificed the home
Another ship load of Spanish troops is
market in many points to foreigners, can
about to leave Spain for Cuba to help
be pronounced a success, it is difficult to
put down a rebellion which we have understand, unless in Democratic estiby Spanish
been persistently assured
mation, a measure that falls short of abauthorities doesn’t amount !o,anything.
solutely ruining the country is a success.
This is a case where actions speak much
If the same results had followed the Momore truthfully than words.
Kinley law as have been the concomitants
of the Gorman-Wilson bill, we do not betrolrecent
of
the
At an investigation
lieve our esteemed Democratic contemley accident in Brooklyn, it came out
would have deemed it a success.
poraries
had had but an
that the motorman
hour’s sleep the eight ^before, but had
The

to take his car out nevertheless, on threat of losing his place. It
would seem to be about time to proceed
against some of the officers of the Brookbeen

ABOUT OYSTER FARMS.

compelled

lyn road.

The

Evidently the responsibility

*‘R” Makes

September
valve Popular Again.

for the numerous accidents which have
occurred on this line lies with them. The Female Oyster Hatches
Need
a Tear—Gourmands
apparently
Their greed for gain has
blinded their eyes.

That the

Delicacy Will

the Bi-

60,000,000
Not

Ever

Fear

Become

Extinct,

experts that has been inThe alphabetical character R and that
causes of the collapse of
morsel of food, the oyster, have
gentle
York
in
New
places
the Ireland building
been regarded as synonymous, says
long
the
responsibility for the catastrophe the
New York correspondent of the St.
on
Behrens, the architect; Parker, the
Louis Globe-Democrat With the advent
builder; Walker, the genral superintenof September, after the R-less months of
dent; Murray, the master mason; YoudJuly and August, the Atlanall, assistant to Behrens, and Buckley, May, June,
tic coast, all the way from Long Island
building inspector; in addition to which
down to the tip of Florida, beit condemns the iron work as structural- Sound
comes a scene of wild animation all due
with
in
accordance
and
not
the
weak
ly
It will be seen that the to the silent but delightful oyster.
The jury
vestigating

of

specifications.

at this

COMEDY CO.
McCALLUM’S
Greatest of

precise

season

silent

are

first mortgage

Maryland gets
Whyte’s public

refusal to sup- goodly proportion of females among these
have
been
port him, on the ground that he is not 6C, 000,000, and before they
the candidate of the Democracy, but of scooped up in the merciless dredge, they,
is
will have contributed their quota to
the Gorman faction

Dated Nov. 11,1887.
You are herby notified that in accordance with the terms of the Mortgage
(the Bonds have been subject to redemption since May 1, 1894) your Bonds
are called in for payment September 1,

merely.

Whyte

at once.

Should you wish to make re-investment we shall be glad to correspond or
confer with you upon the subject.
We regret that we have been unable
this call,
to give you earlier notice of
but the notice only reached us today.
Respectfully yours,

SWAN & BARRETT,
BANKERS,
Portland, Mo., August 28, 1895.
aug29dtx

a

I

MOULTON,

&

BAKTItllllS,
Exchange Sts.
july31<*tf

(of Saratoga Springs, N. F.)
denominations.
Total Mortgage *100,000
Cost of property *350,000.
This railway is unique in position, sinoe it
owns its own road-bed for seven miles, and is
only operated during the summer months when
The
there is no snow and ice to contend with.
receipts and expenses for the past three years
as
follows:
are remarkably uniform, being
1894
1898.
1893.
Total IncotneS24.192.80 $22,206,95 $24,297.55
In $500

Expenses'
Interest
on

6,809.13

7,860.80

8,033.14

Bonds-

6,000.00

6,000 00

6,000.00

Earnings above
all charges $11,883.17 $8,346.15 $10,264.41
FOK SALE BY

MASON & MERRILL,
»8

jlyg

Exchange Street,

dtl

__

517 Congress Street,
dU

COMPANY.
SINGING.

LABOR DAY—Monday, Sebtember 2d,
Portland vs. Lewiston.
Game called at 8.45.
Previous to the game there will
be a Balloon Ascension.
Ladies 15c.
sep2dlt

FALL MEET, L.A.W.
SANFORD, Me., Sept. 2,1895.

Grand Bicycle Parade
AND

-—~

7—Exciting Races -7
Tlie Portland & Rochester R.
sell Special Tickets at

will

R.

$1.00 for the Round Trip,
Portland, good going Aug. 31st and
Sept. 2, returning Sept. 3rd.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.
augoOdot

from

FIFTH ANNUAL FAIR
OF THE

—

$100,000 WINDHAM
HILL,
$ 100.000 September 3d and4th, 1895.

in.
Stookhol .era’ additional liability,
Surplus and undivided profits,

Capital Stock paid

ICE

PURITY

ORDER

CREAM,

*40,000

•Invested in Government Bonds.

Interest Paid

on

Deposits.

offered every facility which
their balances, business and responsibility

Depositors

SHERBET AND DAINTY CAKES

are

warrant

PROGRAMME:
First Day—Exibition of stock, pulling match
and races.
Second Day—Exibition of horses, ladies' harnessing and driving match, bicycle and horse
races.

ADMISSION 85 CENTS; TEAMS FREE.

aug31-3t

BONDS.
Chelae investment securities, including high
grade, home bonds, constantly on band.

&

GOUDY

KENT.

411-3._ _may30-2t

sih m i n,

dtf

aug28

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

eodtf

CONSOL. 4’s,

FINANCIAL.

DUE 1912.

ortland Water Company, 4's and 5's.
ortland & Ogdensburg Railway Stock,
Dividends guaranteed by Maine Central Ratlroad.
-FOR SALE BY

|s

-AX

THIRTY YEAR 5’s,

^

TO BE

—

WARDED DURING THE NEW ENGLAND FAIR.

Fair week attended by fair weather will
oubtless acttract large crowds to the Forest
ity, and we wish to inform our out of town cusjiners that they can comblue business and
leasure by visiting our Boot and Shoe Store
nd selecting from our large stock, their Fall
nd Winter supply of foot wear. And as a speial inducement, commencing Monday, August
5th and continuing lor
week, we will
1 lake great and special reductions in prices to
c ur suburban customers.
I ;emember this offer is made by

and
interest by the Maine
Central R. R. Co.

-OF-

195 Middle St P. a Box 1108.

Incorporated 1824.
CAPITAL

and

P. C.
aug22dtf

WHITE,

Congress

Street,
Preble House.

on

favorable

Rockland

Water

GOLD

Company,

allowed

of any

on

Time

description through

this Bank.

STEPHEN R. SMALL. Presldait
MARSHALL ft. GODIN 1
jau*
m

Monday, Sept. 2, '95,
Under the auspices of the Portland Central
Labor Union.

5s,

u“

MUSIC BY AMERICAN CADET BAND.
The following list of
sports will take place
Base ball, 100 yards dash, 50
at the Lake:
ltf lb. shot, runladies,
for
dash
putting
yards
ning broad jump, three standing broad jumps,
rifle practice
swinging,
dancing,
lug of-war,
and all other kinds of amusements.
on the gronnds.
served
Refreshments
Trains leave Union Station for Sebago Lake
at 8 45 10.00 a. m., 1.25 p. m. Leaving the
Lake at 5.00 and 7.15 p. m.

3rUni9,

Fare from Portland to

nnd carefully selected

STREET

RAILWAY

Lake and

BONDS

a

Deposits.
Correspondence solicited from Individuals. Corporations, Banks, and others dewell as from
siring to open accounts, as
those wishing to transaot Banking business

dtt

OHIO BONDS,

terms.
Interest

DUNCAN,

12 Exchange Street.

SURPLUS

Accounts received

F.

GEO.
apr2

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.
Current

PORTLAND and SEBAGO LAKE,

Grand Trades Parade in the Forenoon.

PORTLAND, MAINE,

(

480

Principal

Guaranteed

dtf

:

/
h

Casco National Bank

M. M. PAYSON ft CO,
BivaraaEivSj
1lyl7

CELEBRATION

KNOX & LINCOLN R’Y.
TEE

The M.STEINERT& SONS GO., j
C.McCOULDRIC.Mgr.

THE GILHOOLYS
ABROAD.

Will be holden at-

PREMIUMS.

Sole New England Representatives for the
Steinway, Hardman, Uabler, Bacon, and
other First Class Pianos.

LATE OF GORMAN'S MINSTELS.
The Kings of Farcial Comedy, in
the New and Funny Play,

—

Ity of Ashland, Wisconsin, 6's.
oiough of Braddock, Pem, 41-2's and 5's.

Every afternoon, between the hours of 3 and
Visitors to the New England Fair are
cordially invited to make our warerooms their
headquarters during their stay in the city.

John, James and George.

PORTLAND TRUST
Windham Hill Driving Park,
COMPANY.

Dexter. Maine, 6's.
of Pittsfield, Ma ne. 4's.
ity of Zanesville, Ohio, 4 1-2’s.
ity of Springfield, Ohio, 5's,

I3Xr~=:

6.

6th.

THE GORMANS,

$13,000
Union Electric Railway First Mortgage
Gold 6 per cent Bonds.

—

aug23

$40,000

Cor. middle and

own

will give

Friday, Sept.

$1,550,000

1 own of

/EOLIAN RECITALS

T.

to 1905.

WOODBURY

INVESTMENTS

we

ONE NIGHT ONLY,

GOOD

Issue,

FINANCIAL,

series of

Seats

GGOD DANCING,
Funny Comedian, and Pretty Girls.
Seats now on
Tickets, 75c, 50c and 25c.
sale at box office.

Total Debt including this

Telephone

Friday, Aug. 23,

Tickets #1.00, 75,50 and 25c.
sale at box office.

Correspondence Solicited.

WAREROOMS, 517 Congress St.
Commencing

j

SECOND TRIP.

Assessed Valuation

but

For the convenience of the reidents of Portland and vicinity, we have added an ,,/Eolian
Department to our

Company of TwentyPlayers.

a

three

now on

A GOOD

Payable from 1903

-FROM-

a

its gravity will be \ ery m uoh increased. carefully.
In the regular oyster communities, that
A few years ago Whyte and his disaffectis the villages and small towns supported
ed followers would have been easily driv- by the
osyter industry, and there are
back into the Democratic ranks hy scores of them, the care of the oyster is
en
an association of
raising the spectre of negro domination, officially regulated by
which all the oystermen are members.
but that, bugbear, in the border South- Each
annual
its
meeting for
colony has
has ceased to lie the election of officers. The captain of
arn States at least,
from
effective. In those States the white vot- each boat obtains a yearly license
the collector of the association, the usual
ers are
beginning to divide on public charge being $1 per ton for the burthen
questions, just as they do in the North, of his craft. The association protects ,the
and the race question has practically osyter farms from the depredations of
memeffective outsiders, and sees that none of the
not
It
was
disappeared.
bers take unfair advantage of the others.
Democratic
enough last year to provent
Five hundred boats make up a prosperdefeat in North Carolina, in Tennessee ous colony, each craft carrying a crew of
emin Missouri, and it looks as if there four men. Large forces of men are
or
the shippers on shore so that
was not enough left of it to save the ployed by
in a small place the oyster gives employMaryland and Kentucky Democracy from ment to 1,500 or 3.000 men. They make
fair earnings, and, in the main, are old j
a drubbing this year.

PORTLAND, Maine.

HPLUCH

pleasure, no loss
8le8P> atter taking

PORTLAND.

too,

very prominent Democratic leader, and the oyster population.
The great oyster producing section lies
has been Senator as well as Governor and
of New JerComptroller, and has a large following. between the southern point
down the North CaroThe defection in the Democratic ranks sey and half way
lina coast. South of that the osyteis are
was pretty serious before Mr. Whyte add- oven more
plentiful than above, but they
ed his influence, and now, undoubtedly, have not been farmed and cultivated as

bv

New and Brilliant Costumes copied
from Contemporaneous Chronicles and a
Perfection of Novel Stage Details.

on

^Should

ness or

==

cease

them
you desire us to collect
for you, please to deposit them with us

SOUTH

Supported

New

1895, at the Central Trust Co.,

York, and that interest will

nevertheless eertain in their ef-

!

—♦—

BOUDS,

cent

6 per

The /EOLIAN

ex-Gov.

holders of

Kansas City, Kansas Water Company

There is no discomfort,
no disturbance of busi-

months will do such valiant service
with.
Probably Buckley got a liberal eight
fect,
of the rich and poor alike.
reward for shutting his eyes to infrac- on the tables
been by O. I.
sometimes
have
Gourmands
as
the
tions of tho building law just
poLqtreU,
the thought that perhaps the Co.,
lice officials did for winking at violations shocked by
become extinct. ; Mass. 25c. Sold
He deserves osyter would some day
of the criminals statutes.
by all druggists.
not worry. The materseverest punishment of all, for it But they should
the
in the lady oyster
is
nal
instinct
developed
the
to
his special duty
was
pubprotect
to a rare degree. Every year she produces
lic.
60,000.000, eggs which, in three years
Senator Gorman’s candidate tor gov- time will have grown sufficiently to adorn
There is a
a bad blow from the table of a millionaire.
ernor
in

KEENE

notice.
io the

Pills

Hood’s

THOMAS

financial.

To the novices the spawn would never
be recognized. It is usually deposited on
empty shells, but a closer examination of
these show hundreds of tiny brown flecks.
Each fleck is a baby oyster. These shells
In a year
are thrown into the garden.
after planting they will be as large the
narrow way as a nickel, in two years a
half dollar won’t cover them, while in
throe years it is probable that a dollar
will be required to purchase a hundred of
them in Now York, and every one of
them will exceed the dollar in size. All
this when the osyter has a fair chance to
grow. He is truly a tiny morsel when
ne begins his career, and, although full
of energy seems to know how frail he is.
This mntes him clannish, sociable, or
sometimes 'grasping, as you may please
to understand it.
From Juno 15 to September 1 the oystermen have a rest. When the harvesting
time begins the boats on the oyster Held
demon which
seem possessed of some
drives them hither and thither in a most
remarakble
way. They tack, gibe, go
about, race back and forth over their repective gardens, with maddening haste.
All the boats are fitted with dredgo and
windlass. The dredge is an iron affair,
over three feet, shaped like the human
hand when the fingers are bent in toward
the palm. The windlass is a tall machine,
composed ot two iron uprights, with a
strong reel mounted between them. At
each end of the reel is a large iron crank
Coilod
and a system of cogs and rachets.
around the reel is an iron chain the end
of which is fastened to the dredge. When
the dredge is thrown overboard and the
boat put in motion, it scoops in every
thing along the bottom which comes in
its way.
When the boat is headed into the wind
and slowed up, the dredge is hauled in.
Crabs, small sharks, flounders and all
manner of things are drawn in with the
osyters. All but the latter are thrown
starfish
back into the water. If any
“borrers,” or “conks” are caught they
are killed, as they destroy the oyster.
While the dredge is again in the water,
two of the crew uttend to the culling.
Oysters of small size and under age are
thrown back. Only those of the recognized size and shape are preserved. These
are dumped into the hold, and then the
deck is ready for the dredge again.
Monday morning until 5 riday is spent
by a boat in the bed. Then the market
town is headed for. The catch is turned
over to the shippers
First, the oysters
are transferred to a float, where they remain under water a day and a half to be
cleared of the bitter sea water and to
freshen and fatten. The oysters drink
the partially fresh water, which clean them I
of mud and sand and increases their size.
The “soow gang” next takes hold of the
oyster. This gang counts them and packs
them in bag or barrel Eight thousand
oysters a day is a fair catch for a boat.

Wvllttlfl Hood’s Pills. They assist
digestion, so that natural, healthy habit is
brought about.

To-3Viglit,

Mr. Frohman,
by permission
ELEGANT SCENERY
GREAT CAST.
GORGEOUS COSTUMES.
Casco Bay steamers. Custom Houso Wharf.
Seats secured live
No advance in prioes.
weeks iu advance. 26 cents round trio, includReserved seats and
ing admission to theatre.
steamboat tickets at Stockbridge's Music Store,
617 Congress street, and 7 Casco street; latest
music music books, strings and instruments.
Jun24lf

square.
To the novice it is a matter of wonder
how u skipper can sail into his own particular garden every morning, when there
like it in the
are 500 others seemingly
neighborhood. The frail stakes protect
the owner from intrusion as securely as
if his garden were surrounded by a stone
wall. This is part of the morality of the
oysterman. All the planting is done between April 1 and Juno 15.
“^Certain natural beds are set apart by the
association and here the planting seed is
obtained. Three bushels a day is the
maximum allowed each member. The
oyster seed is the milk, or spat or spawn,
which is deposited during the summer
season, and adheres to some object in the
water. This liquid, which is really the
baby oyster, hardens slowly. When the
baby oyster has reached the age when its
shell begins to form he settles down to
the responsibilities of life. He first fluds
something that he can cling to. His
mother is of^no assistance to him, as her
children are too numerous for any individual care. Ho selects, perhaps, a dead
star fish, a chunk of iron, an old boot, a
cracked bottle, a lost anchor, or anything
else iiandy, and holds on to it until he
feels strong enough to begin the battle of

Pavtain

G. E. LOTHROP, Lessee and Manager.
-•-

Successes,

of

in length, denuded of all their branches,
except those at the top. The first work is
to select his garden. The captain gets a
“range” by some object on shore, and

ol

I Portland Theatre,

LOST PARADISE

THE PLANTING TIME.

but

all

The

When the harvesting time is over at the
end of March, the oystorman begins to
plant. His first work is to stake out his
farm. The dock of his sloop is piled up
with stakes, usually scrub oaks, 220 feet

0[|pn*
wilt?ill

only proper
inspector, whose solo business
of the year that some detailed attention
it is to see that buildings are properly
bo paid by the newspaper reading
constructed, is on the list. Evidently should
and oyster-eating public to this enjoyable
policemen are not the only corrupt and
of the ocean, which, for the next
incompetent officials New York is cursed product
It is

Eiglitli Season of

|

the

building

PAVILION THEATRE.

osytermen and whose great grandchildren
will probably bo the same.
They have
comfortable homes and are in the main,
Americans to the core, and have an absorbing love and faith in their country.
These folk are interesting, but so is the
A majority of people think that
oyster.
the bivalve is an untamed product of the
sea. As a matter of fact, he is as carefully
atteuded to as potatoes or corn by the
skillful farmer. The planting time of
the oyster is in the spring, and the harvesting time in the fall and until the
next spring. But the plants of one spring
are not gathered until
the fall of three
years later.

Japan.” then proceeds to stake off about 20 or 25
in the bottom
have pointed this acres. Stakes are driven
at each of the four corners, and half a
warned the Eng- dozen at intermediate
points of the

that if the exclusive
persisted in by Great

manufacturers

AMUSEMENTS.

AMUSEMENTS.

fashioned, hard-working folk, are careful
and industrious, whose forefathers were

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS.

Sebago

Return,

SO CENTS.

41w

aug2U

Daily Excursions to Harpswell
and first class

NORTHERN
jly26

BANKING

C0„

Shore Dinner at Merryconeag House

53 Exchange Street,

ALL. FOB ONE DOLLAB.

PORTLAND, ME.

Take Harpswell steamers from Portland Pier
Ask for Dinner Tickets.
]e24dtf

eodtt

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

THE DEAF MUTES.

NEW

new advertisements.

SOME SUGGESTIVE THOUGHTS,

——

>

Is Preached

Met Here in Convention Saturday and
Sunday.
Mi.§ Taylor’* Paper—Sunday Meetings—
Sermon* Translated by rrofessor Clart
—Picnic

Today*

The (seventeenth
the Maine
Deaf

annual convention of
Mission was held in

cepted, after which
Taylor, principal of

the house was well filled by those who
cared little for weather.
Mr. Keene’s conception and representation does not differ materially from

language.
Saturday evening Prof. Abel S. Clark
of Hartford, Conn., gave a lecture to
tho convention entitled tho “World of
Silence,” which was very well received.

his interpretation when last soon here.
While critics may differ as to the representation Mr. Keene gives, all must accord to him the merit of having been a
close
in certain scenes of the

were road and acMiss Elizabeth R.
tho Portland School
for the Deaf, gave an address in the sign

and

treasurer’s report

lecture the following officers
After the
were elected for the ensuing year:
Wakefield of
President—George W.

Brownfield.

Secretary—George

A.

Wise

of

South

Paris.

Treasurer—Albert S.Carlislo of Bangor.
The next

meeting

will be held at Cam-

den.

student,[and

that in the third act in
the diplomacy of Buckho wins over the Mayor and Alof London to declare him king,

noticeably
which, through

play,

inghara,
dermen

and in this final scene with Richmond,
where the crook backed tyrant oomes to
his end, he roused his audience to much
enthusiasm, and to curtain calls.
was fair, Mr.
Mr.
Keene’s

support
Eagleson as King Henry, Mr. Lowell as
the Duke of Buckingham and.Mr. Heming as the Earl of Richmond, delivering
pel Mission, presided over by Prof. Clark. their lines with good effeot.
Tonight, Mr. Keene will be seen as
In the evening Rev. Mr. Ayres of the
which he has studied faitha
‘‘‘Othello,”
was
to
First Baptist,
speoial
preach
It may be said that in this charsermon, but could not because of illness. fully.
the charactThe deaf people; to the number of about acter as in all he attempts,
will doubtsixty, went to the Second Parish and erization is original. There
beard Mr. Hack again. Prof. Clark’s loss be a crowded house tonight.
Sunday services

held at 13.30 a.m.
at the second Parish church, Rev. Mr.
Hack preaching a special sermon. In the
afternoon there were services at the Goswere

translation by the sign language is a
marvel of gesture, and pantomime. It
seems incredible that he can actually tell
the people who are looking at him, what
the preaoher is saying, at his usual rate
His movements are not very
of speech.
but they

very intense, so to
rapid,
speak. It must be very tiresome, physically as well as mentally to hipi.
are

The convention will go on an excursion
Island today, where a shore
to Orr’s
dinner will be partaken of. Arrangements have been made to land at Peaks
and Long islands for those who do not
On their
wish to go to Orr’s island.
return to Portland they will disperse.
Labor

Today

is Labor

Day.

Day,

a

The Pavilion.

Saturday night closed the season
“The Pavilion,” and it was a night
presentations.

This is the programme for the day:
Headquarters Chief Marshal,
August 30, 1895.
General Orders
The following will be the formation of
the line:
Platoon of Police.
American Cadet Band.
Chieh Marshal and Staff.
Boiler Makers’ Union.
Union.
Carpenters’ Union.
Piasters’
Boot and Shoe Workers’ Union.
Briok Masons’ Union.
Plasterers’ Union.
Na 1 of Engineers.
Association
Maine
Federal Labor‘■Union.
Cigar Makers’ Union.
The line will be formed on Free street,
right resting on Middle.
Captains of the various unions are requested to have their men in line at 9
o’olock sharp,
forming in the order
named above.
The aids are requested to report to
the chief marshal and chief of staff at
8.30 at Central Labor Union hall.
Band and the
The American Cadet
platoon of police will report to the chief
the
at
marshal
junction of Free and
Middle streets at 9 o’clook sharp.
The
procession will proceed over the
following route: Down Middle to Pearl,
Pearl
to Congress and along Congress
up
to the Union Station.
James Hernon of the Boiler Makers’
Union will act as aid on the chief marshal’s staff in place of Thomas Shelvey,

giv-

Bingham, the leading lady, a solid silver atomizer,
and a beautiful bouquet,
Mr.

reoeived from the coma solid
chain and oharm from Miss

McCallum
an

pany

;

werthrow them, lest haply ye find your
elves fighting against God.,”
He spoko of the constant and bitter op

of
to
Christ,
the church
the centuries, since Christianity
] logan its ever victorious battle for th<
ight it has incurred the hatred of bad
, aen, the envy of
proud men, the sneer;
£ ,nd ridicule of self-indulgent men.

through

(

sental power
t hat he would

eligion,
<

man

rows.

Boys’ Clothing.

This man has assumed a mask that mer
] iave known by different names.
It hat
| ieen pantheism, rationalism, deism and
£

Boys’ Grey Mixed Suits,

theism and now it is naturalism.
I talked with an aged man recently,

s eminaries

and we spoke of these matters
nd with the wisdom of his many years
t nd his great experience
this old mar
s aid:
“Let these things alone.
They’l!
£ ie a natural death if they are let alone.
My friends, if these things be of men
t hey will surely perish, but if they are oi
( lod we cannot overthrow them. I some-

Boys’

£

in

day.
Why

handsome silver mounted briar
wood pipe, and Mr. Booker, the scenic
artist was given a solid silver matoh
case, and an elk’s tooth, from the Lodge
of

a

Elks,

of whioh

society

God can held us. Let us
* ior that these men are not only

fighting

fighting

against

£

gainst

us.

They

are

* iod.

he is a mem-

FUNERAL OF DANIEL

BRAZIER.

He has -been (patronized by the very
best audiences that could be collected in
the city, and has not only upheld the
reputation he had already seoured here,

L

Youtb and

may eat

Beautiful

but added greatly to it.
Knight-Kicker

Concert.

concert to be given by Miss Fiorence Knight, Miss Katherine Ricker and
Mr. Harry Merrill will take place ThursTickets
day evening, September 13th.
The

will

be

on

sale

at Stockbridge’s next
fifth instant.

funeral

of

Daniel Braizor, at his

] ate residence

on

State street, yesterday

with pleasure and after pleasure.
The weakest digestion can stand
it, because its method of special
preparation renders it perfectly

,fternoon, was very largely attended and
( he display of flowers was very beautiful
The pall bearers were
£ nd
elaborate.
L. D.
Sullivan, Robert McClutchey, P.
O.
Haskell, J.
’.
Cushing, Prank
;

digestible.

Sweet, smooth, delicate—it Is
the ideal food for young and old
and all the ages in between.

J

Lancy and P. D. Rogers. They
epresented the Masonio bodies and the
laine Savings bank.
The services were very impressive and
Jenkins
Rev. Dr.
interesting.
ery

^ ’rank
j

Thursday morning, the

Notes.

,nd ferns and potted plauts, out flowers
The grave was visit
vere strewn about.
< d
by hundreds during the day, its

L. A. Chase Company has been organ3
*3316,389 ized at Portland for the purpose of buy8 Eastern fe’s, 1906,
1,800 ing and selling electrical apparatus. Cap- ] icauty attracted nearly all the people,
3 Dexter Woolen Mills 6’s 3
1.250
3 Norway Water Co. 6’s.
1%
ital stock, $50,000, of which nothing is i hat the beauty of the day attracted tc
8 Old Orchard Water 6‘ ’s, 3
1,980
i he cemetery.
paid in.
The Wheelmen’s Protection and Repair
•Interest on S1.676.3S0 sterling bonds
Yachting Notes.
remitted for but not included in this Company has been organized at Portland
schooner
The
large
series to be increased by payments on for the
yaoht Adrlennt
busipurpose of carrying on the
vas in the harbor a little while Sunday
principal.
etc.
Capital
ness
of
bicycles,
repairing
Coupons on bond for the towns of Dexorenoon, and returned in the afternoon.
stock, $30,000, of which $30 is paid in.
ter and Corlnna railroad aid, will.be paid
||l'he schooner yacht Gundred is stil.
on the 1st proximo, at the National Bank
1 inchored in the harbor.
Pine Horses,
of Redemption, Boston.
The Actaeron, sloop yacht of Boston,
Mr. John D. Murray has at his stable,
s in the harbor.
of
fine
head
81 Franklin street, thirty
found Dead.
Tho steam yacht Hanniel, saiiod SunCanadian horses weighing from 1050 to
H.
MurJohn
Mr.
lay
morning eastward.
Saturday morning,
1450 pounds. There arc several fine toams
The sloop yaoht Gossip arrlvod Satur
phy, the well known tailor, No. 449 Fore in this lot and are well worth examining
He
lay night.
street, was found dead in his shop.
by all those who are desirous of purebaswas accustomed to sleep on a mattress
a good horse.
ing
MARRIAGES.
laid on his cutting table,and it was there
Amt.

■

j

was found
in the morning, having
Aged Brotherhood.
evidently expired of heart disease during
annual
The
meeting of the Aged BrothCoroner Perry was called
the night.
Association was hold Saturday
and decided that no inquest was neces- erhood
last at the rooms of the Board of Trado
sary Mr. Murphy was seventy years of
Tho following board of offi10 a. in.
at
a
age and was never married. He leaves
cers were unanimously re-elected:
sister and a brother.
President—Hon. Hiram Knowlton.
Vico Presidents—Ward 1, John J. GerReal Estate Transfers.
rish ; ward f’, S. H. Colesworthy; ward
John W. North; ward 4, Rev. W. T.
The following transfers of real estate 3
Phelan; ward 5, Rufus DeeriDg; ward
In this county have been recorded in
0, George A. Thomas; ward 7, Edward
the Registry of Deeds:
Harlow.
Treasurer—bewail B.
Secretary and
Deering—Charles H Earle to E. Vinton
Haskell.
Earle.
F. Gerrish, John
A.
Auditors—Augustus
Brunswick—Mary
Varney to George
J. Gerrish
W. Gray.

he

J

'Yn Waterville. August 28.
N.
.ewistou

and Miss Sadie

file.

HOOD'S

Walter H. Coopei
Mori ill ol Water

_

PILLS

cure

Biliousness, Indigestion
All
\ pleasant laxative.

Liver

1-Is,

Headache,
Druggists.

if it’s tailor made.

Boys’ Keefer Suits,
Age

8, for $2.87, 3.98. 4.50, 5.00, 5.50,
6.50. The beauty and durability of
these suits is just as apparent in the
4 to

$2.87

with

sale

Harvest

here

ones as

-♦ of ♦-

Palmer,

Anderson & Co.

BLACK GOODS.
mohair crepons.

Black grounds
Tbe

a

are

mateasse

with
high
Mohair.

weave,

woven

ridges of glossy
42 inches wide,

$2.00.

Have been consolidated under tbe mame ol

Anderson, Adams
CO.,

.with offices at.

31

Ages 3 to 8 years made from heavy Cheviot in olive and brown, handsomely
trimmed from $3.87 to $6.50.

Suits,

Paut

Exchange

19 at

you'll not find the equal of these
suits at these prices. We got them for
the expross purpose of advertising the
department,

as

we

got everything.

article of clothing here
that does not stand upon its merits.
One look is sufficient to make a purchaser of you. Will you look?

There’s not

nies:

Philadelphia
Philadelphia

of England
LONDON k LANCASHIRE, of England
of England
PALATINE,
of Hartford
ORIENT,
of England
IMPERIAL,
of England
NORTHERN,
of England
UNION ASSURANCE,
ROCHESTER GERMAN, of Rochester
of Boston
AMERICAN,
of Providence
MERCHANTS,
EMPLOYERS’ LIABILITY, of England
LLOYDS PLATE GLASS, of New York
With this representation of Companies, showing Assets in the UNITED STATES ol over
$65,000,000, our facilities for handling Insurance and caring for the Interests of onr custom
ors and the public ARE UNSURPASSED.

DEATHS.
In this city, August 31, John H. Murphy,
aged 72 years.
[Funeral this morning at 9 o’clock, from No.

Newbury street.
at the Cathedral of the Immaculate
Conception at 9.30 o’clock.
In tills city, Sept. 1. Annie Isabel, youngest
daughter of Maria and I.anty Irvin, aged 10
years, 8 months. 24 days.
[Funeral Tuesday afternoon at 2.30 O'clock,
from parents’ residence. No. 26 Warren streot.
In Falmouth Foresule. Sept. 1, BenjaminLunt.
son of [,. A. and F’iora M. Conant, aged 6 years,
4 months.
[Funeral Tuesday afternoon at 1.30 o’clock
from tho residence of D. W. I,tint.
At Vork Harbor, August 30, Annie, wife of
John B. Barker, and daughter of the late Oliver
B. and Sarah (Greely) Dorrance.
[Funeral services at St. Luke’s Cathedral on
Monday, Sept. 2, at 2 p.m.
In Bangor. August 29, Martin Feeney, aged

[Services

67 years.
In Washington, D.

N. Thom.

STORE CLOSED TODAY,

C., August 31 Christopher

$13.60.
Boucle

May be
$20.00

SEVEN

lines of Blaok Beauties

$1.25.

at

Brilliantine,
Glossy
geometrical figures in

(a.)

with
Mirror Mohair.
(b.J Sobre black,

ground

weaves

EACH
or

know the

cost

hair bunches.
Three other

of yours.
#

i*

*

new

e Prices
have
been
cut on many choics things just to
them introduced to Portland
get

Dressmakers
invited to attend.
ladies.

are

cordially

or

with Mot
with Mo-

and odd

designs,
SI.25.

HALF

BY THE YARD.

A

DOZEN

elegances
$1.00.

at

Some with

Crepe grounds,
granite grounds, granulated, seeded,
Wool, Triple Diagonal,
with Mohair.
with pimpled

granulated

sober grou nds,
more like

powdered

color,

color than

Other

styles,

same

price.

Scotch, German Plaids, Cardinal

of Mohair;

Many

HENRIETTAS.

$2.00.

grains,

a

more

charming effect, $1.50.
designs at the same

Black story would be less
than half told should we
fail to mentiou the highest

OUR

Henrietta known, Arnold,
Constable & Co.’s, Henriettas.

grade

Henriettas

FAMOUS

THESE

wool

silk warp,
filling,
made of selected stock. The
dying and finishing out-rank any
other such work, wherever done.
are

brice.

Diagonals of
They do not wear greasy, nor
soft yarn, the ground in two gather and hold the dust as all other
tones, and the entire surface makes we know of do.
pimpled with color bunches. Half a
$1.00,1.25,1.37 1-2, 1,501®

LOOSE-WOVEN

$1.25. 2.50.

styles,

it at its best,

grounds

dark color
worsted, latticed
silk threads of

EIGHT

of

with

off

blue,
red, &o., 1-8 inch checks, matelasse
grounds, with Jacquard figures, self

gold,

OUR

Manager desires spec-

ial mention made of 40
pieces French Henriet-

tas in colors, at
2 shades navy, 2 light blues.
reds, 1 dart green, 1 nile,

25 cts.
3

old
1

rose, 3
garnet, 8

browns.

colored, ten colors, also black, $1.00.

and Separate Skirts
made to order here of any of
our Dress Goods, warranted

SUITS

516

Congress

St.

Multitude of choice new things in
weaves and tints, never before seen for fit and style.
Prices moderate.
75 cts., and 50 cts.
here,

EXHIBITION

J. R. LIBBY.

—OF—

aept2d2t

CARRIAGES.

ADAMS & GO,

Charles C. Adams.
Horace Anderson.
Thomas J, Little.
dtf
sep2

$12.50.
ground,

FOUR

PATTERN unique. No ripples.
(c.) Granite grounds
duplicates. No neighbor of
hair
sprinkles.
or
antagyours desirable
Homespun-like,
(d.)
onistic, can have a dress like yours,

of Hartford
Opening sale of Fall £ Dress {Goods and
of England
Silks Tuesday. Don’t miss this dozen other
of New York
event, as our stock is one of the largof Hartford
est in the city and you’ll want to see

of Hartford
NATIONAL,
of Philadelphia
FRANKLIN,
SCOTTISH UNION & NATIONAL,

ANDERSON,

Damask-like designs, in sober color
with bright silk figures,
Bold-Boucle, soft, loosely wove, the
curls in Black, Mohair, and gold silk.
a dozen designs.

an

Street.

Representing the following first class compa-

PIHENIX,
FIRE ASSOCIATION, of
of
PENNSYLVANIA,

blue

$6.00, $6.50, $7.00,
and broken plaids.
$a00, $10.00, $12.00, $1350. Search the aud Black, even
clothing stores throughout the.land The black composed of loop yarns

For ages 15 to

PORTLAND, MB.,

HARTFORD,
ROYAL,
CONTINENTAL,

Squares, Vi inch wide, separated by woven
dykes of worsted, gliuts of gold, and red and

Silk and

Boys’ Blouse Suits,

and

No.

DRESS

in the $6.50 ones.

Boys’ long

Rollins & Adams,

cto

Patterns of high class
Silk and wool,
novelties.
and all wool woven on the

Fauntleroy Suits,

Agencies

88

In Waterville, August 20, J. F. Kelleher o
wUeeler o
iVorcester, Mass., and Miss Itva L.
iVaterville.
o,-,-,, o
F-.
Small
In Kocklam!. August 21. Herman
of Kockidi
iockport and Lida M. Vdse
Luce
ant
A.
In Bangor, August 20. llufus
drs. Olive L. Blackden.
Lessor
ant
lu Waterville. August 27, S.uiford
Hiss Sarah Orotier.
wminm Achor.
AoimrWilliam
In West Kockport. August25,
ot \ iual
>f Union and Mrs. Weltliea J. Arty

people are invited to attend our September Opening and ExhiHigh Class Dress Fabrics, which begins Tuesday morning,

bition Of
Sept. 3rd.

$4.00, 5.00, 6.50, 8.00.

The Fire Insurance

mna

Corporations.

even

Four to 6 years. Just like finding money
to get them at our prices this week,

(

j

New

(

Display of Flowers and

mer.

The

about these suits.

Oatmeal

of the Grave.

Decorations

Suits,

$7.00, 8.00, 8.50, $10.00. Just a word
They are made
from the best material obtainable,
by honest, skilled, well paid help,
who take pride in getting out a good
suit. No man wears a better thing,

For

Very Large Attendance—Very Elaborate

and

Fine Dress

Boys’

ber.
Mr. McCallum is to be congratulated
on the fine
company and excellent series
of performances he has given this sum-

$4.39, 4.50, 4.87, 5,00, 5.50, 6.00, 6.5a

For

remem

E ition?

RIGHT

Suits,

Boys’

should we forget the rgreat sun
and a box of choioe cigars from
What is it that
Charles Walker and Mr. C. W. T. * hat is always shining?
( an help us against this constant oppowas
McCallum
Mr.
Peter
preGoding.

Fargo,

HERE, [hear us say that, other merchant’s customers, dressmakers, citizensses of Portland, visitors, tourists, and all classes of

gems at $1.50 a yard,
(a.) Soft diagonal, with loop
Indigo
yarn lines.
Six to 15 years, only $2.89.
(b.) Matelasse stripe, with minBoys’ Cheviot Suits,
dashes of glossy Mohair.
ute
curious looms of Germany, France,
All wool, warranted indigo, ages 6 to 15,
solemn
have
where crazy shuttles
(c.) Triple diagonal,
only $4.00. Get as good a suit else- Saxony,
black.
and
where for $5.50 and will make you a played high jinks with yarn,
tint and eyesight.
(d.) Soft twill, blotched with
present of this one.
of Mohair.
bunches
$8.60.
Odd weaves at
Suits

They rise up and swallow each
ther like Pharaoh’s lean klne.
Often we see the
ground white wib
£ now in the morning, but it disappears
' lefore the sun, so it is with these infldelvanish

designing style*,
trunks and poring over railroad time-tables, foreign artists and artizans
selecting wools and silks, combining colors for your ISeptember and October gratification, and
here are the beautiful tilings at your command.

You’ll see ’em elsewhere at
Our price this week, $3.69.

Blue Cheviot Suits,

Idelity.

nighkand

Blue Mixed Suits.

Mixed Cassimere

Boys’
All wool.
$0.00.

<

a

AWAY

things,

and there a sample sheaf
What more could you ask for $5.00?
But that’s.the price of some other
in Our advertising
set up
fellow. Our price this week is a
field
to give you a hint of the Barnlittle more than half that, $2.87.
ful of Beauties in store.

1 at them alone.
Why should the Christian ministry run
should
( ut to meet
these men?
Why
because oi
* Christiana feel any anxiety
• hese things? Why, the shores of time arc
in1 phite with the dismantled wrecks of

tios that come in

BACK MONTHS AGO when you were planning your Sumwe were planning your Autumnals.
While you were just thinking of mountains, shores, slippery rocks, tinkering up your
were
mer

15, all

in
Ages 6 to 15. Not a thread of cotton
’em. Made strong for the “staving”
boy. Got double seat and knee.

t imes think that these forms of infidelity
i ;et more advertising from the Christiar
We should
I ninistry than anybody else.

1

ages 6 to

of
wool, double seat and knee. Lots
mothers have paid $4.00 for this
identical Suit. Our price the present
week only $2.12.

pho has been the president of j two coy
] 3ges and a professor in two thoological

1

on

more

Mrs.

firlzo,

DataName.Div.

the street. Don’t worry any
about it. Bring him here and
we will fit him out to the Queen’s
taste, and at a moderate cost, too.

boy

has boasted
overthrow this Christiar
but Christianity still Jlivos and
and this

J

payable

OUR

Through the ages there has continu
usly riseu up some strong men, far ahead
f his contemporaries in knowledge and

(

fliciated.
Among the many beautiful
The musical given by Mr. Parkyns i [oral pieces were a shield with a large
at
the
piano forte warerooms of Mr. j :ey on the front of it. This was from
Steinert & Son, under Mechanics hall,
1 he Savings bank; a crescent from Dandrew large
parties of musical people
l si F. Jost; cresoent from A. G. Schlotdaily to hear the Aeolian organ.
Next Friday evening, September 6th, t Brbeck; pillow from Portland Commanthe Gormans will be seen at Portland ( ery; large standing cross, from Mr. and
theatre in “The Gilhooly’s Abroad.”
fra Payson Tucker; crescent, from Mr.
nd Mrs. Frank L. Foss and family;
Close Call for a Lewiston Priest.
lillow with the word “Papa,” from his
A curious accident happened in the bay
ittle daughter; square and compass, from
declined.
Friday afternoon, whereby a Lewiston Atlantic lodge of masons; a vory large
Per order,
MarshaL
man
came
Chief
F. H. HATCH,
priest and another young
handsome wreath from Mrs. Susan
nd
Mr. Melville
(Official)
near
losing their lijves.
!’. Foss, Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Chapman,
J. A. MONTGOMEKY,
Trefethen was down the bay in the L M.
Chief of Staff.
Wentworth, Charles S. Foss, EdHe
are
the prizes for the steamer Delta, looking out for seals.
The following
rard L. Foss and James Nolan; a large
to'be
a
seemed
saw an object whioh
seal,
lrum
laSKGu
XVLJJJUGUa VJ. i-iugoio, X'iOU
■ports at Sebago:
and raised his rifle to
fire, but at the ( 3.
tFrank O. Haskell and WarBase ball between two picked nines for
Cushing,
suggestion of the eiigineerjTjaitod to get ^ en A. T. Hunt forty-three white roses
& box o£ cigars.
T+nrcll Ho rlid Gil fill' hrt VPVV
100 yard dash—First prize, $3; seoond
rum George E.
Whitney. There were
prize, $3.
soon
discovered two men dinging to an
ladies—First
for
dash
prize,
jo yard
louquets of roses from Mr. and Mrs.Hugh
overturned boat. They were completely
gold.ring; second, silk umbrella.
r. Chisholm, Miss Louise
Doley, Miss
Three mile run, (free to all). First exhausted and would soon have sunk Jharlotto Thomas, Mr. and Mrs. C. H.
$10; second, $5;|third, S3. Entrance had not help arrived. They were pulled
Janiels, Mr. and Mrs C. H. Ferguson,
ee 60 oentf.
aboard the Delta and taken to the MerryIr. and Mrs. B. C.
Gilson, Miss Julia
Putting 16 pound shot. First prize,
There they were taken
coneag house.
$3; second, $1.
Miss Jennie W. Tooney, Fred
^ Jerry,
Running broad jump—One prize, gold care of.
( ).
Mclntire, Miss Lizzie Doherty, Weihandle silk umbrella.
Three
standing broad jumps—One
ington Sprague, Miss M. Ella Thaxter,
Rate.
Death
Portland’s
Ir. and Mrs. E. L. Merrill and a triend,
prize, gold watch chain.
The number of deaths for last week
Tug of war between eleven picked men
V. H. A.
and
the
Makers’
Union
Boiler
the
from
was fourteen, from the following causes:
The grave was probably the handsomUnion. Prize, box of ciBrick Bayers
Abscess, spinal, 1; acoident, 1; apoplexy, ( st grave ever decorated at Evergreen
1; cholera infantum, 1; diphtheria, 1; ( emetery.
It was done by order of Payexhaustion, 1; heart diseased; Inanition, ( on Tucker, Esq. The work was done
and
Kent
and
Messrs
Goudy
by
grounds
1; congestion of the lungs, 1; nephritis, | >y Superintendent Floyd. It was a bank
Murdock and Freeman.
1; paralysis, 1; hpthisis, 1; pneumonia, ( if evergreen with flowers so thickly stud1; tetanus, 1. Total, 14.
, d that
the effeot was very beautiful.
September Dividends.
U1 about the grave there were palms
this
are
dividends
These

month i

Store closed Labor Day*
Ring up the September Curtain !
Out yonder in the landscape the Forests are already
Now aren’t you? There’s not a thing—
provided it’s within your means— ordering their Autumnal Costumes.
that’s too good for him, is there?
Before another new moon every maple tree will be
We know it, and have arranged to
a Blushing Beauty.
place within the means of hundreds
of proud mothers just the kind of
DRESS STUFFS have caught the glad infection. The pale
Boys’ Clothing they had been pining
had
shades of summer are receiving a warm injection of bright, rich
for, but always found that prices
put beyond their reach. In another
Autumnal Blood. Aurora and Foliage are giving the pace to
week the little fellow will be trudgAnd Beauty of weave was never so much a beauty as it shows
Textiles.
ing along to school. It’s your desire
clad
itself
most
be
the
shall
he
neatly
that
to-day on our Dress Goods Counters.

Proud of That Boy!

j losition

elegant travelling bag,

gold watch

nooron

*

was

in excellent style. Miss Ingram's received a “miser’s chest” with fifty-five
gold dollars in it from Mr. MeCallum,
and she also received several bouquets.
The members of the oompany gave Miss
en

sented

legal holiday.

“Hazel Kirke”

at
of

,

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

LIBBY7

J. R.

by Kev. 15. P. Wilson at Wood

Thomas VF. Keene.
fords Yesterday.
Mr. Thomas Keene, who has the honor
of holding the position of-a tragedian on
In his sermon at; the Woodfords Con
the American stage today—one of the ( 'regational church yesterday morning
in
fact who now grace the Joy. C. P. Wilson was particularly inter
very few,
boards—and who has not been seen in , istlng in regard to infidelity.
lie tool
Portland in Shakesperian characters for j or his text the words “Let them alone
several years, appeared at Portland theaf these things be of men they will surely
Richard III,
tre Saturday night as
] >erish and if they be of God, ye cannoi

Rossini hall, Exchange street, Saturday supported by his own company.
It was unfortunate that the rain fell
afternoon, there being; present about
so
heavily, for it deterred many from
eighty mutes from all parts of tbe state.
of seePresident Georgo W. Wakefield presid- attending, who had been desirious
But
ed at the business meeting Tho secretary ing Mr. Keene’s characterization.
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advertisements.
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MR. GEORGE W.

Zenas

Thompson
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& Bro.

Extend to all visitors to Portland,
of the New Encordial invitation
to visit our Ware Rooms and Manufactory, Elm St., cor. Cumberland.
See the work in progress of manExamine the material
ufacture.
used and method of [construction.
Look over our stock of finished carriages and make yourselves at home

during the week
gand Fair, a most

the Middle St.,
SAYS

Elm St.,

one

of the best I

R, H.

Cumberland.
ang27cl5t5ttuo8tkp

:

ever

dtf

104 EXCHANGE ST.

JAMES C. FOX

at

Law,

STANTON BIOCK,

311-2
aug28

In addition to tlie regular trains leaving Portland dailv during the Fair at 7.10. and 8.40 a.
i 10 1 30 and 5.15 p. m. a special train on
m
September 3rd to tlie otli and Gth to Lewiston
ana return, will
Leave Portland 10.30 a. m.
Arrive Lewiston 11.57
Pieturning Leave Lewiston G.16 p. m.
Arrive Portland 7.35 p. m.
Fare including trip by Electric Railroad
between Lewiston Station and Fair Grounds
and one admission to Fair, 81.25.

Portland to Lewiston and Return,

$1.00.
Tickets

d2w*

TO '/

LEWISTO ]¥.

good to

Exchange Street,
PORTLAND, ME.

railway

Maine State Fair,

made.

JORDAN, State Agent,

jy23

MANUFACTORY,
cor.

Druggist,

1 consider my investment in
one of your No. 4 Cash Registers

Attorney
CARRIAGE

trunk

grand

MERRILL,

return

until Sept. 9th,

1893.

L. J. SEARGF.ANT.
General Manager.

aug29tsept8

«
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jVIISCEIXANEOUS.

for consti-

Beecham’s

go

pills
25C Get the
your druggist’s and

io* and

pation
book

at

by

TWO SPRINGS,

it.

Annual sales

more

than

6,000,000 boxes.

|5
1

Above me, as I linger here, the sky
Smiles clearly blue through branches sunlight kissed,
Just as it did last year before I missed
Your presence and found spring had passed

for shortening pastry? What’s
best for frying things ? What's

5

1

best for every cooking purpose for which lard was formerly used ? What’s best
for health?
for digestion
Thousands of women answer:

5

3

?

me

by.

But there is something now of autumn’s grief
In all this golden sunshine. And tho spring,

—

I5

The violets blossom that wo set last year—
I wonder do you mind the spot we chose,
We two together, by the guelder rose?
Ah, mo, those days, those sweet spring days
that were!
And in our wood today I found a patch
Of yellow primrose blossoms quaintly fair.
Therowas such scent of sweetness in the air
Their own faint perfume I could scarcely catch.

|! What’s Best

IS

The wood birds tell me that tho spring !s her%,
And ui the garden all the almond trees
Flutter pink ensigns to tho wooing breeze,
Forgetful of the winter past and drear.

Amid the

of her blossoming,
shadow of a falling leaf.

glories

Forecasts the

the blossoms of that last sweet spring—
Our spring, beloved—whither are they flown!
The grass upon a grave I know is grown,
And there is nothing left worth cherishing.

For, ah,

—Lydia M. Wood in Chambers’ Journal.

IS LOVE WITH A WIG.

We Get ’Em.
Glasses that will (it you.
In gold frames,
«
silver frames,
“
steel frames,
“
fact the finest line of
Portland
them

in

will find

glasses you

aivi

fit

we

FREE OF CHARGE
no

matter

what

your

trouble.

opia

Myopia, Hy-promotropia, Presbyopia, AsthenAstigmatism.

or

I have sometimes felt that I was constant by the merest chance, and as my
marriage has turned out happily I am
grateful for tho interposition, though taking no credit to myself. I ought to say
that I have never told this story to my
wife, and she would be scaroely likely to
appreciate it if I did, but I mean to set the
truth down here, though I shall not give
the real names.
I will call myself George Grey, and my
Well,
wife I will call Amy—nee Ferrers.
X was engaged to Miss Ferrers, and I loved
more
her passionately, the
passionately
perhaps because my position held out no
her
Mrs. George
prospeot of my making
Grey for years.
Sho was the second daughter of a rector
in tho shires, and I had met her when I
An acwas in the neighborhood fishing.
quaintance took me to tho house, and it
was a very pleasant one. The rector was a
charming man, his daughters were worthy
of him, and, as to Amy, she was the loveliest and sweetest girl I had ever seen in
mv

561

Threegates, fishing, for
nearly a month, though I had originally in-

Congress St.

Portland,

Maine.

--

dtf

aii«22

men test oils
AND

GASOLINE.
if YOU want the best GASOLINE for yorr
stcves this summer, order from us. We fill any
size package and we loan f> gallon cans to

UASOUXS or OIL CUSTOMERS.
Qua TEASVSS CO TO

Siroiibwaier, Cash’s Corner, Pleasantdale,
Cape Elizabeth and Knigiitviiie,
MONDAY OF EACH WEEK.

Woodfords aiul East Deerir.g,
TUESDAY OF EACH WEEK.

Knigiitviiie, So. Portland and Willard,
THURSDAY OF EACH WEEK.

Woodfords and Morrills,
FK1DAY OF EACH WEEK.
Drop

us a

Postal

or

Telephone, 318-3.

MADDOX,

S. A.

OIL Dealer,

35 Middle St.,

■

Portland,

jly26

Me.
dt£

One of my children had
very bad discharge
1TOni t!le nosePbysiclans prescrided without benefit. After using
Ely's Cream Balm a
s,tort iune tfle disease
was cwred-—-A- O. Cary

Wni-fM,rVtW“
HWIEttR

1

Zg&Sl&ComiM

lifo

I staid down in

-V- Y.

CATARRH
ELY’S CREAM MALM Opens and cleanses
Nasal Passages. Allays Pain and Iiiflamation, Heals the Sores, Protects the Membrane
from colds, Restores the Senses of Taste and
Smell. The Balm is quickly absorbed and
gives relief at once.

the

particle is applied into each nostril and is
agreeable. Price 50 cents at Druggists or by
ail,
ELY BROTHERS. 56Wrarren St., New York
A

tended to limit my visit to a woek, and 1
think that Amy was sorry when at last 1
told her I hod decided to go.
“I shall naver forget this holiday ol
mine,” I said, “but now I must bring it
to an ond and get back to the dust and
grime of the Temple. Stewing in chambers, I shall often think of Threegates and
the trout stream and—and my friends.”
Unconsciously I adopted tho tone of a
Q. C. at least. I spoko as if I were returning
to a legal trepdmill, though if I received a
couple of briefs a year I held myself extremely fortunate.
We wero in tho rectory garden, and she
was wearing a broad bvimr .ed hat of straw
and held a bunch of daffodils in her hands.
Was it my fancy, or when sho bent over
them did siie do it to hide tho regret in her
face? “I am glad you have found it enjoyable, sho murmured. “It is a pretty
place, I think.”
She had never looked so beautiful. I
was saying “Goodby” to her, and I was 25.
Thorosul might havo been foreseen! 1
took her hands in mine, daffodils and all,
and told her that I loved her; that I had
never loved before, could never lovo again.
I cried to lior that I had not tho right to
ask any girl to be my wife, but my passion was stronger than xny self restraint.
She was ray worjfi. my all. I adored her.
Lifo without lier'wa3 nn agony too awful
to contemplate. Would she, could she,
reconcile herself to waiting for a beggar
who today could offer her nothing but the
wildest devotion that had ever been laid
at a woman’s feet?
Words altogether unpremeditated broke
from me in a torrent of fervor. My heart
pounded furiously; my excitement seemed
even to communicate itself to the rooks
amoug the boughs overhead, who cawed
so violently that they appeared to be
drowning my speech. When I ceased, her
head drooped, and my darling was all
smiles and tears at once. The daffodils
lay soattered on the lawn, and I was en-

gaged!

Well, I postponed my departure for three
days, and those days were delightful. Her
father—least mercenary of men—consented cordially. We were both young enough
to bo able to afford to wait, he said, and I
was adopted as one of the family without
demur. The girls were warm in congratu-

lations—no fellow ever had nicor sistersin-law—and Amy was tho divinest little
fiancee that it was possible for a human
Imagination to conceive. Yes, those three
Ha-a
ni-Qtnt.ifv and so were the weeks
that followed when I wrote and received a
love letter per diem, and it was only as
the weeks merged into months and the
months into a year that I began to ask
when and bow I expected to be

myself

able
marry.
My prosI was depressed uy degrees.
I have said, wore of the vaguest.
as
pects,
I was still doing nothing to speak of at
the bar, and even when I ran down to see
Amy, and she did her best to cheer me up,
the futility of her encouragment was not
to he blinded by a man possessed of a tolto

STEPHEN BERRY,

BOOK RfID «70S PRINTER
SO. 37 PLDa STRESS,

*'

PRESS PORTFOLIOS.
The following portfolios can be
the PRESS, or by mail

the office of
under each:

BREHM’S LIFE OF

obtained a
specified

as

ANIMALS.

This is an English translation of Brelim’s faIt has been
mous German work on animals.
iMued in 29 weekly parts of 20 pages each,
cents
all of which are ready. Price 10
per part,
postage free. Orders will be received, for any,
or all the parts as desired, for a limited time.
STANDARD

COOK BOOK.

This is the latest Cook Book out. contains 320
pages, 1200 receipts 186 illustrations and is
sent postpaid to any address or will be delivered to any one who calls in person at this of3
cents
If
is
for
15
cents.
fice.
sent, for postage, book is sent by return
it
will
be
Otherwise
mall from this office.
mailedfrom office of publication in Springfield,
Ohio, causing a delay of several days.
THE PEOPLES ATLAS.
The Peoples Atlas of the world contains nearly 70 maps and 140 illustrations with descrtptive matter. The pages are 11x14 inches. An
immense amount ot statistical matter is given,
a sample list of which would fill this column.
It. is a handy atlas for ready reference and a
marvel at the price. Price at this office or sent
by mail to any address 30 cents. Orders by mail
filled from publication office in Springfield,
Ohio. Those desiring it by return mail from
tills office must send 6 cents for postage.
WILD FLOWERS OF AMERICA.
A sei'ies of 18 portfolios each containing six
teen colored plates of American Wild Flowers.
Price 16 cents each. All the parts are ready.
Binding in cloth aud leather, with name
Outline series. 10
>1.60.
slumped in ;<> •;
cAits per part. Contains same figures as colored series, but uncolored.

No Coupon* necessary for any
•f the above.

erably clear sight.
“We must be patient, George,” she
would say.
“Everything will come right
I am sure of ii* and when the
at the end.
briefs are rolling in we shall look back at
all this time and laugh.”
I thought it very possible that I should
laugh under those conditions, but there
and that
was a gulf between the present
opulent future which her words did noth-

ing

to bridge.
At length I decided to do what many
another young fellow has done similarly
circumstanced. I resolved to consign my
profession to the deuce and to seek pastures new and America. What 1 proposed
should he ray plan of campaign in America is at this date not very clear to me, but
I remember that it seemed to me then a
most desirable and practical step to take,
and not even Micavvber departing for Australia felt more confident of “something
turning up” on the foreign shores than I.
Of course Amy wept and was desolate,
but we had been engaged now for nearly
three years, and firmly and with the businesslike lucidity on which I prided myself
—I remind myself most strongly of the
Micawbers in retrospection—I showed her
I said
that it was the only course for us.
that England—-I called it “the old counthe
try” already—was played out. In and
United States, I observed, energy
had a chance of coming to tho front.

youth
To cling to a sinking ship—the “sinking
ship” was the bar—was a cowardly andI
disastrous thiDg, I declared, and finally
to dizzy
painted a picture of my rising
and her comheights in the United States
time to be
ing across to me in 12 months’
my wife.
The pictures of making h*r home in the

United States did not seem to attract her,
bo I altered that part, and in the amended
version I returned after lb months with
in
my pile in my pocket, and wo settled
London.
Besides

and her people, who regarded me as a perfect hero and gave mo
keepsakes to think of them by in the distant land, tho only person to whom it was
a
necessary to announce my intention was
maiden aunt of mine, v/ho lived in Dorka
ing. She told mo frankly that I was
fool. As she looked at me with a certain
admiration, however, I was inclined to
think that in her heart of hearts she was
not without a sontiment of approval for
and
my action, and I was firm once more
reiterated the arguments with which I had
favored Amy.
lunch
My relative gave mo on excellent
I
and a bottle of burgundy than whioh
after
never wish to drink a better, and
wishing her an affectionate farewell—for
she had always been very nico to me—I
wont back to town and commenced my

—

The

Project to

Be

Favorably Reported

by the Commission.

preparations.

My furniture, consisting of

a

desk,

an

armchair and a few dilapidated articles
which I forget, I disposed of “at a sacrifice.” I ordered a couple of suits of clothes
—clothes I had understood were dear in
America—and X booked a passage by the
Germania,

Having put my affairs in order and having received, to my surprise, a letter from
Dorking repeating that I was a fool, and
inclosing a check for £50, I paid a last
visit to Threegates, folded Amy In my
and sailed.
I enjoyed the voyage immensely. We
had fine weather, sociable people on board,
and was exhilarated by a consciousness
that I was doing a noble and resolute thing.
I smoked my pipe with satisfaction and
looked at the ooean in the moonlight and
Amy’s photograph with ploasurable sentimentality. So much for tho trip.
I arrived in New York with the best part
of £100 in my purse, thanks to my aunt’s
liberality, and I worn to a hotel and thence
removed to a comfortab’o boarding bouse
in order to give myself time to look
arms

around.
No immediate prospect of making a vory
large fortune presented itself, and my
money dwindled rapidly. When I had been
in New York a few months, X was glad to
forget my anxiety in reading.
I mention thi3 because it led to an important evont.
I learned that there was an admirable
public library near by—tho public libraries
of America are better than ours—and one
day I strolled in there to see what of the
newest fiction I could procure.
It was a huge building, and in the up
stairs room to which I was directed I
found the attendants were ail young
women.

The hook I had asked for was “out,”
but I was supplied with another. I read
it and returned it tho following afternoon,
when tho book I most desired was “out”
again. This went on for a week—I always
missed it—and I expressed my annoyance
at last rather emphatically.
As I was doing so my eyes fell on one of
the girls behind the counter, who riveted
my attention in the most extraordinary
manner for an engaged man. This girl—I
cannot find a proper adjective to describe
her—well, she was peerless! Her hair was
positively of the most glorious color I had
ever seen on a woman, there was just a
soup-con of rod in it—only a soupcon,
though—and it had a natural ripple iu it
tho whiteness of her brow
all over, frr.
down tlio nape of her divine neck, Under
this imagine blue eyes, and you will have
an idea of what she looked like—a veritable goddess!
She had heard my exclamation and
moved forward with a smile.
“What is it you are asking for?” she
asked.
I told her.
“Oh,” she said, “you soo it is a now
bonk, and of course there is a demand for
the next
it. I’ll tell you what I’ll
time it comes in I will save if for you.”
I thanked her cordially, and she proved
as good as her word, for tho following afternoon when I presented myself she nodded directly she saw me and held it up.
“I am awfully obliged,” I said. “That
Have you had it
was really kind of you.

yourself?”
“Yes.”

Somebody claimed her, and I we,nt
away. It does not sound stable in a fiance,
but I must confess that I read the work
hurriedly in order to have an opportunity
of seeing my goddess soon again.
I changed my books every day now, always going to that part of the long counter
where she was standing and always admiring her more fervidly than before. I
feasted my eyes on the girl. If I saw her
full face or in profile, or if she had lior
back to me, she was still conspicuous,
stately and entirely adorable. I thought
about her when I was at my home. I
could not banish her from my memory.
How this might have ended who shall
say? Hid Amy’s dynasty totter in tho balance? I fear, sorely and tremendously I
fear, that it did, hut it was restored in a
k/,iirilrlciw!nr» ctiri

ovon

e*
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Some

Deviation of Details Suggested and

tlie Cost

Will

atFirst
Be Greater Than

Estimated.
The

project for

a

ship canal

across

Nicaragua will be reported upon favorably by the commission which just returned to New York from Central America,
and which was appointed in pursuance to
an act of Congress.
The report will not

he given out until Congress meets, but it
is well known that it approves the project.
The commission suggests some deviation of details, and finds that the cost will
be greater than bithero supposed. It is
estimated that it will take $115,000,000
and 20,000 men six vears to complete the
work. The report will show that the
commission made a very minute examination.
Mr. Chauncey P. Black o£ Pennsylvania
has written a letter, in which he reviews
the recent domand of the St. James Gazette that England be jointly interested
with the United States ill the control of
the Nicaragua'canal. Mr. Black says:
or any
“If there ever was any “crisis.
occasion for one, it has passed long ago.
has seen the
The British government
growth of irresistible public sentiment in
canal as an
the
of
this country in favor
exclusively American affair. It has seen
Congress establish a purely American corbill
poration to undertake it. It has seen
after bill brought into Congress to lend
to it the credit of the United States. It
has seen our government authorize surother
veys, appoint commissions and ake
steps looking necessarily to the exclusive
control of the canal, which were notorious throughout the world, were unconcealed and open and could not he misinhas
terpreted. 'lononoor any of these
she offered any objection or entered any
prinprotest. Slio is, therefore, by everyhonest
cipal of equity and every canon oi
or
from
objection
diplomacy precluded
protest now that, alter these many years,
the American mind has been resolved,
the American government largely committed, American capital extensively expended, and the work is one way or another, either with or wiheut government
credit, about to be put underway. It is
impossible that the article in the fet.
James Gazette can have had any official
inspirator),or that it reflects a view uneiy
to be entertained by the present or any
future English ministry. A rude resistance bv that government upon an equal
participation with the United Sates in
the benefits military and commercial oi
th is purely American canal would produce a very serious and dangerous situaboth
to
tion—a situation
injurious
countries and threatening to the best inworld.”
terests of the oiivlized
After arguing that the Clayton-Bulwei
treaty is a dead instrument, Mr. Black
insists that Great Brtain can have no
share in the canal, and he dees not believe
she will ever ask it. He then adds:
Our manufactures demand new markets, and, as recent events hnve amply
shown, not only the South and Central
Americas, but something like a thousand
millions of Asiatics, to whom we can go
most conveniently by this route,are waiting to trade with ns or with the English,
determine. We
as circumstances may
have, therefore,la right to insist that this
American canal shall “be under AmeriUnited States,
can control—that of the
Niacragua and Costa Rica—and that
while we do not propose the barbarity ot
excluding the peaceful commerce of any
nation, we do propose that there shall be
no possibility of any European nation

excluding

ours.

“Hut the military view of the matter is
Since the signing
even more impressive.
of the treaty our Pacific states have
grown into an empire, threatened only
by the naval|and military armaments ol
that country, which, according to the St.
upon an equal
James Gazette, insists
canal.
posession with us in this American
With the canal the efficiency of our fleets,
the
two
between
oceans,
passing rapidly
would be more than doubled as against
the fleets of any other power. Shall we
share his advantage with Greaat Britain,
whose naval and military posts bristle in
the Caribbean
peculiar menace to us in frontier
and on
sea, along the Canadian
the North Pacific? In this view of the
no
that
me
seems
to
it
expendicase nlono
ture of money would be too great for the
American people to make in order tc
secure this enormous naval and military
advantage which naturally and justly

belongs

to us.

WIT

AND WISDOM-

First lesson in physiology: dialogue in a bath
tub between a couple of Detroit youngsters.
“Say, Fweddy, Is we sewed or pasted to
“Sewed, of course, Tom. If we were pasted
we’d come apart in the water, just like mj
scrap book did.”—Exchange.

could not suppress the question—“my dear
young lady, why have you had your hair
cut since yesterday?”
“It was cut six
“I haven’t,” she said.
What I have
months ago when I was ill.
been wearing till it grew on again was a

wig.”
No,

I did not break clown. I even stammered a suitable commonplace, but thn
shock was horrible. I never returned to
the library.
I did not
And I married Amy—yes.
make a fortune in New York, but my aunt
died very shortly afterward and it was
found that she had bequeathed me the
whole of her property—a very comfortable
I married Amy, and we are very
one.
happy together. Only sometimes I cannot
help wondering, if that other girl had
been all I thought her, whether— But
then there was no such girl. I was in love
with

a
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two adults with their attendants. BEN./.A
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MIN SHAW, 61 1-2 Exchange street.
■flTANTED—All
persons in want of trunk
**
and begs to call on E. D. REYNOLDS
593 Congress street, one door above Shaw’
grocery store, as we manufacture our good
and can therefore give bottom prices
12-4
trunks repaired. Open evenings.

bny $5,000 t >
Bicycles, new. old, dan
broken. Pay the highest price. Call a l

aged or
Boston Store, 411 Fore Street. No busines
done on Saturday. M. BEItENSTIEN.
augl6-6
to

take my teams

PHYSICIAN
office, furnituie and practice.Addres*
Box 143, North Conway, N
PHYSICIAN,

ii.__27

4

REED, the hair dresser, wiehes t r
•
inform his many friends ihat he ca: !
be found at 663 Congress street. Give u s
REED &
» chII.
DUFFY.27-l_

JO.

WEDDING RINGS.
Solid

Thousand

A

Rings,

Gold

"Lowest

Monument

Prices.

McKENNY. the Jewele:
:

Square.

*

tuuti

that others at the hotel who had bad colds
followed his example aud half a dozen
persons ordered it from the nearest drug
store.
in thoir
They were profuso
thanks to Mr. Kahlerfor tellng thorn how
bad cold so quickly.
For sale
by Landers & Babbidge, Druggists and
C B. Woodman, Westbrook.
a

75c.

mO LET—Excellent location forgiain anc
buildings in
Boot
A provision trade, in
'e
rear: will be
spur track
'o
Addrosi
s'art.
right party
verv low to
Lock Box 25, Wood fords. J<T~29-1

TOR SALE—My farm of over 100 acres of
land, two story house, L., stable, woodshed and hen house; all in good repair; barn
38x40, fitted to tie ten cows; pasture well watered. Will sell at a bargain if taken soon.
C. W. MOUNTFORT. West Po wnal, Me.

street.corner Chapel street:nina r.iorm
hath; modern conveniences. inquir'
and
29-1
at No. 212 Cumberland street.

31-1

I

condition,

20 2w

mO LET—At No.5 Lauroi street, two rent!
A of seven rooms each: have bath rooms
Prim
gas, cemented cellar; spacious yard.
each. Apply to A. C. LIBBY. 42 1-2 Ex
street.2J-1
change

SALE—The Homestead of the late
Thomas Quinby. near Stroudwater in Peering. Four acres of land with good house. On
line of street cars; 10 minutes from Union
station; perfect drainage; Sebago water. Af
fine a location as there is in Deering. Apply to
ANDREW HAWES, Stroudwater.
11y27-tf

FOR

$?6

O

tenement

LET—Lower

Cumberland street, has

In

house 52:
rooms

seven

FOR SALE.
STEAMER

Wosbburi
walk flou
A avenue, but a
the Union station, and but a few Btep;
from the now location of electric cars oi
street, in block uf houses Jus
Bt. John
comple-ed. One rent, first floor of six roomi
and ball), hot and cold water, fire places
hard
and other conveniences,
laundry
and pleasant
sunny
wood floors, very
Priee $18 per month. Two rents of twelvi
each on second and third floors will
rooms
same conveniences, weil situated for lodging houses, less than one half the room!
will pay the whole rent.priee only $25 each
Just think of it. The keys can be obtainec
from family now In the block.
Apply t<
WILLIAM HUHRUWES, 187;Vaughan street
mO LET—Elegant

renta on
few minutes

new

Oakdale.
sale on
favorable terms, desirable building iota on
Forest avenue, Fnlmoutb. Fessenden, PittWilliam and Deering streets. Oakdale, Deer,
ing. Apply to RuLLlNS & ADAMS, 31 Extoy 13—eovr20vr
change street, Portland.

Portland, partly

fur
the winter, near for
fur
water:
Sebi.go
ry
cellar: good drainage. Reference!
nuce in
address
Box
26
information
For
required.
1.

boarding hour© No. 113
corner Oak.
Freshly renovated and steam heated. An excellent opportunity ?to get one of the most centrally

<97-1

l-,7

offer for

FORFreeSALE—The
street,

cars.

c>

HOEY.”

lots at

FORTheSALE—Buildfnsre
Deering Land Co.

city.__28-1
LET—At
house for
TOandnislied
electric

“JOSEPHINE

This steamer has been thoroughly overhauled,
palmed and otherwise put In first class condition: length, 48 ft. j beam, 10 ft.; depth. 4 ft.;
horizontal cone boiler, built in 1888 by PortIandC ompany; 18 horse power: 7 ft. high,42
inches diameter; high pressure single crank
engine built by Lidbaek. 9 Inch cylinder, 9 Inch
stroke
For full particulars apply to GEORGE S.
HUNT.
may25-dtf

nnd

In/..,

nnnnlsr

hnnrfUniv

tiniiauB

in

Portland. Proprietors obliged to leave city.
further information
For
inquire at rhe
7-1
house.

IVANTED—To
buy from $1000 to $15,0C 5 mo LET—Second s’tv front room with an al
"
A cove and other i. slrable rooms with board
worth of east off clothing. I pay th »
highest cash prices for ladies’ nressei
at 74 SPRING STB. EX.
augl6-4
gents' and ohildran's clothing and gent’ s____
Call or aodress iette r mo LET—Dress making rooms; three connect
winter overcoats.
or postal to S.DE GROOT, 76 Middle street
A ing rooms over the X. John Little store ot
2-5
Congress street, up one flight; one room front!
»
on street; set bowl; city water; large closet ant
toilet loom. Enquire of M. G. LARliABEE
246 Middle street.7-tf
SUMMER BOARD.

melodian. music boxes, B flat cornets, 1 double
bass, music boxes; all the popular music, superand banjo strings. For sale by
ior violin
24-2
HAWES, No. 414 Congress St.

Agriculi

Forty words inserted under this
one

hen
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

1

j

New England Fai
to the
should secure nice cool rooms at th
Bay View House. Peaks Island. Fiftee >
minutes from the city and free transports
tion to guests by si earner Jeanette. Lon j
Wharf, foot ol Exohange street. Steame r
27-1
leaves nearly every hour.

VISITORS

HOUSE. Limerick, Me. In th s
Ossipee Valley.
Special rate 5
American Leagu 3
and September.
Station Center WaterboroP. & K. R. I
horse Concord coach connects tral 1
Portland 12.30 daily. S. E. GRANT.

LIMERICK
beautiful
August
Hotel.

A four

leaving

aug2-6w

season

several
rooms

room
unocou

on

>

GREAT DIAMOND ISLAND.
will be opened WEDNESDAY, Jul f
0th, and run as a summer hotel dur
in^ the season.
Accomodations for regular boarder S
or parties for the day.
The house is one of the most sightl V
and picturesque place in Portlan |i
Harbor, and an ideal place to spen 1
the summer.

J. B. IRISH, Prop’r.

jlylOdtf

EOST

AND

_

FOUND.

OST—Lady’s pocketbook at Rigby Park < r
AJ on train returning to Portland.
Find! r
will be suitably rewarded by returning same t o
T

Long Island,

Ownar

urutnR

ran

ha

vn

a

lady’s silv*

tliM

mA

h

r

y

August 20th at Feaks Ii h,
LOST—Tuesday.
ladie;
stesinsr Jeanette,
land
a

or on

1

and chain. The finder will h
gold watob
rewarded by returning same to 186 Pea) 0*
27-1
street, City.
i.

Finder will please notify Sldman,Press Office. 1
WASTED—FEMALE

HELP,

Forty words Inserted under this hea 1
one week for 25 cents, cash In advance.
=

general hous e
capable girl
work. References required. Call at N< i.
144 Brackett street. Cor. Spruce.30-1
for

WANTED—A

competent cook and secon d
93 Spring street29-1
girl
"I
class girl for generi 1
house work, at 43 Deuriag street. 37 1
at

capable well educated worn a a
between 130 and 40 years of age, to asst it
In a small family, in sewing, light house wot k
and keeping house it desired, Address M. 3
27-1
Press office.

WANTED—A

SALE—Music 5cts., a large lot, standard
publications, only 5 cts. per copy. A job
lot sheet music in packages of 10 pieces for 10
cts. All the popular music at discount prices.
Try mv superior strings, for all instruments.
Call and examine the argest variety of musical instruments to be found in ihe
state,
24-2
HAWES’, 414 Congress Street,

FOR

l?OR SALE- Everybody says Fairbanks new
“Electric” Banjos are “par excel ence”;
what every body says must be tru*. Please call
and examine them, also the elegant B t.no
Guitars and Mandolins. HAWES, 414 Congress

under this heac
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.
man

Address, staling age,

for o5ce work
Box 454, Gits’.

line.
Quick sales,
Rochester, N. Y.

JLi

ling

profits.

SALE—A cosy,coinforatble 1 1-2 s«ory
house containing six 100ms in first class
repair situated on Federal street near Lincoln Park.
Win make an excellent home

FOR

offer good sel
capital needed. Bit
tipot cash. Bos 420
31-1

THE DAILY PRESS
Can

always

be found at the

periodic'

103 Congress street.
247
405

N. G. Fessenden, 526
504
W. H. Jewett.
E60
I. A. Libby.
935
A.
F.
Congres street.
Jcllison,
G. DaSilva. 219 York street.
Tndla street.
87
Beardworth.
J. J.
p. H. Erskine. 43 Middle street.
2
W.
J.
Peterson, Exchange street.
Pari
H. G. Todd, Cor. Commercial and
Sts.
W. A. Golden. 76 Exchange street.
West-man & West, 93 and 95 Commercla
street.

John Hernandez. 125 Commercial street
W. A. Gillis, 145 Commercial street.
Miss N'orah Pearl, 190 Brackett street
John H. Allen, 38iya Congress street.
Dennet&Co. the Florist, 645 Congress street
G. J. Hodgson, 96% Portland street.
X. M. Glendening, Long Island.
f. L. Brackett. Peaks Island.
E. L. Littlefield, 189 Congress street
M. A. Parker. Libby’s Corner.
H C Berry. 937 Congress street.
Forest City News Co.. 422 Congress street
Mrs. Bradley, cor. Spring and Clark streets
J. T. Wyer, 48 Portland Pier,
W C. Lord, head of Long Wharf.
GW. Hunt, 8 Custom House Wharf.
John Cox, 23 Monument square.
HinrtalL

< )on trross sfraAf.

I, D Look, Cor. Congress and Franklin Sts
w. H. Durgin, Harpswell boat.
Also at the new stands in the Falmouth
Preble and United States hotels, and Gram 1
It can also be ob
Trunk and Union Depots.
tamed of Chisholm Bros., agents on all train
of the Maine Central, Grand Trunk and Port
land & Kochester railroads and of agents on an’
of the Boston trains.
The Press can also he
places out side the city:

found at ^
the followlni

Auburn—J G. Haskell.
Augusta—J. F. Pierce,
Bath—John 0. Shaw.
Berlin Fails, N. H.-C. S. Clark.
Biddeford—A. M. Burnham.
W. T. Bardsley.
Bridgton-A W. Ingalls.
Brunswick—F. P. Shaw.
Cape Elizabeth—Dyer & Jose.
Cumberland Mills—H. G. Starr.
Lewis,
Camden—Fred
"
J. H. Gould,
Cornish—E. L. Brown.
Deering—N. J. Scanlon.
Damariscotta—E. W. Dunbar,
Fairfield—E. H. Evans
Farmington—H. P.White & Co.
Freeport—A. W. Mitchell.
Frvehurg—A. C. Frye.
Fryeburg-J. T. Whitmore.
Gardiner—Bussell B«>s.
Green’s Landing—S. W. Fifield.
Gorham—L. J. Lermond.
••

good paying investment. Price $1.50.
A. C. L1BBV, 12 1-2 Exchange street. .9-1
ora

1

tores of:
John Chisholm,

24-2

street.

31-1

AGENTS—Can
*\TURSERY
No
side

t.hfl

JAME *
29-1

this advertisement.
WALLACE, Long Island.
for

itQR SALE—Elegant lot, 5000 feet, at Deering Centre, on line of electric cars; has celunderpining ali ready to put sills on;
also one adjoining lot; must, be sold by September 5th. F. H. PEERING & CO., 181 Tre23-2
mont street, Boston. Mass.
lar and

Forty words inserted

VI7'ANTED—Young

or

mandolins, guitars, harmonicas, cornets, accordeons, superior violin and banj» strings. 414
24-2
CONGRESS STREET, Portland. Me.

__

A. B. Merrill,
W. F. Goold.

I

SALE—Kum to Hawes’ music store,

HELP.

WANTED—MALE

at

FORsend orders for popular music, music books,
pianos, organs, music boxes, violins, banjos,

Star. MARY W. LIBBY,

W*

Portland Club House

hand

SALE—Second
square pianos
I70Rvery
low prices; two second hand organs,

1

A com
To let by the day or evening.
fortable steamer to bo bad at reasonable terms. Apply at 169 Commercial
St., or write to
ARTHUR K. HUNT.
dtf
jly 12

▼ T

shall for remainder of season rt
pled.
on
Less than
duoe onr price as follows:
week, $1 rer day: psr week $5. In rezar 1
r*
to this excellent Spring and pleasant
sort, we are permitted to refer to Portland' a
well known citizens:
Judge Symonds, B
Prentie 3
C. Stone, Esq., clerk of oourts;
boring, F.O.Bailey, A. R. and E. A. Dotar
man 1
Fred Hooper, 0. W. Fullaui, apd
more. Many places of interest “near fame
Poland Spring,” Ac. Send for circulai
Raymond
Address C. E. SMALL, North
aug"3dtsep23
Me.

store

mo LEI—Furnished room With heat am
_a_ gas, at Dll High streeet.11-tf

one

house—sicknes *

spring

ot those who engaged
Raymond
leaves these
for the

over

Foil

il Rf
»tat In

A.ddress
price asksd, MAINE REPORTS, this offie.
26-tf

N. H.-S. M. Leavitt & Son.

Kennebunk—J. H. Otis.
Kennebunkport-C. E. Miller.

Livermore Falls-C. Newman.
Lewiston—Chandler & Winship.
Long island—Hughey Bros.

Limerick—S. A. Grant.
Mechanic Falls—Merrill & Denning,

North Stratford. N. H.—J. C. HucnUas,
P. Stone.
A. O. Noyes Co.
Old Orchard—Fogg & i bby.
Kicnir.ond—A. K. Millett.
Bumford Falls—H. L. Elliott
-C. A. Clifford.
Bockland—Dunn & Carr.
A. J. Huston.

—

__

houses situcorner
streets,
each
contains tdx rooms, >ebago water,
closet, etc. Will be sold eeparatelv if warned. Price $1050 each Inquire A. C. LIBit i*,
i:9-l
42 1-2 Exchange street
SALE—Two
family
FORated
Stone and Lincoln
one

would rent furnished

SALE—Or
FOR
til December 1st. 1895,two story detached

un-

house, 12 rooms and bath, excellent
neighborhood, pleasantly situated, ijjjper
end of city; six thousand for bh1«; six'y
BENJAMIN
dollars per month for rent.
29-1
SHAW, 51 1-2 Exchange etieet.
frame

house lot

SALE-A desirable

FOR

on

Mayo street near Cumberland, with
a good stable on it, will be sold cheap and
on easy terms, or on the instalment pIhd,
if preferred. Inquire at 385 Congress street.
88-1
Room 4.

SALE-One of the best stock fauns
Cumberland county, consisting of
of land, well divided Into tillage
and pasture, bas fine set of buildings, in
nipe condition, cuts 76 tons hay, near cars
and steamboat landing, 18 miles from PoitJOHN 1'. PituCXOK, Centennial
land.
In
FOR
130

acres

block.84-1

SALE—Deering. new two story bouse
rooms, Sebago and nice stable.

FORof eight
WIIH

one

ui

MCTC

UUUVl

KUU

uuiinanui,,

located
handy 10 eleotric cars on a very
desirable main street. Price $3900. VV. H.
28-1
WALDRON, 180 Middle street.
offer those very desirable builWest End; bounded by
Spring. Vaughan.lDanforth and Orchard Sts.,
with a high elevation sloping towards the South
and West, affording a broad view oi the surrounding oountrv, harbor and ocean. BENJAMIN F. HARRIS, Chambers, corner Exchange
aug 24-4
and Middle Sts.
SALE—I
FORding
lots at the

WANIEn-SITCAXIONS.
under this heed
words inserted
week for 23 cents, cash in advance.

Forty
one

housekeeper or
there are no small
Box
Address N. E. R.,
881, City.
situation

WANTED—A
work in family where
children.

as

30-1____
book-keeper,

position
for general office work, by
WANTED-A
cashier
who has had four years’
as

or

ex-

lady
perience. Adddress
Orohard, Maine,
a

young

C. E. BENTON, Old
29-1
as

house keeper for

WANTED—Situation
elderly couple ,or in widower’s
if required. Call
References
an

given
familv.
at 27 Pearl strast. near Congress.

29-1

WANTED-By three SeaDascook and two
one
Address A.iUOaBx,

airls;
inavlan
SITUATIONS
general housework.

for
36 Lincoln

street.___

WAN TED-Young English lady, experienced
ff and capable, wishes engagement as housekeeper or in any position of trust; good references. Address “P” at this office, jy29-d4w

Norway—F.
•<

J.

[VIAJ^SPRINGS

and

new

Con
RENT—House
gresb street, centrslly located.contain
for
ono
suitable
family
roi ms.
ing six
Price $18 per month. For further particu
27-1
lars, apply si 53 Brown sireet.

WASTED—State of Maine
v»
ports for 1861 and 1862.

1 HUTCHINSON, BUTLER & CO

Jlplldtf

Bicycles,

SALE-Puritan

-1second hand. Any Bicycle not bavin*
the word Puritan with our address, should
not be taken as a Puritan. All Puritans are
so stump ad. PURITAN BiCYCLK MFC.CO.

South

Diamond:
Stones an

Fmeralds, Pearls, Opals, Rubies, Moon
Garnets in anv Kind of a setting. Engagement an }
wedding Rings a specialty. Largest fatoek. Bes }
Goods.

l?OR

RENT—House, No. 251 Cumberland

sireei._28-1

want to

wanted

mile
horn AI. C.
customer wanted.

good hath, steam heat, electric bells, am
For othet part cuiara call on COE
all day
the Hatter, 197 Middle

"They are, Tommy,” answered his city uncle
Tommy took a comprehensive look overhead.
“The sky does need scraping here
prett!
bad, don’t it, Uncle George?”He rejoined.pittsburg Bulletin.

He may be a hummer. AU kinds of Horse Timers
$7.50 to $150. Lassest stock, Best Watches
Lowest.l’riMh. Horst Timers repaired.
McKX.iNiNi-'i, me Jeweler, Monument Square.

lot less land,about 800
and soino timber, one
and G. T. R. R. Cash
Address or cal' on, A.
31-l&wlt
J. MORSE, West Pounal. Maine.

SALE—Wood
FORcorn
hurd wood

street,

T*

Bicycles—We
$10,000 worth of

WANTED—First

TIME THAT HORSE !

FOR

No. 11 Vine
aE'l'-A good rent at
consisting of front room, kltchthree sleeping rooms, ail on the
en and
a
pleasant location, sun ak
same floor:
Apply to J
day; "moderate in price.
29-1
DUMPHY, No. 8 York street.

A

FOR

health and econora

cherry, claret, rasp
berry, orange. A phosbhate, new formula
made in a minute; sold oy grocers, druggist i
and trade generally. Wholesale by Thompso
& Hall, Melcher & Co., E. L. Stanwood; try it
30-1
no

wig.—St. Paul's.

of it. He took such a sovere cold that
he could hardly talk or navigate, but
the prompt use of Chamberlain’s Cough

2-1

'_30-1

ily; easy of access to Portland; near sea o ?
handy to It. Cape Elizabeth preferred. Ad
dress, LAND, Press Office, giving full descrir

WANTED-A

scrapers?”

A. C,

mo
hire with privilege c f
“WANTED—To buy
buying a small place oi few acres lan 1
and comfortable to good buildings; small fan

bottle of Pond’s Extract near at hand.

"Uncle George,” said the little boy from th<
country, "are those the buildings they call sky

rooms, $6.
42Vg Exchange street.

I rro RENT—Lower flat ill apartment house,
-l No 48 State street. For particulars apply
to 1 s
WINSLOW, 135 iCommerclal street,

or

The

anxiety of a mother when a child get!
hurt is greatly relieved when she knows she ha!

a large, well built 2V%
185 Kennebec street,
suitable for manufacturing or storage purposes.
On leased land; lease on long time: 12 H. Pf
boiler with building. A. O. LIBBY, 42V3 Ex2-1
change street.
Standisb, about one-half
SALE—At
orchard. House has
ncre of land with
five rooms with ell and stable connected.
Pleasantly located on main road 1 1-2 miles
from Blandish Village. Would make a good
thrice $350. M.
home or summer residence,
31-1
A. PARKER, 1117 Congress street.

mO LET—Three rooms furnished for light
A house keeping: suitable only for one
bath room and porch for
or two persons;
wood and coal on san-e flat. Apply to N.
31-1
a. (4ARD1NER.185 Middle street.

31-1

South Portland.

6

lower reut

for hotels or
[
have plenty of help waiting for employment
Call at once at my New Employment Office
39yVa Congress street, next to City Hall. MRS ;
N. H.
PALMER.2-l_

A small Punt, about 11 % ft loni
LOST.
painted light, witli broad seat in the steri

While in Chicago, Mr. Charles L. Kahler, a prominent shoe merchant of Pes
Moines, Iowa, had quito a serious time

to cure

6 rooms, $8;
LIBBY & CO-

r

"Maybe not,” replied Mr. Dolan. “But thot’s
phwere the faith cure Idee worruks backwards
It convinces yez so completely that ye’re deac
thot yez hovent the courage to come tc
loife.”— Washington Star

situ-

rooms

head
week for £& cents, cash in advance.

street; reterences
C., Peaks Island. Me.2-1

EtUUND-On

"They do say,” remarked Mrs. Dolan, "that a
shock by electricity don’t entirely kill a man.’

one

a

city,
ibeyond
exchanged. Address B. E

paying

Ion.
Who can concoivo my astonishment
when on entering the library one morning
I saw my divinity with her hair out short
—cropped like a boy's! I was staggered,
breathless.
Momentarily I had failed to

rent of five

LET—First-class

30-1

Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria,
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria,
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria,
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria,

Forty words inserted under this

week for *3 cent* cash in advance.

SALE—Cheap,
TO
ated 26 Quincy street, price $13; also at
store for $5; upper rent FOR
story building No.
55 Lafayette street,

WYER GREEN & Co., 461 Congress stree ..

When

head

Forty word* inserted under till*
one

or three unfurnished room
\\TANTED—Two
▼ ▼
in
of
not
Carito

gather?”

fncll.

recognize her,she was so painfully changed.
Gone thoso intoxicating ripples! Gono
even the richness cf color! Gone thequeenliness of carriage. “Why,” I gasped—I

Forty words Inserted under this he«< 1
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

one

upper part

Amy

FOR SALE.

TO LET.

WANTED.

THE NICARAGUA CANAL.

H.HoM.IUMj.

'• »•

Sanford—F. H. Wingate.
Skowhegan—Blxby & Buck.

■

'<

j

No. 22 Temple Street.
..: .Manufacturers of

GALVANIZED IRON AND COPPER GU?
TERSAND CORNICES.

■

Tin and Iron Roofing, Corrugated Iro a
•nd Weather Boards for. Sidings, Edg
Caps. I lai 1
6trips and Valley Iron, RidgeSmoke
Pipe s
and Corrugated Conductors,
for Steam Heaters, Ventilators and Ver
jlyleowSm
tilating Pipes, Eto*

South Portland—J. F. Mernman.
South Windham—J. W. Bead.
South Palis—A. D. Sturtevant,
South Paris—F. A. Sliurtleff.
South Waterhoro—G. C. Downs.
Saco—H. B. Kendricks & Co.
E L Preble.
South Bristol—N. W. Gamago.
Thoinaston—E. Walsh.
Vinal Haven—A. B. Vinal.
Waldoboro—Geo. Bliss.

Waterville—W.

D.

Spalding.

Westbrook—W. B. Boothby.
mwintbrop—F. 8. Jackson.
Woodiords—Chapman & Wyman.
Yarmouihville—G. Howard Humphrey,
Persons having any difficulty in obtlnlm:
papers at any gf these places will confer afavc
by reporting themattsr at once to this offioi

MISCELLANEOUS.
Forty word, or leu Inserted
Head for one week for 25 ct». in

under this
advance.

TO

real
MONEY
ibird .value
on

percent.

LOAN—On first mortgages
elate in any amount on oneat 5 per cent; over that at 8

Loans

on

second mortgages and

personal property at lair rates. A. C.L'.BBY, 42 1-2 Exchange street,29-4
LOANED—To honest parties
MONEY
nos, diamonds, watches, bicycles,

on

pia-

life in-

surance policies and all kinds of good security.
Also notes discounted. Rates of Interest satisfactory to the Dorrower; loans can be paid by

instalments. LOAN FUND COMPANY, Room
27-1
3,11 Exchange Street.

diamonds"

A fine line of Ladies’ and Gents’ Diamond Rincri
in the latest styles ot settings.
My prices are
reasonable and every stone of the best quality,
$10.00 to $300. McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument Square.
Jnnll&fif

i

Tobacco.
call.... 90@l.l6
Best brands-60®60
lead.
—30u40
Medium
3heet.6*4 @7
Am.

FIAAMAL AND COMMERCIAL
Leading Markets.

Friday’s quotations.

7%@8c.

wheat.

New York Stock and Money Market,

>penlng.61*4
61 Va
Jlosiug..

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. Aug. 31.
at 1 @0 per cent; last loan

CORN.

Opening. 36
Closing.••••36

Dec.

Sept.

Opening.61 Va

Closing..60^a

CORK

PORK.

-.

LAJuiy.

Daily Proa, stock Disk
Corrected by Swan & Babbett, Bankers and

floor*

linkers,

Value.
National Bank.100

Description.
<

anal

Par

National Bank. 08
nmberland National Bank.. 40
asco

iiapman National Bank.100
irst National Bank.100
ierchants’ National Bank.. 75
iational Traders’ Bank.... 100
ortland National Bank... .100
ortland Trust Co.100
ortland Gas Company. 60
’ortland Railroad

<

CompanyiOO

Bid. Asked
118
120
3 00
102
38
39
98
100
100
302
113
114
100
102
102
104
110
112
85
90
118
120
loo
106

’qrtiaud Water Co.300
BON D S
’ortland City 8s, 1897.lOSVa
•ortland 6s. 1907.12u
’ortland 4s. 1902—1912 Fundinz 102
R R. aid.100
langor 6s, 1899,
rCa
1 OHR
Wotitr
11 «

Coffee.

@25

251 Java do.28@31
Molasses.
26 \
e5| Porto Rico.27@35

27@28

80@36
\ Fancy...
Tea.
Scaled....
9@12c|
Amoys ...... 17^2o
Mackerel, bi
... 14® 5 0
Extra is 25 00(g$27^ Congous
Shore is 821 00@$24j Japan.18@35
Snore 2S $18 00*$20i Formoso..20@b0
Sugar.
Meo.s s.$l6 60@$17,
4%
largess 14 O0®$16 00/ Standard Gran
I Kx-qual’tv fine
Bananas.
4 9-16
No Is,
126@160. granulated..
4V«
76c®l 00| Extra C....
No 28.
Seeds.
Mediums. 1 00@1 20;

Red Top—recleaned.... 13Vfc@14
rrodace.
<M12*A
Cran’Ds
good.
$t>0@$00
cp
Jersey ,ct 0 00®Q00 Tlmotny.. .6 36@6 35
IClover....lO @13Vsc
New York
Frovisious.
Pea beans 2 20®2 30
Foreignoo 2 10®2 20 Pork. Bk&.
No 1.. 14’260114 BO
Iteilow Eves. 2 30®2 35
®13Eo
Cal. pea.. * .2 30@2 40, No 2..
Irish PotaPs. bbi L 25i Clear.. .14 25® 14 50
Yirg. bweetsS 00$3 261 •noriosi
No 1.. 14 25@1450
do Vineiana.... 0001
! Beet.lam.10 00010 50
Onions—
Native,bbl2 25@2 75l Dlate.. .1050031 00
ex-plate 31 50®12 00
(g
Bermuda..
18®20 BnelessMibl00@$
Sp Chickens.
Turkevs..... i7®18c| Lard. tbs. com&*/8@5%
Fowls...
14®16ci tubs, pure 7Ve@7s/a
tcs.comp'nd 68/8 063/8
Apples.
! tlerces.pure 7V8Cqi73/8
New. 2 00@3 25! paiis.compd 5% @68/8
pails, pure Sy«@83/8
Fair to good 175@$2
9Va@93/s
purelf
8® 9c
tYap JPlb.
flams ....lOVsiail
Lemons.
docov’rd 11^4 @11%
7 oo@8 00
Messina.

186 Middle street.

STOCKS.

..

....

Sept.

Portland

etc.;

60*2 00| Barbadoes.

Dec.

Sept.

Opening... 9.0o
8.95
.'losing.

powdered, Go; granulated,

25| Rio,roasted22

Dec.

Sept.
)penlng.36
'losing..36

cars.

@80
Wheat, 60-lbs.
Superfine &
@49
low grades.3 26<&3 35 Corn. Gar....
@53
Corn, nag lots..
Spring Wneat bak@50
ers.cland st360®370 Meal, bag lots..
28@30
Oats, car lots
Patent Sprne
@lo6
wneat... 4 00*4 25 Oats, bag lots
Cotton Seec
oiicb. str’ght
car lots. 00 00(226 00
roller.... 4 00*4 16
ban lots 0000&22 00
clear do.. 3 76^4 00
Br’r
Sacked
et'gt
btLouis
4 00*4 15]
car ots.$17 00019 5u
rooier.
lots..
001
§19@2i 00
bag
.3
do.
85*4
clear
Middlings. .83 8®20 00
Wnt'i wheat
4 00@4 2o!
bag ots. $20@22 00
■ patents*
75*6
60*3
26*3
75@2

6,80

WHEAT.

PortlandTVholesale Market.
PORT LA N D. I Aug. 31. 1895.
The folio wlngaro to-day’s quotations of Grain,

Fish.

?*£?

Opening.
losing.
Saturday’s quotations.

6ciCOttee crushed. 6%c;yellow. —36c.

Cod—Large
Shore ... .4
small do. .2
Pollock_2
Haddock.. .1
Hake.. ....1
Herring, box Z

Domestic

Sept

July.

Retail Grocers' Sugar Rates.
Portland market—cut loaf at 7o;confeot!oneis

Provisions. Produce,

&SS

.104
lath 6s, 1898. R. R. aid.
latl< 6s. 1897, Municipal..100
lath 4yaS, 1907, Municipal.100
lath 43,1921, Refunding.100
lelfast 6s. 1898.R. R. aid.104
lelfast 4s. 1892—1922. Municipal.. 99
alais 4s, 1901—1911 Refunding.. loo
■ewiston 6s, 1901. Municipal.108
.ewiston 4s. 1913. Municipal.102
aco 4s, 1901. Municipal.100
laine Central R. R. 7s.1898,1st. mtel06
"
••
7s. 1912, cons. nu#i34
••

'•

"4y3S.104
"063,1900, extens’nl06
-HVuS. 1905, Skg FdlOl
■eeds& Farmington R. R. 6s. j.896.101
•ortland & Ogd’g g6s. 1900. 1st mtgl06
1 ’ortland Water Co’s 6s. 1899.104
1 ’ortland Water Co’s 4s.

1927.100

304
122
104
108
lift

106
102
103
102
106
loo
101
110
104

101
108
136
106
108
102
102
108
106
102

Oranges.

Boston

jtsreaa

Lumber.

cash, Aug

and for

Sept.

Friday’s quotations.
CHICAGO. Aug. 30. 1895.—The Cattle market—receipts 4,.500; steady to 'firm; comnionto
extra steers at 3 60@o 95; Stockers and feeders
2 40@4 16; cows and bulls 1 26@8 75; calves
at 2 50@6 00; Texans at 19003 50; Western
ranger 2 00®4 05.
Hogs—Receipts 14,000; weak and no lower;
heavy packing and shipping lots at 4 lo@4 65;
common to choice mixed at 4 0rt@4 55; choice
assorted at 4 40.6.4 55; light 4 00@4 55 ;pigs at
9 fin

cn

Sheep—receipts 700; weak ahd 10c lower: interior to choice at 1 60j£3 40. lambs at 3 00@
a

00.

CHICAGO—The Flour market to-day
mietand unchanged; prices a trifle steadier.
Wheat—No 2 Spring Gl3/s;« 02c; No 2 Red 61%
&G15/8C. Corn—No 2 at 30Vie. Oats—No 2 at
I9%e; No 2 Rye 40c; No 2 Barley at 42c. No 1
Provisions—mess
Flaxseed at 100%®! 11.
pork 9 00®9 25. Bare at 6 82Va@5 86; short
rib sides 6 66(®S 66. Dry salted meats—shoul
ders at 6 50ig5 62 y3; short clear sides 6 25®
was

0 60.
bbls: wheat. 45.700
push: corn. 194.000 bushmats. 237.000 bush:
rye. 3,000 bush barley. 14,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 8,100 bbls: wheat 21,200
bush: corn. 679,000 bush; oats 1S5.000 bush;
rye. 2100 bush: barley 9200 bush.

ST. LOUIS—The Flour market to-day was
I diet and unchanged; patents at 3 65@3 20;
sxtra fancy 2 95@3 06; fancy 2 66®2 75: cUoice
it 2 60®2 60. Wheat higher; Aug—c. Corn
higher: Sept—. cats unchanged. Provisions—
Pork at 0 60.
Lard—prime steam at 6 70@
5 80. Baconr-Shonlders at G -,'t: longs at 6 60;
blear ribs 6=/* : short clear 7.
Dry salt meats—,
Receipts—Flour 1,500 bbls; wl'.eit 67.000
bush; corn 50,000 bush: oats 63.00u bush; rye
—

rttock

bush.

bush;

Market.

The following were to-day’s quo-atlonsat
tocUs in Boston:
j lexican Central 4s.. 67%
itchison. Topeka 6z Sianta Fe R. 20%
Boston & Maine It....175%
do pfd.
136
] /laine Central.
sew York and New England it..
j Jnion Pacific.. 15%
198
American Bell.
Lmericani Sugar.l common.Ill
i ;. Mass., pfd. 55
13
do
common.....

]

few York

Quotations on Stocks and Bonds.
(By Telegraph.)
The following are to-day's closing quotations
•l Bonds:
Aug. 30, Aug. 31.
iew 4*s reg.@112%
@111%
4’S
COUP..
....@112%
@1125/8
SOW
Inited States 2s reg. 96%
96%
1C2
:entra! Pacific lsts.102
>euver & R. G. 1st.*... ....116
£rie 2d». 76
Lapsas Pacific rconsols. 7 6
)regou Nav. lsts.112%
Lausas Pacific lsts.107
] iorthern Pacific cons 6s.... 41%
Closing Quotations of stocks:

bbls: wheat'46,300
10,400 bush; oats lO.OOOjbush; rye

com

bush.

DETROIT—Wheat—No 2 Red at 63%c; No 1
Corn—No 2 at 40c. Oats—No 2
White at 64c.
White 23y3c.
_

Cotton

75%
76 V*

41%

Pot Sup... .6Va@7V4 ?fhlte wood—
20%
Ltchison,tlst asst, paid.... 20%
No 1&2, l-ln$32@$36
do sq.5Vs
148
mams Express.149
Sans.1-in.
$26@$28
Crac ke rs—4 Vi @5 Vi
113Va
imencan Express.113
Com’n, 1-ln $23@$26
Cooperage.
5osfon & Maine.176%
Bhhd shooks & hds—
1V4, 1%&219%
in, Nol&2$83@$35 < Sentrai Pacific. 19%
Mol. city. 160@175
21%
( ihes. s unto. 21%
Sug.count’v 85c(ftl 00 1Y*,1Y»&2-In
163
Sans.
*28@*30 ( ■hlcago ® Alton.163
Country Mot
172
$36@$38 ( hicago « Alton preferred —172
Squares,
hhdsnooKs
91
( fiicazo. Burlington Si Quincy 9j.
bhd hug ml
Cypress—
Canal
Co.130%
1&2
Hudson
130%
1-ln
No
)elawar«&
I
$35@$36
82 n. 24@28
&
Westl62%
161%
1 )eiaware.Lackawana
lVi.lYs & 2Sug hd36in 21 @23
16
in.Nol&2 $34@$36 ] )enyer & Rio Grande. 16
Hoops 14 ft. 26@30
3%
9%
2y2, 3 &4-MS40@$45 ] Drie.... ••
12 ft. 2B@28
25
25
S’th pine.... $25@$35
ao
8 t. 8 @9
preferred
104
Clear pine—
lllnois Central.104
Cordage.
26%
n»lt>10Va@ll
Uppers.$66065 j ,ake Erie & West. 26%
151
M—.la...
7Vi@8V4 Select.$46055 ] ake Shore.151
Fine common. .$42045
63%
Manilla non
,ouls & Nash. 63%
OOiftoVa Spruee...
$13 @14 j laine Central JR...
rope.
13
HemlocK.$11@12 j lexican Central. 12%
Russia do.l7^@18
6Va@7V2 Clayboards—
102%
bisaL...#*
IlohiganCentral pf.102%
24V*
Drags and Dye*.
Spruce. X.$30@32 linn & St. L. 24%
85
Acid Oxalic-1?@14 Clear...,_$26@28
ilnn. at St. Louis, pf..... 84%
Acid tart.33@33 2d clear.$23025
39%
lissoun .. 39%
HO
Ammonia.16*20 No 1.$16@20 i few Jersey Central.109%
5
Asnes. pot... .6%@ 8 nne.$25@50
6%
commou.
Pacific
(erthen
Shingles—
Bals copabia.. .45*65
18%
do
do
preferred.... 18%
Beeswax.37*42 X cedar.... 3 00@3 60 ..*05^*
BIch powders... 7@9 Clear cedar.2 76@300
Jorthwestern. pfd.14?
J47
Borax.9*10 X No 1.185@2 25
104
few York Central.104%
2
Brimstone.
@21>4 No 1 cedar..1 26@1 75
16%
iew York.Chicago & St Louis ;i«%
Cochineal.40*43 Spruee.1 26@1 60
74
do 1st pfd. 72
Copperas.lVfe® * Laths.spoe. .1 9p@2 00 iew York &N .. 01
Lime—Cement.
Cream tartar.... 80*33
)mo& Miss.
Ex logwood.... 12*16 Lime .IP csk. 1 0031 05
lid Colony.
Gumarabic.. .70*1 22 Cement...... 140@1 60
Int.lS Western. !7%
18_
Matches.
14V5 @671
Glycerine
’acme Mail.
e '/a
65
Aloes cape.15@26 Star,}? gross
'ulnian ..^
6o
Diiigo.
@
Camphor.58*62
19%
19%
leading..
Metals.
MyUh.ee. a.- 52*66
83%
took island... 83%
Opium.. ••2.25*3 5<>l Copper—
77%
7b%
l
,t.Paul.
.00314
Shellac.46@60' 14@48 com...
129
do pfd.129
22
Indigo.85c@$ l Polished cooper.
44%
35 1 It Paul 4: Omaha. 44%
iodine.4@$4 25 14x48 planished.
120
120
do prfd..
14
1 pecac..... 160*1 70< Bolts.
:
&
Mann.116%
Minn.
it
12
Paul,
}}5%
Licorice, rt... .16*20 Y M sheath....
11“%
12 ! lugar, common.1}0%
Lac ex.34*40 YM Bolts.
exas Pacific.13%
Morphine... 1 70*1 90 Bottoms.22@24
r6%
JnionPacific.new. 15%
10011
Oil bereamoi2 76*3 25 Ingot....
47
1 I. S. ExDress. 47
Nor.Codiiverl 66@190i Xm—
9%
16@17
Vabash, St. Louis & Pacific.. 9%
Lemon.1 75*2 261 Straits....
25%
do prfd. 24%
Olive.1 00@2 50i Enslisn.
96
94%
Vestern
Onion.
00
C0..4
75@5
Peppt.300*3 25 Char. I.
00@6 25 1 tichmona& West Point.
Wlmergreenl 76*2 00] Char. L X. .6
do prfd.
Potass Dr mde..45*471 Ierne ... .6 00@8 50
12@14
Chlorate.24*28 Antimony...
Print Cloth Market.
6
650
a
00®
Iodide.2 *8 3 Oc>| Cok.
Quicksilver... .68*62 Spelter.... 4 500455
FALLRIVER, Mass. Aug 31.1895.—The folQuinine...841/2@371/2 SOldaiVSxy- 14Yi@15 1
week:
owing is tl.c print cloth statement lor thePia/taa
Nails.
Rheubarb, rt.76c@l 50
T?t, snake.3o*40 Cask.ct.base 2 2032.30
220.000
ou
•roduction.
wire.. z
Saltpetre.8 @12
Naval Stores.
]
Seaua.26® 80
4*5 Tar J& bbl. ..2 76@3 00 !
Canary seed....
..274.000
Cardamons 1 00@1 75 Coal tar.... 4 76®5 oo <{
53,000
note.
Soda. by-carbS%®634 Pitch.2 75(523 00
Wil. Pitch. .2 75@3 00
tutm-e's'..221.000
Suohur.2; @2Vi Rosin.3 00@4 00
The market firm at 3c for 64@64s.
Sugar lead.20*22 Tupenfine, gai 7 330843
White wax.... 60*65 Oakum....
hew York Mining Stocks.
Oil.
Vltrol. blue.... 6 @8
(Bt Telegraph.)
Vanilla.Dean.. *10*13 Linseed.47@62
Boiled...bomr5
buck.
NEW YORK. Aug. 30. 1896.—The following
65®76
re to-day's closing quotations oi mining stocks:
Nol...,.23 Sperm.
No 3.20 Whale.46@50 ( ol. Coal.
No 10.14 Bank.33$&8£ ] locking Coat.
2%
26%
8 ox.HVk Shore.28®3S j lomestake,
9%
10 oz.13V2 Porgie.20®26 , mtarlo.
45
Lara.......
®65
( Juicksllver.•••••*
Gun powder—Shot.
do pl’d...19
3 60*4 00 Castor.i oo@3 10
Blasting
55c®7o
4 00®6 60 Neatsfoot
dexicau.
Sporting.
Drop shot. 25 its. 1 30| Elaine.. .(ffl
1
Faints.
Buck. b. BB.
Boston Produce Market.
X. TT. F.1 661 LeadBOSTON. Aug. 30. 1896.—The following are
Pure ground.5 60®6 00
Hay.
6 50(fe6 00
o-oav’s quotations of Provisions. Proauce.etc.;
Pressed.814*151 Red...
Loose Hay
^3^
gi4*gl6l EngVenRed3
MEATS.
00
7
6
car
lots
Zinc....
00®
Straw,
,*9®10 Am
'ork, long and sht cut, 14 Do.
Iron.
-^Va
Rochelle...
>ork, lge and heavy backs $13 60®$14 60.
Common.... 1 % @2
!
Rice
lends 16 011.
4
Keflnea.I3/* @214 Domestic
®7 ; 'ork, lean
L'ongues pork, $17: do beef $24 1> bbL
Salt.
Norway.3 >4® 3.74
corned,
$9 50*410 60.
leef,
Cast steel....
8*10 Tks Is.lb hd20(R)18 00
moulders, smoked. 8%.
German steel.®8Va Liverpool ..160®I 60
and fresh 8%e.
corned
moulders,
Dia’md Crys. bbl 2 80
Slioesteel.@2
Lams, large and small, 10^1 lc.
She'-* Iron—
Saleratus.
lacon, lOiJsfOVsc.
Saleratus
H.C.4Va®5
.6®5%
"ork, salt and briskets, 7Vic.
Gen.Russlal3VaWl4
Spices.
Ameri'cnRuss!all®12 Cassia, pure.... 17@19 ] tlbs. fresh. 12%c.
I Mace.
100 i .ausage, OVioi
Galv.5Va®7
Leather
I Nutmegs.b6(®66 i .ausage meat,' 8 % c.
I Pepper.14® 16
I ,ard, tes, 7cmall. 7%@8c; lf,b%®9%.
New YorkLight.26*27 Cloves.. k.14®16 1 leeflsteers. 7%tg9%.
Mid weight... .27*28 Ginger.i8®19 I leef, fresh, hinds, lO@12%Ci fores, 3.36c,
] .arnbs, spring, 7@9c 4? ib.
Heavy....27*28
Starch.
Good d’ma.2o*26 Laundry.3Mi@5
l togs, dressed, city, 6Vic 40 fb: country, 6%c.
lb. 16@20o.
Onion backs.. .40**2 Gloas..eya(&7Va ( ihlckeas, Northern, broilers,

Markets

(By T'elegrann.i
AUGUST 31. 1895.
NEW YORK—The Cotton market to-day was
nuiet.J unchanged; sales bales, middling uplands at 8 3-16C; middling gulf 8 7-16C.
NEW ORLEANS—The Cotton market to-day
was easy; middling 7 ll-16c.
CHARLESTON—TUe Cotton market firm;
middling 73/sc.
SAVANNAH—The Cotton market is firm;
Middling 7%c.
MOBILE—The Cotton market Is quiet; middling 7%e.
MEMPHIS—The Cotton market is quiet;
middlings 7 ll-ldc.

116

112%

Havana Market.

HAVANA, Aug. 31, 1896—Sugar market is
nominal ^exports from Aug. 21 to 27th, 631
tons; stock 181,096 tns.
^Freights dull. Excalige firm.
European

Markets.

■

(By Telegraph.1

■
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i’*,‘vkerie3..v.v.v.:::::::: 78.oCS
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►

»

...

__

^ttUonnect*

&JJUEBEC R. R. Co!

WISCASSET

sxport 600 bales.

OCEAN STEAMER MOVEMENTS
FOR
FROM
Alier.New York. .Bremen
..Sep 6
Teutonic.New York. .Liverpool. ..Sen 4
3t. Louis.New York. .S’tlianipton..Sep 4
Kensington_New York. .Antwerp —Sep 4
Aug Victoria...New York.. S’thampton..Sep 6
Umbria.New York. .Liverpool....Sep. 7
Manitoba.New York. .London.Sep 7
City of Rome.. New York.. Glasgow... Sep 7
Werra.New Y’ork.. Genoa
Sep 7
Trave.New Y'ork. .Bremen
Sep 7
Phoenicia .New York. .Hamburg_Sep 7
Veendam.New York. .Rotterdam.. Sep 7
Britanie.Now York. .Liveroool....Sep 11
New York... .New York..S’thampton.Sep 11
New York.. Antwerp—Sep 11
Friesland
Normania.... New York.. S’thampton.. Sep 12
Lucania.New York. .Liverpool....Sep 14
3. of Nebraska..New York.. Glasgow.Hep 14
Ethiopia.New York. .Glasgow —Sep 14
Mississippi.New York. .Loudon.Sep 14
Touraine.New York.. Havre
Sep 14
Buffalo.New York..Hull
Sep 14
Persia.New Y’ork. .Hamburg.. .Sep 14
Fulda.New York. .Bremen
Sep 14
.New York. .Rotterdam ..Sep 14
Amsterdam
Spree .New York. .Bremen.Sep 17
Majestic.New York. .Liverpool... Sep 18
Paris.New York. .So’ampton...Sep 18
Southwark.New York. .Antwerp.. ..Sep 18
Rotterdam... .New Y’ork. .Amsterdam.,Sep 19
F. Bismarck.. .New York. .So’ampton...8ep 19
Palatia.New York..Hamburg. ...Sep 21
Ems.New York. .Bremen.
Sep 21
Mohawk_New York. .Lonoon
Sep 21
Maasdam_New Y’ork. .Rotterdam. ..Sep 21
Furnesia.New York. .Glasgow
Sep 21
Etruria.New York. .Liverpool....Sep 21
Servia.New York. .Liverpool.. .Sep 24
..

....

..

MINIATURE ALMANAC........SEPT. 2.

ISS“
{::: ;i§ fS
gse^.-.-^^IlHe^ttldej;; |»gjg
MARINE

NEWS

FORT OF PORTLAND.

SATURDAY, August 31.
Arrived.
Steamer New Brunswick, Hillyard,'St John,
NB, via Eastport.
Ship A M Small, Howes, Salem, to load for
Scotland. Vessel to Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Barque Isaac Jackson, Davis, New Yolk, coal
to Randall & McAllister. Vessel to J S Y\ mslow & Co.
Barkentine J \V Elwell, Goodwin, Norlolk,
coal to to Me Cent RR.
Sch John 8 Ames, Olsen. Philadelphia.
Tug lloneybrook. New York, with barge C RR
No C, coal to Randall & McAllister.
Sch J B Norris, Kennebec lor Boston.
Sch Lizzie J Clark. Randall, Boston.
Sch Golden Rule, Robbins, Harrington, canned
blueberries to Burnham. Morrill & Co.
Sch C V Minott, Hathaway, Machias.

Cleared.
John.
Steamer New Brunswick, Hilliard, St
NB. via EastDort—J B Coyle.
, w
News
Newport
Barque Lizzie Carter, Dyer,
snd Galveston—Ryan & Kelsey.
Kennebec
Berry,
McGregor.
Barkentine Jessie
& Co.
Did Philadelphia—J S Winslow
Sound and now
Sch Miranda. Flynn, Somes
York-J S Winslow & Co.

Id.
Henry J Smith?'IViam^PliiUdefphia.
Philadelphia,
Sch Three Marys, Birdsall,

Deer Isle-J H Blake
Henry Chase. Black,
Machias—J 4
Lucy Wentworth. Hill,
Blake.
and S R LySAILED—Barques Lizzie Carter,
Kennebec; Viator,
man; schs J S Winslow,
Sch
Sell

Sydney.

CR

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Co.

Enterprise

Steamer

leBELFAST—Ar30th,

....

LONDON. Aug. 31, 1895.—Consols 108d for
money and 10a 1-16d for the account.
LIVERPOOL. Aug. 3i, 1896.—The Cotton
market is easier: American middling at —d;
estimated sales 7,000 bales; speculation and

•.

....

R« R.
Boston &
Sell Henry Souther, Murphy, Boston.
Sell Emma. Littlejohn, New York, clav to
In Effect September 4, 1895.
Portland Stoneware Co.
Sell Georgie L Erake, Schofield, Philadelphia,
western division.
coal to Portland Stoneware Co.
for
Sell Wave, Dorr, Addison.
Trains leave Portland, Union Statloa,
Seh Marcia Balle., Columbia Falls.
10.00 a. m.. 5.15,6.20, p.
Crossing.
gcarboro
SAILED—Scbs Henry J Smitli, Philadelphia; ill.; Scarboro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00,10.00
Alice Archer, Darien.
3.30, 5.15,6.20, d. m.; Old Orchard
a. m.,
Beach, 4.05, 7.00, 8.40 10.00 a. m.. 12.20,
BiddeFROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
il.45, 3.30, 5.3 5. 6.05, 6.20 p. m.
8.40, 10.00 a. m., 12.20,3.30,
SOMES SOUND, Aug 30—Ar, schs Clara ford. 7.00,
Keime6.20,
in.;
5.15,
p.
Saco,
Leavitt, Duffee, Portland; Puritan. Sargent, do.
7.00, 8.40, 10.00 a. in., 12.20, 3.30,
Sid, sells Pochasset. Herrick, New York; E X bunk,6.05, 6.20 p.
m.; Kentiebunkport, 7.00,
5.15,
Homar, Brown. Portland.
8.40, 10.00 a. m.; 12.20,3.30,6.05, 6.20 p.
Wells
7.00. 8.40 a. m.. 3.30, 5.15
Beach,
m.;
exchange dispatches.
p. m.; North Berwick, Dover, 4.05, 7.00,
Sid fm Sydney. CB, Aug 31, sell Clara E Ran- 8.40 a. rn.. 12.20, 3.30, 5.15, 6.05 p. m ;
dall, Welch, Boston.
Somersworth, 4.05, 7.00,8.40 a. in., 12.20,
3.13, 5.15, p. m.; Rochester. Farmington,
Memoranda.
Alton Bay, Wolfboro. 8.40 ft. m., 12.20,
Norfolk, Aug 31—Seh John A Beckerman, 3.30 P. m.; Wolfboro, Long Island, Weirs,
Alton
Bay
Harbor,
(via
Robbins, from Poole’s Lauding, arrived here Center
12.20
8.40
m.,
a.
steamers,)
today, leaking 600 strokes an hour, and with and
Worcester
m.
(via Somersworth
loss of spanker.
p
Astoria, O. Aug 22—Ship James Drummond, and Rochester,) 7.00 a. m.; Manchester,
7.00 a.
which sailed from here Aug 10 for Bristol, re- Concord (via Rockingham Junction,
m., 3.30 p. m., (Via Lawrence) 8.40 a. m.;
turned today; Is not damaged.
ExBrewer Aug 30—llie sell M W Griffin which 3 2.20 p. m.; Rockingham Junction,
has been rebuilt at Stetson’s marine railway by eter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, "Bosher owner. F W Ayer, will sail the buie ocean ton, +4.05, t7.00, +8.40 a. 111., §12.20. 3.30,
for the future under the new name of Nat Ayer, +6 05 p. m. Arrive in Boston, +7.30, +10.15 a.
+12.55, §4.14. 7.30, +9.31 p. m. Leave
the required amount of work having been done m
to rename her.
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.00. 8.30 a. m.,
upon her to allow Mr. Ayer
Bangor, Aug 30—Mr H M Bean lias contracted l. 00, 4.15, 6.01 P. m.
to build a 1600 ton four-master centreboard for
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Capt J G Crowley of Taunton, Mass.
Boston and
For Boston, express, 4.05 a. m.
Arrive
stations, 12.55, 5.30 p. m.
way
Domestic Ports.
9.58
p. m. Leave
in Boston. 7.30 a. m„ 6.29,
NEW YORK—Ar 30th, schs F'annie A Gor- Boston for Portland, 3.45 a. m.
ham Philbrook. Pascagoula; HattieMcG Buck,
EASTERN DIVISION.
Low Philadelphia for Stonington; SaarDruck.
Elizabeth,
From Union Station for Cape
Clark Sands River. NS; Hattie Godfrey, Strout.
++
Newburyport,
a.
8.45
m.; Biddeford,
Fall River; Jennie G Pillsbiiry, Pillsbury, RockSalem, Lynn, 2.00, 9 00 a. m.,
do.
Amesbury,
Thomas,
Brewer,
land; Mary
12 30. 6 00 p. m.; Portsmouth, Boston, +2.00,
Cld barque Emita. Salvage, Fernandlna.
tl.46, +6.00 p. m. ArSid schs Carrie Belle, Castine; Damietta & +9.00 a.’ m.; §12.30, a.
m.. 12.55, 4.10, 4.40,
5.58
Joanna, Portland; Helen Montague, Rockland; arrive inm.Boston,
Boston for Portland, 7.30,
Leave
New
Bedford;
9.25
Sarah
p.
Boston;
Alley,
Nellie Clark,
9.30
p. m.
Normandy, Bath; Helen, Amboy for Boston; 9.00 a. m., 12.30, 7.00,
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Silver Suray, Port Reading for Lynn; J Ponder.
NewburyJr, Bayonne for Lubec, latter having repaired
For Biddeford, Portsmouth.
damage received while coming out of dock at port, Salem, Lynn, Boston, 2.00 a. m., §12.30
4.12 p.
a.
5.68
m.,
Bayonne, 24th in3t.
in
Boston,
Arrive
p m
Ar 3lst, schs Austin DJKnlght, Drinkwnter, m. Leave Boston for Portland, *9.00 a. m.,
Fernandlna; Georgie D Loud. Sanborn, Sands ^
Iiiver NS; Osnrey. Crowley. River Herbert. N
+Connects with Rail Lines lor New York,
S; Emma McAdarn, Young, Bangor; Irene Mesiuaurmiv
Hnnt.lihav
A hhm
Kuwkdr.
^Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
Fullerton, Hath; Ivy Belle, Loud. Bluehill; Ma•Western Division from North Lerwick SnuC
Carrie
Waie,
Gardiner;
Booker,
rion Draper,
with
Scarboro Crossing
Baglcy Jonesboro; James M Hoyt, Dllloway.
at
Kennebec; Harold J MeCarty, Hawley. Rock- train for Boston via Eastern Division.
Berwick.
nort for Annapolis. Md; Empress, Nelson. Rockto
North
Division
tWesteru
land; Lena White. White, do; If R Tilton, RanThrough tickets to all pointst South and
dall Bangor; Northern Light, Robbins. Booth- West lor sale at Ticket Office, Union Station.
Gardiner;
Drjnkwater.
Torrey.
bay; David
D. J. FLANDERS, G. F. and T. A., Boston.
dtf
lzetta. Hinckley, do; Harry C Chester. Small,
je21
Pendleton.
Levi
Hart.
via
Stonington;
Maelilas
MlHeagan; Harvest Home, Brown. Rockland;
Woodburv HI Snow, Maddox, do; Nat Meader,
Dunton. Wiscasset; Ella F Crowell, Thomas,
Rockland.
Cld, ship Berlin, Whitmore, Shanghai.
rrRAINS leave Wiscasset daily for Weeks
I Mills at 0.25 a. in., 3.55 p. m.. or after arlval
Sld schs Maud Snare, Bangor; Lanie Cobb,
Portland; Wide Awake, Rockland; Ira Bliss, of Maine Central R. Ii. trains from East and
McG
Hattie
Buck,
Boston;
do; Willie H Child,
West
Stoningrou.
Trains leave Weeks Mills daily for Wiscasset
BOSTON—Ar 31st, str John Wise, Geyer, at 11.28 a. m., 8.08 p. m.,
connecting with
Greens Lauding, with barge Margery, from do; Maine Central K R. trains East and West,
schs
Portland;
Virgin
Rubelli.
str Maverick,
Freight received by Wiscasset & Quebec R.
Rock. Nolan, and Sabine. Cadigan, Mt Desert; R in time for morning train will arrive in time
Seguiu,
WI;
tug
Martin’s,
Jose Olavaii. Arey.St
for shipment East and West over Maine CenPerkius, Bath.
tral R R.
Paysandu,
sch
Soutlier,
Murphy,
Henry
Cld,
Freight received by Wiscasset & Quebec R.
Uruguay, via Portland; Grace E Stevens, Stev- R. from Maine Central R. R. will be forwarded
and
Eastport,
ens, Lubec
the same day.
J. P. TUCKER,
Sld, schs Rebecca J Moulton, Kennebec and RICHARD T. RUNDLETT,
Baltimore, In tow'of tug Seguin: Jennie S But.
Supt.
yen- M’ger.
Herler, Kennebec and Baltimore; William B
mayl8
_d6mos
rick and Jacob Reed. Kennebec and Baltimore;
John J Hanson, do and Washington; William T
Donnell and Geo M Adams, do and Philadelphia;
Lucy Belle. Sag Harbor, LI (with cargo of lumSTEAMERS.
ber of sch Mariel, which put inhere In distress):
Mary Stewart and Odell, Bangor; ME Eldridge,
Salem, and a fleet of eastern bound schooners,
including schs Herald, for Rockland; Lulu,
MUlbridge; Grace E Stevens. Lubec and Eastport; C M Walton and Bramhall, eastern ports;
FALX ARRANGEMENTS.
Laura T Chester, Rockport.
Highland Light—Passed out. 31st, sch Indefor
Kennebec
Philadelphia.
pendent. from
After Monday, Sept. 3,
AUGUSTA—Ar 30th, sch Hope Haynes, New
York.
BANGOR—Sld 20th. schs Marjorie. Edwards,
Philadelphia; Ida € Southard, Blake, Baltimore;
George B Ferguson, Ferguson. Rondout: A F
Ktndberg. Kendall, New York; Annie P Chase,
Will leave East Boothbay Monday at 7.15
Ellis, do, Medford, Bates, Boston; Radiaut,
Bristol,
a. m. for Portland, touching at So.
Hardy, do: J Warren, Cousins, do.
B ATH—Ar 2»th. schs Edward C Allen, and D Heron Island, Boothbay Harbor and Squirrel
Howard Spear, Iceboro for Philadelphia (and Island.
both sld 30th).
Tuesday, leave Portland at 0.45 ?a. m. for
Island,
Ar 30th, sch John D Paige, Philadelphia for Pemaquid.
Touching at Squirrel
Boothbav Harbor, Heron Island, So. Bristol
Gardiner, aDd passed up.
York.
New
T
Drisko,
and East Boothbay.
Sld, sch F
Ar 31st, schs Clarence H Venner. Boston, and
Wednesday, leave Pemaquid at 6 a. m. for
passed up; Samuel Dillaway, do; Francis War- Portland and above landings,
leave Portland at G.46 a. m. for
Thursday,
sch George B Ferguson, Boothbay Harbor.
Touching at Squirrel
Islahd.
Ferguson. Bangor-for Rondout.
B
James
sch
Jordan,
30th,
BOOTHBAY—Ar
Fridav, leave Boothbay Harbor at 9 a. m.
Charleston.
for Portland. Touching at Squirrel Island.
for
St
Cove
from
Clark’s
John,
Sld schs Union,
Saturday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. m. for
East Boothbay. Touching at Squirrel Island,
NB; Ellen M Golder, Norfolk.
G
Helen
sch
King,
BRIDGEPORT—Ar 31st,
Boothbay, Heron Island and So. Bristol.
ALFRED RACE, manager.
Brett. Calais.
A
Etta
sch
Stimp30th,
CHARLESTON—Ar
aug31dtf
sou, Coombs, West Indies.
Ar 2utb, sen Lizzie Chadwick,
DAtilEN
Clark, New York.
♦
*
sch
Aloha, Skofield, Bath.
Cld 30th,
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Sld 30tll, sch
for
Mystic.
Kate Walker, Bangor
ELSWOHTH—Sld 29th, schs Wesley AbDott,
md Nellie Grant, Rondout; 30th, JM Kennedy,
..

Receipts—Flour, 6,100

—

Oil.

..

Marlttes.

(By Telegranh.i
AUGUST 31, 1895.
NEWYORK—Flour—receipts 23,846 pckags;
sales 2000 pkgs.
Wheat—receipts 44,400 bush; sales 1,290,000 bush, quiet.
Corn—receipts 260,325 bush; sales 176.000
bush; dull and firmer.
Oats—receipts 02,400 bush; sales 000 bush;
dull but steady.
Beef quiet. Pork quiet and steady. Lard quiet
and higher. Butter.auiet—fancy steady. Cheese
quiet; faucv steady. Sugar is quiet, and steady.
Petroleum is quiet. Turpentine dull and steady.
Molasses firm. Rico is quiet|and steady. Rosin
quiet and steady. Freights firm. Tallow quiet
and weak.
CHICAGO—Wheat closed easy to-day at 60%
eash, and Aug; oo6/8 sept.
Corn closed steady to-day at 30Vic cash and
for Aug.
Oats closed nearly steady at 1*%@18%0 for

Shipments—Flour 6,100

..

3 7 6®6 00 Kerosene 120 fir ts 9*4
California
000®0 00
Lipoma.10%
Florida
Centennial.3 0%
do 7149, 0 00®0 uO
Pratt’s Astjal ..12V*
'3 00®3 50
Messina,
Devoe's oriniant J2V4
Eggs.
19® Xn half Bbls lc extra
Nearpy.
liaising.
©17 Muscatel.50 lb bxs3@fi
Fresh Western.
Loudon lay’rl $2@2 26
isuttez.
Creamerv.fncy.. 20@22 Ondara lay’r.O @o
0
@0
GUthaae Vr’int.18.820 Valencia.
Coal.
Choice.16@17
Cumberland.* 00@4 SO
Cheese.
ia5 25
Chestnut....
N. Vlfct’ry. 9Vs@10
7 25
Franklin....
Vermont.. 9V4W10
Lehln.....
£5 25
Bag#.UVi®12

Eggs.lhennery, elioice.20@22: East 16@17.
Eggs. Mich. 15c; other Western 14@L4%0.
Beans, pea,a 0002 10:mediums, 1 90@2 Oo.
Beans, yei. eyes. 2 2002 30:red kid.l 76@l 80.
Beans foreign, 1 80@1 96, Cal.—.
Hay. New York and Can, fancy. $18 00® 19 00.
Fair to good $$1C 00@$17c ilower grades $11
@$15.
Straw, rve. J12SS13; oat. S7%0$8%.
Potatoes, N tl Hebrons 48060c bush.
Potatoes, Rose 40045.
Apples, new choiec W hbl, $2 00@3 00.
Apples, No 2 at $1 2501 50.

LARD.

Receipts by Main* Central R. R.—Por Porland, 168 sars miscellaneous merchandise; for

7c;pulverized.

Sent

July.

PORTLAND. Aug, 31.

c;

ol

pokk.

Railroad Receipts.

—

Dec.

Sep.

at l per cent, closing at 1 per cent. Prime mercantile paper was quoted at 434% per cent.
Sterling Exchange was quiet,strong,with actual
business in Qbankers bills at 4 89.44 89% for
60-day bills and 4 89%44 90 tor demand;
posted rates at 4 89 44 90; Commercial Dills,
Government Bonds
60-days 4 87% @4 88%.
firm. Railroads buoyant.
Bar silver 66%.
Mexican dollars 63%.
Silver at the Board was 67@678/s.

connecting roads 120

Dec.

Sept.

STEAMERS,

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

1.

""MAINE

Marne

Butter, cream,best,at 21@2l%c:other,18@20c
Butter, dairy, best. 18@18%e;otlier, 14@15c.
Butter, crmy.imit.l. 14014% ; latile, 11012%,
Cheese, Northern, new do 8%®8% ; Wst, new,

QuotationsCHIGCAO BOARD OF THAOtt.
Grain

SUNDAY, Sept.
Arrived.

ice

PltODUCK.

Quotations of Staple Products in the

easy

Western,

packed ll@il%c.
Geese..North’ll, nom.: Western, 0@0e.
Common.25S39 Ducks. North’u, West, OOiaOOc.
Natural leal.. ..60«70 Turkeys. Western ice packed ll@13e.

Wne.6V4®6
Zinc.7 Vs® 8 Vi

Money

Fowls, North’n, fresh. 12®14c;

—

Harpswell

Steamboat

Go.

THE 365 ISLAND ROUTE.

3o

FALLHIVRE—Ar 30th, sch Sadie & Lillie,

June 24, 1895, Steamers will
Leave Portland Pier, Portland,
Sld, schs Twilight. Philadelphia; Melisso A
as follows:
Willey New York; Lena A White, Rockland.
For LONG ISLAND. CHEBEAGUE I.,
LUBEC—Sld 29tli, schs Sarah A Reed, L A
BAILEY’S
& ORR’S IS.: 9.00.
HARPSWELL,
Boardmau, and L B Sargeaut. bound west.
I., 10.20
NEWPORT NEWS—Sld 30th, barge Washing- 10.20 a. m.. 2.00, 6.10 p. Jn. CLIFF
6.10
HOPE
9.00 a. m., 2.00 p.
m.
а.
I.,
m..
p.
ton. Bangor; 31st, sch R&THargraves. Bangor.
GT.
CHEBEAGUE
m.
LITTLEFIELD’S,
I.,
A
Beckerman,
sch
Jolm
NORFOLK—Ar 21st,
,10.20 a. in., 2.00, 5.10 p. m.
Robins. Poole’s Landing.
ORR’S
Leave
FOR
PORTLAND.
RETURN
Franklin
schs
—Ar
30th.
NEW LONDON
ISLAND, 5.45, 11.00 a. in.. 1.45, 4.00 p. ill.
Nickerson, Haskell, Philadelphia for New LonLv. BAILEY’S I., 0.05, 10.45 a, in., 2.05, 3.45
don Edward II Blake, Smith, Allyn’s Point for
p. m. Lv. SO. HARPSWELL, 6.20, 11.25 a.
Philadelphia; C R Flint, Roekiand for New in..
2.20, 4.25 p. m. Lv. GT. CHEBEAGUE,
latter
sld).
York (two
б. 45, 11.50 a. m.. 2.45, 4.50 p. ill. Lv. CLIFF
Ar 31st. sobs Seth W Smith, Martin, Lew
Lv. HOPF I.. 12.05.
a. Hi., 3.10 p. m.
MaI..
7.10
lor
do
Cole,
Hortensia,
Calais,
York for
5.06 p.m. Lv. LITTLE CHEBEAGUE. 7.25
chias; Mary h Smith, Hallowell. do for Thom- a.
5.16 p. m. Lv. LONG I.,
12.15,
Red
3.25,
Jacket,
m.,
do
for
Gott.
Salem;
aston- Chroino,
7.40 a. m.. 12 30, 3.40, 5.35 p. m. Arrive
Warren, do for Rockland; Kate Walker, Arm- PORTLAND 8.15
a. m.. 1.00, 4.15, 6.00 p. m.
ington, Bangor for Mystic (latter sld). Oscar C
-SUNDAYS.PHILADELPHIA-Ar 31st, sch
Orbeton.
Isaac
Portland;
Bacon.
Schmidt
Lv. PORTLAND for HARPSWELL and in
Trinun New Bedford; Tlios F Pollard, Jarman. termediate landings, 10.00, 10.40 a. m., 2.00
M
Bath; Andrew Adams, Adams, do; Edna
m.
p.
Champion, Somers, do.
Return from Harpswell. 1.00 and 5.30 p. m.
Cld, sch Annie T B.rley, Otis, Lynn.
excursions 22 miles down the bay.
Daily
Tlios
Marcus Hook—Passed down 29th, sch
Rounc trip tickets, only 50c. Sundays, excurWinsmore, Saco.
sions to Harpswell 35c, other landings 26c.
F
Reedy Island—Passed down 29th, sch Mary
ISAIAH DANIELS, Gen’l Manager.
Godfrey, lor Richmond. Me.
Je22dtf
PORT READING—Ar 30th, sell Grace Web-

Beginning

ster. Cros'man. Port Liberty.
Cld 31st. schs Geo Bird. Gray, Biddeford,
Grace Webster, Grossman, Portsmouth.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 31st, schs Walker Arm-

ington, Drinkwater, Newport News; R L Tay,
St John, NB.
ROCKLAND—Ar 28th, sch Grace It Green,
New York.
Sld 30th, schs Aurora, Wagstaff. French
Cross, NS; J W Fait, Andrews. Port George,
NS; Audacieux. Comeau, Meteglian, NS; Elma
I), Comeau. do; Lillie G. Hoar. Waterside, NB;
Flora Pressey. Atkinson, Hillsboro, NB.
ROCKPOKT—Sld 30th, schs Etiiel Merriam,
Newman, Boston; Chester R Lawrence, Ott,
Providence; Leo, Sypher, St John, NB.
SALEM—Sld 30th. sch Annie M Small, Howes,
Portland, to load lor Greenock, Scotland.
Ar 31st, sch Oliver Schofield, Brockway, Edgewater.
THOMASTON—Ar 30th, schs Geo E Barton.
St John, NB; Westfield. Lann, do.
WASHINGTON-Ar 31s seh ltobt A Snow.
Pillsbury, Vinalhaven.
Cld, sch J Manchester Haynes. Matthews,
Boston.
Foreinn Ports.

Sld fm North Sydnoy, CB, Aug 27tli, sch Fred
Gower, Sargeaut. Portland.
In port at ltio Janeiro Aug4. ship3 Kennebec,
Sawyer, for Baltimore; Bohemia, Hogan. Philadelphia for San Francisco; barque Normandy,
Skewes. from Pensacola.
Sld fm Hillsboro. NB, Aug
Sawyer. Willard, New York.

28, sch Nellie

FIRST CLASS
I

3P

.A.

3NT

O

STEAMER

or

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Daily Line, Sundays Included.

the new and palatial steamers
PORTLAND,
BAY
STATE AND
alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
every evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in season
for connections with earliest trains for points

beyond.
Through

..

tickets for

GRIND

_

CHANGE

RAILWAY
OF

leave Port
COMMENCING Jims 30t!i will
L/ land Pier lor Falmouth, Cousens’ LittleBustin’s
and
Islands.
john's, Great Cheheague
Wolt’s Point and Freeport at 9.26 a. m, and
leave
RETURNING,
Freeport at
m.
6 00 p
6.20 ai
Also

9.26.

and 1.66 for Portland.
will leave Portland for Mare Point at
Leave Mare Point at 1.20 p. m. for Port-

PULLMAN SERVICE.

land.

SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
Str. Phantom will leave Freeport at 7.30 a.
m. for Portland, touching at Chebeague, Littlejohn’s, Cousens’ and Bustin’s Islands. Returning
from Portland at 6.00 p.m. Will leave Portland
for Cousens’, Littlejohn’s. Chebeague, Bustin’s
Islands and Freeport at 10 90 a.m. Beturniug, leave Freeport at 2.30 p. m. for Portland.
Subject to change without notice.
jlyldtfH. B. SOULE. Manager.

-AND-

JOB

PRINTER,

PRINTERS*

•7 1.3

EXCHANGE*

Exchange s,„ Portland.

Time

jdiordja.by

pronmUy^t

Table,

On and after Mav 30. 1895. Steamer Sokokis
will run until further notice, as follows:
Leave Bridge street, Westbrook, at 10 a, m.,
2.00 and 3.30 p. m.
Returning, leave Mallison Falls at 11 a. m.,
2.45 and 4.30 p. m.
Arrive at Westbrook In time to connect with
the 12. 3.30 and 5.30 electric cars for Portland.
Be sure and take the 9.10 a, mM 1.10 or 2.40
electric cars from Portland, head of Preble St.
J. H. HEZELTON, Prop.

FALMOUTH FORESIDE STEAMBOAT CO.,
PORTLAND PIER,

Steamers Madeleine and Alice.
TIME TABLE.
Diamond island, Yarmouth,

For

Fal-

mouth and Cousin’s Island.

Diamond Island. 6.00. 7.00. 8.00, 9.16 a.
m.. 12.10. 2.00, 3.00, 4.16,6.00, 0.10 p.m.
Return—Leave Diamond Island, 6.30, 7.30,
8.15, 10.40 a. m., 1.30, 3.30, 4.10, 4.35,
5.30, 7.10 p. m.
For Yarmouth and Cousin’s Island, 6.00 a. m.,
2.00, 5.00 p. m.
Return—Leave Cousins’ Island and Prince’s
Point lor Portland, 7.20 a. m., 3.20, 6.20
For

p. m.

Portland lor Falmouth, 6.00, 9.15 a» m.,12.10,
2.00. 5.00, 6.10 p. m.
Return—Leave Falmouth. 5.65, 7.40, 10.15 a.
m., 1.00, 3.40, 6.45 p. m.
For Mackworth’s Island, 7.00, 9.16 a. m., 3.00,
5.10 p.

a.

3.30, 5.20p.

m.,

Sunday

aug31

Steamer JEANNETTE,

CAPTAIN C. W. HOWARD,
will leave LON ft WHARF, loot of Exchange
street, for Peak’s Island at 7.00, 8.00, 10.00
11.00 a. m., 1.30, 2.30,4.00, 6.00 (i.lo, 7,30,
10.45 p. m.
Return—Leave Peak’s Island at 6.25, 7.26
8.26, 10.30 a. m.. 1.00, 2.00, 3,00, 4.30, 6.30,
7.00,10.16 p. in., or at close of entertainments.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
I.eave Portland at 9.00. 10.00, 11.00 a. m
1.00, 2.00, 3.00. 4.00, 6.00, 6.00, 7.00, 8.00 p
m.
JjCavo xciuvait o<uu,

ra.

Return—Leave Falmouth, 9.15 a, m., and 6.30
p.

m.

Return—Leave Diamond Island, 9.45 a.
6.00 p.

m.

and

ra.

For Cousin’s Islan 1,1.30 p. m.
Return—5.10 p. m.
Every pleasant Sunday will make a sailing
trip to Cousin’s island aud up the Harraseeket
River to Freeport at 1.30 p. m., stopping at
Gem Cottage one hour for dinner.
Special arrangements for excursions can be
made with Captain ol either steamer.
Unavoidable delays excepted and subject to
change without notice.
E. E. NORTON, Manager.
jel3dtr

International

Steamship Co.
FOB

Eastporl, Lubso. Calais, SLJohn, N.3., Halifax,N.3.
and ail parts of New Brunswick, Nora Sootia. Prince Edward Island, and Cape BretThe favorite route to Cainpobetle aud
St. Andrews. N, B.
on.

Summer Arrangement.
and after July 1st, and until further
notice, tire steamers of this line leave Railroad Wharf,
Portland, Wednesday aud
Saturday at 5 p. m.. fcr Eastport, Lubec
the above connections.
and St. John, witn
Returning—Leave St John, Lubeo and EastOn

port Tuesday and Friday.
~

Througn
,1

tickets Issued and
sjmaPeaichl

p. m.
For Tickets

baggage

roooii.a,)

cheeked

n

to

at

and

A

will

L. J. SEARGEANT,
General Manager.
dot

xu.,

xxiiuv

m.

Allan Line
Royal Mail Steamers.

Montreal to Liverpool via
a ll/m

Quebec.

State Tiitio.

and Glasgow Service.
From Montreal, |_From New York.
Sardinian Aug. 17 | State of California Aug. 81
Laurentian Aug. 24 | State of Nebraska Sept. 11
Parisian
Aug. 311
Mongolian Sep.7 I
Cabin passage, Montreal service, *50 and upwards. Return, *100 and upwards,
Second
cabin. *30, Steerage at lowest rate.
and
New
York
to
*45
MS.
aervioe,
Glasgow
Return, *85 to *120.
round
tickets
can
trip
go
Passengers holding
via one route and return by the other, thus enjoying the magnificent scenery of the St Lawrence and the shortest ocean passage.
Glasgow to Boston direct via Galway and
Derry: Prepaid steerage, *15; intermediate
*25.
Apply to H. Si. A. ALLAN, Montreal
or Boston, or AUSTIN BALDWIN & C0„ 53
Broadway, N. Y.. or to GEO. H. STARR, or
T. P. McGOWAN Portland.
may9dtf

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT GO.
CUSTOM HOUSE

WHARF,

DO

DAY

Island, 6.40, 8.00, 9.00. *10.30,
12.30, 2.15, 3.00. 4.30, 6.10,
*7.00, *8.00, 9.15 p. m.
Return—7.00. 8.16, 9.15. *10.46, 11.20 a. m„
12.45, 2.56, 3.30,4.45, 6.40, *7.20, 8.30, 9.30
p. m.
For Trefethen’s,
Great Diamond

Evergreen, Little and
and Long Island, 5.30,
6.00. 7.00.8.00, 9.00, 10.3(1 a. m„ 12.00 m.,
2.00, *3,15, 4.20, 5.45, *6.10, 7.30, *9.30 p.
in.

For Ma.-riner's Landing. Long
10.30 a. m.. 2.00, *3.15. 5.46 p.

Man.

DIRECT LINE.

anu 28 at 5 u. m.
Eacli steamer touches at Cottage City. M. V..
in each direction and are dne in New Yolk and

Portland, evening following sailiag day.
Faro to New York one way $5.00; round trip
$8.00; to Cottage City one way $4.00; rouud
trip $7.00.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB. General Agent.
je266tf

m.

m.

SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
City Landing, Peake’ Island,
8.00, 9.00, 10.00, *10.30, 11.00 a. m., 12.20,
2.15, *3.15, 3.45, 4.46. 6.10. 7.80 p. Bl.
For Cushing’s Island, 8.00. 9,00, 11.00 a. in.,
12.20,2.15,3.45.4.46, 6.10, 7.30p.m.
For Trefethen's,
Kvergreen, Little and
Great Diamond and Long Island, 7.00,
a.
m., 12,15, 2.00, *3.16,
8.00, 9.30, 10,30
4.20, 6.15. J6.10, *7 30 p. m.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island only.
*1.30 p. in.
„..
For Marriner’s Landing. Long Island, 9.30,
10.30, a. m., 2.00, *3.16,4.20, 6.15 p. m.
* Not run in stormv or foggy weather.
1 Does not run to Long Island.
Tickets sold over this line to Greenwood Garden. Forest City Kink and Pavilion Theatre.
Unavoidable delays excepted and subject to
change without notice.
C. W. T. GODING, General manager,

For

Forest

jlyldtf

The Five Cent Boat
-—

Yarmouth, Prince’s Point
for
Portland ; Pier.
FalForeside, Prin -e's Point and Yarmouth,
Royal River, at 8 a. m., a. m. 2 and 6.10 p. rn.
Returning, leave Yarmouth at 10 a. m. and
3.45 p. m.
Leave Prince’s Point at 6.40 and 10.40 a. m„
and 4.10 p. m.*
Foreside at 5.55 and
Leave Falmouth
11.05 a. m., 4.30 p. m.
for Yarmouth and
Portland
Sundays—Leave
Falmouth Foreside at 9.30 a. m., 2.00 and 0.10
leave

mouth

STEAMER

ELDORADO, Capt. John Berry,

will leave the end of Custom House
Wharf for Jones’ Landing, Peaks’ Island,
at 6.00, 7.00, 8.00, 10.00, 11.00 a. in., 1.30,
2.30, 4.00, 5.00, 6?15 and 7.30 p. m.
RETURN—Leave Jones’ Landing,
Peaks’ Island, at 6.25, 7.25, S.25, 10.30,
11.30 a. m., 2.00, 8.00, 4.30,5.30,6.40, 10.16
of entertainment.
p. in., or at close

SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
8.00, 9.00, 10.00, 11.00
1.00, 2.00, 3.00, 4.00, 6.00, 6.00, 7.00

Leave Portland

m.

Returning, leave Yarmouth at 11.15 a. m
and 4.10 p. m.
Falmouth Foreside at 12.10 a.m. and 4.30
p. m.

fob :

PEAKS’ ISLAND.

-AND

and

Island, 9.00,

Return—Leave Trefethen’s, 6.20, 7.00, 8.00,
9.10,10.20,11.50 a. m.. 1.06.(3.20, *4.35,
5.25, 6.35, 7.00. 8 36, *10.25 p. m.
Return—Leave Evergreen, 6.1o, 6.55, 7.65,
9.05, 10.15,11.45 a. m., 1.00,3.15, *4.30,
5.20, 6.40, 8.30, *10.20 p. m.
Return—Leave Little Diamond, 6.30, 7.10,
8 10. 9.20, 10.30 a. m.. 12.00 m., 1.16, 3.S0,
*4.45, 5.35. 6.60, 8.45. *10.35 p. m.
Return—Leave Great Diamond, 6.25, 7.05,
8.05. 9.15, 10.25, 11.65 a. in.. 1.10, 3.25,
*4.40, 5.30, 6.46. 8.40, *10.30 p. m.
Landing,
Long
Return—Leave Ponce s
Island, 6.05, 6.40, 7.46, 8.50. 9.50, 11.20
6.35,
8.20,
a.
m.. 12.50, 2.60, *4.05,6.10,
*10.15 p. m.
Return—Leave Marrlner’s Landing .‘Long
Island, 10.00, 11.30 a. m., 3.00, *4.16, 6.46

Office.

Pisr38, E. R.. same davs at 5p. m.
The elegant steamer Tremont leaves Franklin Wharf at 6 p. m, August 26.
Returning, leaves Pier 38, E. R„ Aug. 23

m.

TABLE.

tainment.
For Cushing's
11.00 a. nt,

Square

Long Island Sound by Daylight—Delightful
and Invigorating Sea Trip,
Tlie steamships Manhattan and Cottage
leave
Franklin Wharf on Tuesdays, ThursCity
day sand Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave

a.

TIME

Summer Arrangements, June SO, 1895.
For Forest City Landing, Peaks’ Islaud,
5.45,6.40, 8.00, 9.00,10.00,*10.30 11.00 a. m..
12.00. 12.30, *145. 2.15. 3.00. *3.45,4.30,
5.00, 5.45, 6.10. *7.00, 7.30, *8.00. 9.15 p. m.
Return—6.20, 7.20, 8.30, 9.30. 10.20, *U.OO,
11.30 a. m„ 12.20, 1.00, *2.16, 2.45, 3.20,
*4.16. 5.00, 6.30, 6.06, 6.30, *7.00. *7.30,
8.20, *8.60, 10.15 p. m., oral close of enter-

tlie

MAINE STEAMSHIP GO.
NEW YORK

p.

a.

junl9tf

p.

6taterooms, apply
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument
or ior other information at Company’s
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street.
J. B. COYLE. Gen.
ap29dtf

will

j.u.ou

1.30, 2,30, 3.30, 4.30, 5.30, 6.30, 7.30 p.

WEEK

Diamond Island and Falmouth, 8.15 a. m„
1.30 p.

ISLAND.

PEAKS

m.

Time Table.

a.

m.,

p. in.

Leave Jones’ Landing at 8.30, 9-30,
11.30 a. m., 1.30, 2.30, 3.30, 4.30,
10.30,
2 o’clock trip week days
5.30, 6.30, 7.30 p. m._jlySdtf
o’clock trips Sundays from

and tlie 9.30 and 2
Portland gives the public a thirty mile sail
along Falmouth, Cumberland and Yarmouth
Foreside and |up tlie beautiful Royal River to
Yarmouth Village. Tlie longest dailyexcursion
in the bay.
stop at Prince’s Point on Sunday.
will not run in stormy weather.

Portland to Chicago Sleeper on No. 1
leaving Portland at 8.30 p. m.
will not run after September 2nd. From PRESUMPSCOT
RIYER.
Sept. 3rd to 7 inclusive a sleeping car
Steamer Santa Maria
will be run on that train, Portland to
leave wharf at Cumberland Mills for PleasMontreal. Old Orchard Beach Service will
ant Hill Falls via Pride’s Bridge on arrival of
will continue to run until Sept. 7tli, when cars leaving Preble street, Portland, at 9.10 a
m. and J.40 p. m. Returning in time to connect
Portland

TO

m.

Return-7.20

For

CENT FARES

FIVE

Rain.
New York

Great Diamond Island.

Train

the 8.30 p. m. train from
be withdrawn.

Connecting at Squirrel Island daily, except Sundays, for Christmas Cove, Heron
Island and Pemaquid.
On Wednesdays, steamer will run to Round
Pond, leaving Boot.hbay Harbor at 11 a. m.,
Beturning leavo Round Pond at 12.30 p. m.
Pond
with
Close connection at Round
si earner “Silver Star” lor Friendship, Port
Clyde and Rockland.
During the month of August will make Daily
Excursions at one fare for the round trip viz:
Popham Beach, 75 cents; Squirrel Island and
Boothbay Harbor, $1.00. Tickets good for day
of date only.
■Will leave Portland on Sundays at 8 a. m.
CiiAa. R. LEWIS, TreaS.
jlyltidtr

junei8tf

Sunday trips

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
nail or telephone

“SOKOKIS.”

STEAMER

•Does not

Card

strainers.

m.

The 8

H

W.U. M. MARKS,

Book,

STEAMBOAT CO.

FBEEPOKT

Steamer LOUISE

HASTINGS’.
TRUNK

Lowell,

Providence,

Worcester, New York, etc.
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston,
every
y Evening
8 at 7 o’clock.
J. B. COYLE. Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB. Gen. Agt.

FALMOUTH FORESIDE.

—AT—

W. P.

and after Monday, July 22, 1395,
will
make DAILY TRIPS as follows: Leavo
Franklin Wharf at 7.30 a. in., Popham beach
9.30 a. in., Squirrel island J0.15 a. in., arrivReing ut Booth bay Harbor >»t 10.45 a. in.
turning leavo Boo'hbdty Harbor at 2 p. ru.,
Squirrel Island 2.15 p. in., Popham Beach
2.45 p. in., arriving at Portland about 5.30 p.
m., connecting with Boston and New York

ON

Plain at

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.

SALACIA,

CAPTAIN O. C. OLIVER.

ORGANS
Very Fancy

Elegant and Fast

New,

The

S

FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO

COAST NAVIGATION CO.

with 12.30 and 5.00 p. w. cars for Portland.
Sundays on arrival of cars leaving Preble
street at 9.40 a. m., 1.10 and 4.10 p. in.
This is a fifteen mile sail on one of the most
beautiful rivers in the world. The scenery of
which is not excelled by that of the Songo
River.
jtyl9dtf

BOSTON AND PHILADELPHIA.
DIRECT STEAMlSUIP LINE.

From Bosfonevsry Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Wednesday
and Saturday.

From Central Wharf, Bostou, 8 p. m. From
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p, m. Insurance one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Peun. R R, and

South Dy connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Konnd Trip 816.00.
Passage 810.00.
Weals and room Included.
For freight or passage apply to F, P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Bostou.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
to.t
Manager, 89 State St., Fisk* Building,

THE

He Llw« Under

Soothing Syr op"
has been used over Fifty Years by millions
of mothers for tbeir children wblle Teething, with perfect success. It soothes the
child, softens the gums, allays Fain, cure
Wind Colic, regulates the bowels, and Is the
best remedy for Diarrhoea whether arising
from teething or other causes. For sale by
Druggists in every part of the world. Be sure
and ask for JIrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup
tScts. a bottle.
"Mrs. Wineiow's

Baby cried,
Mother
Doctor

sighed,
prescribed:

Castoriai

Portland Pier and Knows

Barge Office Boatmen.

tlie

NEW

THE RIFLE SHOOTING CASE.

A SOCIABLE FISH.

PBESS.

A curious instance of the familiarity of
fishes with human beings is being observed at the present time at the United
States Barge office on the end of Portland
Pier. The official boat of the barge office
is kept in a boat house on the end of the

wharf,

and when used
Is
lowered by
tackle and fall to tho water
beneath.
Floating on the surface of the water is
a raft,for the convenience of the boatmen
The
in embarking and disembarking.
public do not have access to this boat

Capt..Green Says It Was Reckless Shooting
and Mr. Stickney Says it Wasn’t.
The
Times, yesterday, said that the
passengers on the steamer Bmita were
imperiled the other afternoon, by reckless' rifle shooting, on the part of some
Stickney’s
one on board of Mr. Henry
steam launch, and that one shot passed
close to the head of Mr. Skil-

dangerously

lings, of Skillins and Hawkes. Captain
Green declared several shots came dangorclose.

ously

A representative of the PRESS called
he
at Mr. Stickney’s and asked him if
uould give any information on the matMr. Stickney said the story was a
ter.

house, and the raft underneath the wharf
is quite secluded.
The steamer was enAbout three weeks ago one of the boat gross exaggeration.
If you suffer from looseness of the bowels,
of the shooting.
of
the
out
range
about tirely
men began to notice a little fish
Dr. Siegert’s Angostura Bitters will surely cure
said that he was the one
inchs long, that seemed to wish to Mr. Stickney
eight
you.
A bottle had been
The fish would who fired the shots.
___

JOTTINGS.

BRIEF

scrape

acquaintance.

come up to the top of the water whouever
the boatmen would appear, and did not
After a time
sejm to be at all afraid.
one of the officers at the barge office began to take friends down to see the fish.
At first he might not be in sight, but

a

two hundred yards away
tho
mark, entirely out of the line of
Emita’s course, and he used a small
Elobert
rifle, and furthermore hit the
as

placed

ADVERTISEMENTS.

OuuIbyj
STORE CLOSED LABOR DAY.
“Will you buy

Lot-

a

tery Ticket ?”

“Mo!!”
And yet, buying Blankets is much the same
unless you have confidence in him of whom

buy.

you

never

deceived, you

disappointed in
Blanket purchases here.

were

never

stationery

The weather today
is likely to
be Fair.

Sept. 2,1895.

Labor

TODAY,
Day,

the

store

The

regular “Monday
Bargain Sale” will begin
then Tuesday morning,
list of

the

Hall.

front of

fishermen,

and one or

tempting

two

City
hooks are usually dangling near by, but
Attention is called to the change of
Yesterday morning while mass was
so far the sociable little fellow has estime in the Freeport Steamboat Combeing celebrated at the Cathedral of the
pany’s

table..

Damon

Assembly,

No. 1,

Pythian

Sisat

terhood, will have a basket picnic
Sister Ebbesen’s on Wednesday, Sept. 4th.
Carriages leave Castle Hall and Long-

caped.
D He frequently

will come within an inph
of the hand of one of the bcatmen, and
seems to have no fear at all.

Within three weeks he has grown
fast, and now is nearly a foot long.

very

Immaculate
Conception, a young lady
from Boston, a fine vocalist, was assuming the leading soprano part. When tho
Salvo Regina was reached the lady
solo
the
sang the solo, and had just reached

IF

YOU see the Lettuce,—and
the dressing,—you say confidently “There’ll be salad soon.”

THE

TAKE

corner
No.
823,
Oxford streets, and
Voughan and Pine streets.
R.
The Great Council of Maine, I. O.
M-,offers ten prizes for increase in membership from September 15th to March
81st, the first prize being a valuable silk
costing in the neighborhood of

his wife, son
Miss Josephine

Beard
of
Andover,
Mass., who was assaulted with a hatchet
by her mother, Mrs. Francis K. Beard
at Old Orchard,is still at the Maine General HospitaL Her symptoms are more

Boston & Maine

Changes.

On and after next Wednesady the trains
leaving Portland for Old Orchard,
Biddefcrd and way stations at 9.05 a. m.
now

12.00, 1.15, 3.55, 5.45, 7.10 and 8.00 p. m.
will be discontinued All Sunday excursion trains between Portland, Scarboro
Beach, Pine Point, Old Orchard, Saco,
and Biddoford made their last trips for

banner,
favorable, but sho is still in a dangerous
$100.
condition.
One of Mr George S. Staples’ teams ran
Captain Fickett of the Barge office, is
delivery
into one of George C. Shaw’s
having his vacation.. He will probably the season
For
yesterday, Sept. 1st.
the Ameriwagons standing in front of
make a trip to New York.
running time of trains on and after Sepcan Express Companys office at Union
Mrs. J. F. Hastings of Hartford, Conn.,
tember 4th see advertising columns in
Station. The Shaw wagon was wrecked
Hotel.
and two gallons of molasses upset.
Mr. J. P. Lisoomb of the Maine SteamComship and Portland Steam Packet
a painful accident Saturwith
met
pany
day. He caught the end of bis little finger
in the safe door, and jammed it off.
week, of
There were 84 arrests last

which 64“

were

I

for drunkenness.

stopping at the Falmouth
“‘Bobby” Richardson, so well known
here, was held up by two masked robbers
The hotel rooms
at Anacruda, Montana.
is

all taken and Richardson, with two
companions, had to room in a warehouse.
During the night the masked robbers
came in upon them and took $9.
Mr. M. S. Gibson, manager of the Lookwere

The fine steam yacht Intrepid, Lloyd out
Inn, Lookout Mountain, Tenn., was
Phoenix owner, arrived Saturday
presented last week with a handsome
and
nasty. Sunday cameo
Saturday was wet
ring by his guests.
bright, clear and cool, with the mercury
Westbrook Seminary opens next Tuesand wind
in the fifties in the morning
day. Mr. Harry C. Folsom has been ennorthwest.
gaged for the year as Greek and Latin
Charles
and
Stafford,
Willis Coughlin
professor. Miss Carrie M. True and Miss
from
aged 16 and 17 escaped Saturday
Mabel A. Steward are also engaged as
the Reform School.
They were shortly teachers for the
year.
afterwards captured by two officers of the
Mrs. Ratcliff Caperton, vocal teacher of
school and returned
Philadelphia, arrived in town Wednesday.
Patrolmen'Skillings and Sylvester Sat- Mrs.
Caperton has had a cottage at
urday morning capture two boys named Great Diamond Island for the past two
George and Alfred Ford, who ran away years.
from their home in W eymouth a few
Capt. Charles Deering, late of the steam
days ago. They were going to fight the er Tremont, has taken command of the
Indians.
steamer Portland.
Last week’s foreign exports were valMr. N. J. Grace, district passenger agent
ued at $5,895
of the G.T.R.,was in the city Saturday.
A three-horse hitch has been purchased
[ Hou. A. A. Strout.who has been on a
for the Hayes truck on India street, with
European tour, is expected home today.
new horses
the poles and cranes. Two
Second Officer Murch of the steamer
it
is
intended
and
it
for
will be purchased
Bay State is laid up with acute rheumasometime
to have the hitch in operation
tism at his home in Somerville, Masa
during the week.
Mts. Peary, wife of Lieut. Peary, the
Schoooner Emerald brought 6,000 large Arctic
explorer,and child are at the home
Willard
to
John
Saturday
filial
maokerel
a# lUw orvrl Mna
Wwan c ‘Plon.cn.nt.rift.l A
cents
apiece.
brought seventeen
T. T. Lines and family of New York
;
Saturday a number of vessels in the are at the Falmouth, en route to Fabyans.
half mast
harbor hoisted their flags at
Mr., and Mrs. J. S. Kaufinan of SyraOut oi

respeuu

iiu

uuo

uicuiui.)

vm.

uix. v.

at the Falmouth on their return
from Bar Harbor.
L D. Barton and wife of Flushing, L.
L, are at the Falmouth, en route to
cuse are

Emeryjof Boston, deceased.
Saturday night the lead wire on Green
street broke and lay across the "trolley,
making a live wire when the last cars
Rangeley.
from Westbrook came in. The man who
H. G. Kiggins, D. D. Scripture, G. C.
were on the head car telphoned and had
C. H. Cook, J. Alexander of.JNew
Lee,
the power shut off, when they cut the
York; E. H. Waite and wife of Albany;
wire and then proceeded. They went on
H. Wilcox and wife, J. B. Pearson and
to Mechanic straet, where another wire
W. L. Peok, E. W. Gilbert, T.
family,
same
the
manwas found to be broken in
Severance of Boston; D.^Moorice, Jr., of
ner and the power had to be shut off the
Montreal; Miss Gertrude C. Stearns and
second time, after which the cars proparty of six youngj ladies from Camto
the
their
city.
ceeded on
way
bridge, Mass.; Mrs. A."J. Rockwell, Miss
for
drunkenness
KThere were four.arrests
Florence Rockwell of New York; Mr. and
yesterday.
Mrs. L. Langdon of Kalamazoo, Mich.;
Miss Florence Knights’ singing was J
P. Dodge of Columbus O., are among
much enjoyed at Congress Square church
the arrival at the Falmouth yesterday.
yesterday.
The regular meeting

of the Irish American Relief Association will take place
this evening. It is a meeting of special
importance and a large attendance is desired.
Officers

Smith, Lombard and Webb extinguished a fire on York street last night

"

that threatened to be

a

serious blaze.

Cape Electrics.
Eloetric cars will run today from
land bridge starting at 8 a. m and
The

The

Saturday last, Mr. J. J. Pooler bought
all the furniture in The Sherwood, the
family hotel on Park street, and
popular

the house for five years.
By the terms of the lease markod improvements are to be made in the house.
Mr.
Pooler took The Sherwood after
took

a

every
Rigby

twenty ^minutes thereafter for
Park and every thirty minutes for SimonCars for Simonton’s Cove
ton’s Cove.
start from ferry landing in South Portland at 8.10 a m., 8.40 a. m. and every
thirty minutes thereafter the last car
at 9.40 p. m. Barges from MonuPortment Square to and from cars at

leaving

land bridge.
Our readers’ attention is called to the
consolidation of fire insurance agencies
advertisein this city as shown* by the
ment of Anderson Adams & Co. consolidating the'old firms of Palmer Anderson
& Co. ana Rollins & Adams with offices

lease of

Fitch left it, five years
ago, and proceeded to run it as a family
hotel, patronized by many of our bost

Mr. and
Port-

Sherwood Re-Leased

known
house.

Mrs.

people,

rather

than

a

boarding

He has been singularly successful, and there is no question that under
his present lqase the house will become
more

popular than

(Portland and

this paper.

Something new,

Bros.
sliced to

Yunggebauer

Whole

Boned

order.

Delicious; try it.

Cooked

Ham,
At Shaw’s

fancy borders; weight, 4 pounds 10
ounces; 76 inches long, 64 inches
wide.
Price for

a

69 cts.

pair,

fall.
table, for

for wrappers, better still for
beds.
69 cts.

ding,

our

Blanket

The Probate court will be open until
12 m. today, Labor Day.

Delmonico Fish Chowder.
at 81 Exchange street. This makes a very
in
An
fish chowder lunch for ten
excellent
of
the
one
the
largest
strong agency
and with its cents will be served hot from 1 to 2 p. m.
every respect in the State
Simonlarge amount of insurance capital ought today at Willard’s {Restaurant
command ton’s Cove. Preparations for 600 guests.
to, and undoubtedly will,
large amount of.business. The compan- Take electric cars every twenty and thirty
ies represented by them are of the best as minutes from Portland bridge and ferry
shown by their advertisement.
landing in South Portland.

sell

will

twenty d

ozen

Thermometers,

At

been

Says There Is No Truth In It.
It was reported Saturday .that the decision of Judge Erskine M. Ross of the
the
Circuit Court of Galiforina, that
Wright Irrigation law is in confliction
of the
United
the constitution
unconstitutional,
States and therefore
rendered worthless about $30,000 of water
bonds issued by that authority in Cape
Elizabeth, also $120,000 sold in Portland.
Mr. T. C. Woodbury of Woodbury &

a

with

Moulton says there is no truth in the
statement that these bonds are held here.

assorted

PILE of Blankets on your
right, in the window, are
elegant all wool (warp and

THE

co

from

dusty

the islands was com-

OMPANIONING these you’ll
see
other Blankets worth
your notice.
49 cts.

White, 76x64 inches,
These have fancy borders.

Gray—a
gray—with bright
89 Cts.
graduated borders,

You’ve bought hundreds of pairs of this same
line of Blankets of us at $1.26 a pair, and got
your money’s worth, too.

Blankets at $2.25, 2.69, 3.50, 4.25,
5.00.
Our

Report

“Hood’s Sarsaparilla, Is an excellent
medicine. I have taken it for catarrh and

swing.

IJ.

sept2d2t

Hood’s

SarsapanNa

Is the One True

R. LIBBY.

ACUTION

Fr O.

BAILEY & CO.,
Anetioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 46 Exchange Street*
c.

W. ALLEN
dtf

WILSON MINERAL SPRING WATER.
Highly

beneficial in

Bright’s

Gravel and Rheumatism.
As a table water and to aid

Sparisiing.

Disease, Inflamalion of *the Bladder

digestion

THEWELSON SPRING

it has

no

lot of

ported embroidered

lawn

Portland Me,

aug27dlw8tbp

at

years,

at

ribbon
dark

lot

of

at

Squares,

marked down from
#1.25—all colors.

75c,

BASEMENT.

pressed

of

lot

glass Fruit Plates, with
metal
handles, at 17c

Under-

Tuesday, other days

25c.

of blue and
white Japanese Oatmeal
One

two for

Tuesday—half price.

case

Saucers at three for 10c.
One gross of silvered
wire

One lot of new American made full-fashioned
socks, black and tans, full
weight, at 18c, marked

Teapot Stands,

at

6c.

only terms at
Monday Sales are
and no exchanges.
The

down from 25c.

OWEN, MOORE & CO. OWEN,

into
You
fun
the

MOORE

these
cash

CO.

&

the pit-falls of cheap insurance.
don’t pay premiums just for the
of being told, after the fire, that
company is unable to meet its

Hats, in
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&

CO
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X
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|

it since we wereboys. X
and we know our business—been at
We ,,|easc and protect our clients—our big following proves I
the truth of owr words.
reasons
we w ant your business; there are strong

J

why

we

2 should have it.
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: FIRE AND CASUALTY INSURANCE

moor!
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STRONGj
COMPANIES,

early

at
$1,
wear,
from
down

j

WE REPRESENT

stylish

$i.75.
owen

“Liberty”

obligaions.

nobby

reds, fit for

marked

at five for 25c Tuesday.
One lot of pure silk

HOSIERY COUNTER, (Hen’s)

*

trimmed

Four-

Scarfs, women’s,

in-hand

waists, for children four
to nine

of

stock

graduated percale

children’s

of

ribbed

entire

Our

One

72c,

#4-25.
a

NECKWEAR COUNTER. (Women’s)

18c, been 25c.

fine

small
Kilt
to
children,
go Tuesday
at half regular price, been
Also

One lot of Antique
Linen Lace Tidies,at nc.

for

to fifteen years,

an-

EMBROIDERIES COUNTER.

down

Pantalettes,

pieces of linen

Lace at 17c,
been 25c and 28c.

Egyp-

counter,

lot of very
Suits, for

t0

yard, great bargain,

tique Medici

ribbed Vests

marked down from $1.

#3.25

a

DON’T TUMIIE

percale Shirtwaists,
infants outfits

marked down

pure linen Crashes
Glass Toweling, at

Ten

36 and

lot of laundered

stripe,

Initial

of

marked

aprons, at 48c,
down from 75c.

fancy

8c

CORSETS COUNTER.

heavy

im-

at

35c,marked

girls eight

satteen

fine

autumn

equal.

HOTELCOMPANY,

Room 25, 98 Exchange St.,
Wilson Spring Ginger
Ale equals the best imported brands.

ribbed

69c Tuesday,
other days $1.

One

or

ecru, at

at

Qne

Natural

of

and

(Children’s.)

SHIRTWAISTS COUNTER.

SALKS

F. O. BAILEY.
mnrl4

Blood Purifier.

skirts,

One

impure

blood and it has given me a good
appetite and strength.
My husband
haB also token it and he is now in good
health. When he feels a little run down
he gets a bottle of Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
and before it is gone he is all right and is
able to work all the time. I give it to my
baby occasionally, and we have never had
to have a doctor attend her.”
MBS.
E. K. Warren, Greenfield, N. H., Box 34.

lot

Autumn Blanket buai* UNDERWEAR COUNTER {Muslin.)

early

ness is in full

A Mother’s

One

sian

from 50c. At same counter, one lot of Jersey

Jersey

twilled fast black

20c.

An assorted lot of Irish
Scotch, Yankee and Rus-

Pants, white and

and

SKIRTS COUNTER.

clean

a

5c

from 25c.

boot

of fine

tian cotton

been $1.

five

to

Handkerchiefs, women’s,
at 12 1-2C,

29c, worth

wear,

One lot

25c

lot

One

UNDERWEAR COUNTER (Knitted)

mousque-

two

LINENS COUNTER.

7 to 9 1-2, been
and
74c.
54c

taire
Kid

silk

pure

handkerchiefs counter.

39c—sizes

at

yards of

yards lengths,
yard, been 10c and

marked

$1.00.

at

One lot

wrist, Suede finish,
Gloves, black and
colors, at 75c Tuesday,

at

LACES COUNTER.

school

skein

regular price

Ostridh

at

1-2

heavy ribbed
black
ingrain
Onyx
Stockings, fit for boys’

been

12c a

Tuesday,
filling Blankets.
He says there are none in Portland.
blue
and
borders.
18c.
Pink, yellow
Summer is Gone,
Measure
As clean as new snow.
That the summer is gone was shown
GLOVES COUNTER.
Though 79 inches long, 72 inches wide.
forcibly by the island steamers.
One. lot of
the day was delightfully clear, and the Soft, warm, fluffy.
$5.50 a pair.
water was beautiful to the eyes,the numbers who went to
paratively small.

13

of

ribbon,

moire

One lot of

used to decorate the de-

partment,

and

HOSIERY COUNTER

lors, slightly

at

of

hundred

Five

fancy
Onyx dye lisle
cotton Hosiery,

yd.,

Yarn,

having

fancy

8c, been/

Collarettes,

remnants

unlaundered

50c.

Germantown

ity

Pink, yellow and blue borders.

dozen of

lot of

style

quadruple

rtnir.

at

$1.18, marked down from
$ 1.62c,

HOSIER Y CO UNTER.

A

satisfactorily.

five

down from

thread

FIRST,

affair

counter,

49c,

women’s,

THE PILE of Blankets
gold plated Fob Chains,
on the left—as you look into
with charm and swivel
white
window—the
clean,
hook at 98c, been $1.48
fluffly ones, measure 76x66 inches in
size. They weigh 5 pounds and 4
to $1.98.
You’ll be surounces to the pair,
YARNS COUNTER.
prised to be told that the price of
One lot of best qual.
these superior Blankets is but $1.25

lot

feather

Tuesday,

50c.

at

only,

38c.

Agent Boothby, asking him to see that
the stage called for her. The colonel always obliges the ladies if he can and although he had nothing to do with the the
stage line, he managod to arrange the

One

handsome

25c

men’s fine
Shirts,
13

four

LEATHER GOODS COUNTER.

Queer Request.

handles,

DRESS TRIMMIS GS COUNTER.

25c,

same
or

One

a

But*

with

I 2C«

imported

colors,

designs, at
other days

pure silk

Fringes,
deep, at 25c

of

lot

four

Knotted

Hooks,

metal

flowing end Four-inhand Neckties, light and

DRAPERIES ROOM.

One lot of

$2.19,

One lot of steel
ton

silk

each.

Twenty.four pairs of
Nottingham Lace Curtains, at 38c a pair. Great
bargain.

go'Tues-

to

$6,

at 75c to

RIBBONS COUNTER.

un-

at 8c

mounted,

at

to

NOTIONS COUNTER.

50c.

A

of
blanket
pair
fill
the fronthave
FREAKS
Railroad men
many queer requests
One lot of silver belt
made of them, but one of the
queerest
center of our east window
at 12c., been 25 c.
buckles
was that of a woman who lived near the
The blankets are correct, it’s the
line of the stage coach that runs from a
JEWELRY COUNTER.
Maine Central railroad station to Blue price that’s the freak.
Hill, who wrote to General Passenger
One lot of
A

Bootlibay Steamboat Co.

The Probate Court.

we

day

HABERDASHERY COUNTER.

dark

counter,

same

inches
Surely the Fprice-Iatch-string of
department pulls easily.

were

porcelain.

At

at

Shaving Brushes,

in the lot are
beautiful
little
some
Princess Lamps in Dre&i

Blankets these for
Good for
SILKS COUNTER.

ironing
early
EXCELLENT
dining-table pad-

ever.

The fall arrangement of the Portland
and Boothbay Steamboat company, will
go into effect today. The particulars will
be found in our advertising column.

19c a box, 3
been
cakes,
25c.
One lot of pure bristle

cakes,

cluded

den

$2.25

cushion

white

Soap,

half
In-

Toilet

Two huudred boxes of
“Savon de Rose” Toilet

crying for space, we
will sell our entire stock
and
of library, stand
banquet lamps, at
the marked prices.

Three lots of fancy colored silk Parasols, worth

large bottles,
Water,
and
Violet
Lily of the
Valley, at 18c a bottle.

which

goods

of

lot

Septem-

PARASOLS COUNTER.

in

are

BLANKET Salad in our
JHe concluding measure, her pure, crystal
fellow Square at 9..30 o’clock. All sisters
resembles
a
but
is
of
a
kind
not
on
carp,
on
the
If stormy they will go
House Furnishing Departlike notes falling most agreeably
are invited. 1
familiar to the boatmen.
members of the choii
the
ear, when
Friday, Sept 6th.
ment is hinted at by the inAt first the fish was accompanied by a
Ministers
noticed that she turned pale and placed
The Portland Evangelical
but the latter has disap- her handkerchief to her lips, giving a gredients in our east and west winwill meet in Y.. M. C. A Hall at 10. 30 companion,
peared.
this morning.
spasmodic cough. A fly had flown down dows.
her windpipe and shut off her wind.
Commissioner George N. Fernald is enPERSONAL.
titled tn D-rnftt credit for the
caving and
Fortunately at that moment the full
THE west window first,
chorus had to sing, thus preventing any
ourbing at the West End, and for the
the up street one.
fine terrace as far as it goes.
Mr. A. M. Wentworth has been enter- break, and when her turn camo again
The ofiioial fire alarm and police signal taining his brother, Mr. John R. Went- the lady was able to respond. The poor
This window is decorated
boxes with assignments and instructions worth of St Loihs, General Superintend- fly was afterwards found on the bosom of
floor to dome with seasonable
from
have
boxes
his
for
new
Two
He had paid
temerity
have been issued.
ent of the St. [Louis &San Franoisco rail- her dress.
with his life.
been added—No. 36, corner of Preble and road. Mr. Wentworth is
Blankets; white, tan,
gray, with
accompanied by
and daughter.

other

from 75c, Fit for
ber wear.

^t 8c.

Tablets,

One

following
ferings as special attractions to start September

for

ounces.

ers, at 54c, marked down

TOILET GOODS COUNTER.

and
The Grocers, Provision dealers
your
fish dealers will close their gstores at 12
mark.
We tell you the truth concerning
with.
of
its
account
on
being
o’clock today
size.
FLYthe
A
NAUGHTY
materials
and
the
Labor Day.
NEEDLEWORK COUNTER.
Willing very soon would appear, having evidently
This afternoon at 2.30 the
The size is advertised in actual
seen his friend’s
Church
a
Singer
of
Shuts Off the Wind
approach.
Workers of the Church of the Emanuel
In order to get room
The end of the wharf is quite
a place
inches, the weight in pounds and
Yesterday,
Mission will hold open air services in
for

with
blotter at 13c, marked
Five
down from 20c.
hundred celluloid Mem-

fine Bal-

Tablets,

orandum

of-

{Mena.)

COUNTER.

UNDERWEAR

One lot of
briggan Shirts and Draw-

selected

have

we

counter.

One lot of “Commonlinen
wealth”
paper

Writing

will be closed.

and

were
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